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cobeco male.

Our top 5 best selling male products:
 Powder Lubricant
 Butter Lubricant

225gr
250ml

 Lubricant Extra Thick

250ml

 Anal Relax Lubricant

150/250ml

 Anal Lubricant

150/250ml

These products are available at your regular wholesaler. For information, send an e-mail to sales@cobeco.nl or visit www.cobeco.nl
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the most complete
product line ever.
visit the webshop to see all the products shop.cobeco.nl/intimate

cobeco pharma is producer and wholesaler of pharmaceutical, cosmetic and stimulating products
cobeco pharma wholesale bv • hertzstraat 2 • 2652 xx berkel en rodenrijs • the netherlands
info@cobeco.nl • www.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 09 91 • f +31 (0)10 290 09 94
sales@cobeco.nl • shop.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 65 25
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In our EAN interview, Leigh Dedhar
tells us about his new job as Sales
Director at Doxy and the tasks this
position entails
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ORION Wholesale presents

trendy bestsellers and novelties

letter from the editor
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

eroFame 2018

Nothing can stop the march of
time, and after months of anticipation, the ninth eroFame
trade convention is now in the
rear-view mirror. Still, let’s take
a moment to pause and look
back at the show. All parties
involved, i.e. exhibitors and
visitors, will probably agree
that it was a very successful
event. Like in previous years,
eroFame managed to bring
together the who is who of
the international adult industry
at the fairgrounds in Hanover. The quantity and, more
importantly, the quality of the
exhibiting companies made
the show worthwhile for any
trade member. And in terms
of premieres and product
launches, eroFame 2018 also
lived up to previous shows,
underpinning the status of this
trade convention as one of
the best launch pads for new
products in the industry. This
time, the focus was on alternative stimulation technologies
for sex toys, and sex dolls
represented another big trend.
Seeing how there was no reason for major changes to the
basic concept of the show,
the organisers of eroFame
instead focused on optimising
the event, for instance by
introducing a new, automated
registration process, or by adding even more entertainment
value to the Oktoberfest party.
It’s also worth mentioning that
there were more lectures,
workshops, etc. than ever
at eroFame 2018, which is
definitely a positive development. Now, the only question
that remains is: What’s next?
As everybody knows, after
the show is before the show,
and the next show being the
tenth edition of eroFame,
that means there will be a big
anniversary to celebrate. And
we already have a date for the
decennial: October 9 to 11,
2019.

Flensburg, Germany – ORION Wholesale has had three successful trade fair days with
international contacts and has won valuable awards at the eroFame 2018 – the international
B2B trade fair for the erotic market. The trade fair took place on the trade fair grounds in
Hanover from 3rd –5th October 2018.

T

he Flensburg erotic specialist presented lots of new and innovative
products at the ORION stand in Hanover.
One of them was the spectacular sex
toy that goes by the registered brand
name “BELOU”. The remote-controlled
vibro-bullet really stands out with its beautiful design and the clitoral stimulator. It
was designed by the product managers
of ORION in corporation with a German
inventor. The sex toy’s trademarked
design is a real highlight – but it also has
a lot to offer
too! The extremely beautiful
vibro-bullet
provides double the amount
of stimulation –
not only can it
provide vaginal
stimulation,
but it can also
provide clitoral
stimulation with its stimulation arm as
well. It is controlled with a wireless remote control. Another big eye-catcher was
the new men‘s label NEK for trendsetters
who love to experiment. It should appeal
to men who wear neither classic underwear nor extremely fancy, crotchless underwear. There are 15 trendy outfits in the
first collection and they were all exclusively designed at ORION’s headquarters.
Whether it was pants, shirts, trousers or
jumpsuits, the focus was on high-quality
material and a first-class finish with love
for detail. Tight-fitting, stretchy material
in a matte or camouflage look was used

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Poehl

06
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so that the outfits fit like a second skin
and are extremely comfortable to wear.
However, the new lingerie lines from
trendy labels like Abierta Fina, Cottelli
Collection and Red Corner, and the fetish
brands like Bad Kitty, Black Level, LateX
and Zado were also very popular. The
new ‚Plus Size‘ collection for women,
which offers outfits up to 4XL, was also
in demand and the new “Bondage” collection from Cottelli Collection with fancy
lacing and functions also had great surprises as well.
The ORION
team was also
surprised with
other valuable
prizes that
were awarded
at the eroFame
in Hanover: in
the category
‚Wholesaler
of the Year‘,
ORION Wholesale was given the popular
EAN Erotix Award yet again. ORION
Wholesale‘s neutral customer magazine
‚Modern Emotion‘ won this award in the
category ‚Best Customer Loyalty Tool‘
as well. Furthermore, there were two
individual awards given out this year:
Maike Rotermund, the managing director
of ORION Versand GmbH & Co. KG,
received the EAN Erotix Award in the category ‚Businesswoman of the Year‘ and
Sven Jacobsen, the head of the ORION
Wholesale business, received the SIGN
Award in the category ‚For your life‘s
work in the industry‘.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 1 8
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New:
The Womanizer Liberty
The sex toy that accompanies women on any adventure
Berlin, Germany – Thanks to its hygienic closure
cap, six intensity levels and simple two-button
operation, the Liberty is the perfect companion
on the move.

T

he Liberty disappears easily
and unobtrusively in even the
lightest hand luggage. At the same
time, the magnetic cover ensures
a secure and hygienic transport
each and every time. That’s why
The Liberty is
the Womanizer Liberty is the peravailable in the
fect companion for the cosmopocolors lilac,
powder blue,
litan woman. Staying true to the
pink rose und
saying ‘size does not matter’, the
red wine
Liberty guarantees unforgettable
highs thanks to its six perfectly balanced levels
of stimulation. Naturally, the model comes
equipped with the Pleasure Air Technology. For the first time, the Womanizer Liberty
was presented at this year’s eroFame on 4th
October. Around 300 trade visitors attended
the exclusive launch event with prosecco and
presentation. Reactions to the new Womanizer
LibertyTM were extremely positive. To celebrate
the occasion, the first 100 participants at the
launch were given one of the handy all-rounders to take home.

BeauMents presents Flexxio
Wadgassen, Germany – The couples brand
BeauMents introduces a new couples toy
with the name Flexxio. The toy is versatile and
equipped with many options. A remote control
was included, so you can comfortably choose
the different vibration levels. According to ST
Rubber the product has a high quality, is perfectly processed and the first reactions of the
customers were overwhelmingly positive and
full of anticipation for the product. The Flexxio
is available in two colors.
07
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Pipedream withdraws from ANME
The company‘s priorities have radically shifted under new management
Chatsworth, USA – Pipedream has many reasons to celebrate. Coming off the heels of one
of its best quarters ever in the company’s history, Pipedream credits their success to a
renewed focus on culture, operational efficiency, reliability, and product differentiation.

W

ith a revamped product release
schedule, sizeable investments in
infrastructure, and a new customer-obsessed culture, Pipedream’s priorities have
radically shifted under new management.
As a result, Pipedream has decided to no
longer participate in the bi-yearly ANME
show. “Our team can be of better service
by being on the road and in our customer’s stores and offices. So that’s exactly
what we’re going to do,” said Miranda
Doyle, Pipedream Sales Manager. Sales
Executive Mona Madrigal continued,
“Pipedream is taking chances, thinking

differently and changing the game. Not
only is it refreshing for us; it’s paying off for
our customers. I know they appreciate the
focused attention at one on one visits in
their own backyard more than 30 minutes
at a trade show.” CEO Matthew Matsudaira stated, “We will continue to focus on our
customers’ success and work tirelessly for
them, but ANME no longer fits our agenda. We’d like to thank the ANME show
and the Founders for a great run. We’ve
enjoyed many years of successful shows,
and we wish all our friends, customers and
competitors well this year.”

Revolution on the rubber market

The first designs from the new collection
are now on sale and can be found on
the website www.ledapol.pl

08
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Lubliniec, Poland – Once again, this
year‘s eroFame was attended by Ledapol – Polish company with 28 years
of tradition, which received the special
award „Innovation of the Year 2013” for
Datex. This particular material is elastic
knitted fabric coated with natural latex,
which is used in clothing production. The
owner of the company recently created
a brand new material – printed latex and
Datex. According to Ledapol, this new
material surprised the regular contractors and interested other suppliers and
manufactures of latex clothing. After the
stabilization of Datex‘s strong position
on the market, the owner of Ledapol
decided to go a step further, using
currently available technological solutions
he has implemented to create another
two new clothing materials. The invented
production process is using natural latex

to print various textures and patters while
maintaining the flexibility and extensibility
of the design. The possibility of creating
unique patterns and colors in a simple
way is limited only by the designer‘s imagination. What should be also emphasized is the fact that the resulting products
are three dimensional. Thus, printed
Datex is a highly elastic knitted fabric with
a printed latex pattern. It is dedicated to
the people who enjoy the touch of latex
on bare skin. Additional advantages of
this innovative technology, beyond the
possibilities of design with spatial 3D
texture and flexibility, are its utility values:
very high permeability which reduces the
effect of sweating, no vacuum effect and
freedom in putting on tight clothing. According to Ledapol, the printed collection
presented during eroFame encountered
a very positive response.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 1 8
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Lovehoney’s Fiﬅy Shades of Grey calendar is shipping
The calendar contains products for women, for men, for couples and bondage toys
Bath, England – The Lovehoney Trade Sales Team is delighted to announce that its popular Fifty Shades of Grey There‘s
Only Sensation 24 Days of Tease calendar, is shipping now. As seen at trade shows across the world, including eroFame
most recently, the new 24 piece collection consists of Lovehoney’s best-selling products from its Fifty Shades of Grey collection, which boasts over 3 million units sold to date.

T

he calendar contains six different products for women, six for men, six for
couples and six bondage toys. Presented in
a 24-window calendar, it also offers excellent
value for money for customers with a saving
of over 35 % on the bestselling products
original MSRPs, including the popular
Greedy Girl rabbit vibrator. “We have seen
that bundles and kits are proving popular
with customers and thought this would be a

EAN_11-18.indb 09

The Fifty Shades of
Grey There‘s Only
Sensation 24 Days of
Tease is available now

great way to tie huge variety within the Fifty
Shades range into an easy to gift and enjoy
package. From the concept to the design
and savings, we think there’s a definite
market for this Fifty Shades of Grey collection. We are also delighted with the positive
feedback that our customers and distributors had for the calendar at eroFame a few
weeks ago,” commented Laura Wood, Sales
Executive at Lovehoney.
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The international b2b trade fair for the erotic industry
Hannover Messe Hall 27 • 30521 Hanover • Germany

09–11 October 2019
Only for trade members. Free to attend.
Toys • Fashion • Pharmaceuticals • Consumables • Movies • Magazines
and much, much more

the eroFame 2019 is sponsored by:
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Europe’s most important trade
fair for the erotic industry
• Only for trade members
• Free admittance for
registered trade members
• In-depth conversations in
a relaxed atmosphere
• International and marketrelevant exhibitors
• Bus shuttle to the
partner hotels

• Catering service for
your customers included
• Unique exhibition area at
the EXPO City Hanover
• Oktoberfest for all
exhibitors and visitors
Contact:
Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH
Große Kampstraße 3
31319 Sehnde
Germany
Tel: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 14
Fax: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 29
hlutz@mptoday.de
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Menstrual Cups from Libimed
New at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany – An increasingly popular alternative to tampons or pads during menstruation is the so-called menstrual cup. The idea is simple: the flexible, funnel-shaped cup
gets inserted into the vagina like a tampon where it then collects the blood.

O
The 'Menstrual Cups‘ come in
two sizes: 16 ml and 22 ml

nce the cup is full, it just needs to
be removed, emptied and cleaned
– it is then ready to be used again. This
method doesn’t just reduce waste but it
also saves money too because a menstrual cup will last for many years if it’s
used and cleaned properly. They are also
comfortable to wear as well. The purple,

medical silicone ‚Menstrual Cups‘ from
LIBIMED are now available from ORION
Wholesale. The ‚Menstrual Cups‘ come
in two sizes: 16 ml and 22 ml. The cup is
delivered with a lint-free storage bag. The
cardboard packaging that it’s delivered in
has a description of the product on it in
various languages as well.

Lovely Planet oﬀers Wonderlove
The Wonderlove is an egg
vibrator and clitoral stimulator

Gemenos, France – The Wonderlove is a
remote controlled egg vibrator and clitoral
stimulator. According to Lovely Planet, it is
designed to perfectly adapt to the female
anatomy. It has two motors with five

different modes, which can be controlled
independently through a remote control.
The toy is made of soft silicone, rechargeable, waterproof and has a maximum
operation of two hours with one charge.

Cloud Climax have teamed up with Payl8r.com
London, England - Payl8r lets consumers
buy the products they want today. With
their flexible repayment plans, consumers decide when and how to pay back.
They only have to click the Payl8r button
at checkout at CloudClimax shopping
basket. Unlike credit and debit cards,
they don‘t charge extortionate fees if
consumers don‘t pay back on time. Using
the payment calculator consumers can
spread their payments over 12 months
from £50 to £2500. Consumers can repay
in full within at 0% interest, or choose an
instalment plan to repay on a monthly
basis. Interest rates range from 0% 12

EAN_11-18.indb 12

24% per year. If a consumer borrows
£200 over 12 months at a representative
APR of 24% and an annual interest rate
of 24% fixed he would pay: Monthly
payment: £20.66 / Total charge for credit:
£47.92 / Total amount to repay: £247.92
Sam at CloudClimax commented: “This
new and exciting pay monthly affordable
plan will enable more customers to buy
the products they desire. We are extremely happy to be partnered with one of
the fastest growing pay monthly finance
companies in the U.K., opening up a new
way to pay for your products in the adult
lifestyle sector.”
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Mister B presents the F-machine Pro 3
Available in black and pink
Amsterdam, The Netherlands - Pro 2 just got a massive upgrade and is now the all new Pro 3! It’s stronger, faster, more stable,
easier to adjust, stiffer, more versatile and comes in its own brand new carry bag for discreet transport and storage.

“W

hat are you waiting for?”, Mister B asks
and continues: “If you enjoyed getting
smashed by the Pro 2, it’s time to upgrade to
Pro 3 for the ultimate satisfaction!” The product is
supplied with a black eight inch toy in hypoallergenic silicone as standard. It is available in black
and pink design. Here are the improvements in
detail: solid steel weighted legs for increased
stability / revised quick release leg clamps 400 %
stiffer than Pro 2 / new high speed motor (up
to 280 RPM) / optional ‘pink machine’ hydro
dipped matt finish graphics / quick-connect toy

The F-machine Pro 3 is
powerful and versatile

adaptor with vac u lock style barb to
fit all doc Johnson toys etc. (change
toys effortlessly in seconds) / reduced
reciprocating mass for smoother operation / breaks down into high quality
nylon bag with bespoke foam lining to
protect your machine whilst discreetly
on the move. The F-machine Pro 3
is powerful, versatile and featuring an adjustable
thrust rod length, an adjustable thrust depth of
1-6 inches and has adjustable front and rear legs
to suit various positions.

www.oivita.com
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PURE LUXURY.

pure
aluminum

49,95

EURO

Wholesale price
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BLOWS
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NEW SATISFYER MEN HEAT VIBRATION.
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Aneros reports success at eroFame
Health and Wellness Company builds a stronger relationship with customers
Houston, USA – exual health and wellness compan Aneros is hailing its participation at
eroFame a complete success. The business-to-business expo, held in Hanover, Germany
from October 3 to 5, gathered more than 200 exhibitors from a wide range of segments in
the adult entertainment industry.

A new booth design was used to display
the Aneros line and reactions to its
presence were greater than expected.
The booth space was divided to differentiate between the male-bodied products
and the female-bodied products, but it
still represented the cohesive ideals of
the Aneros brand. Much like the Trident
series and other new products in the
pipeline, there is simplicity in the design
but an exponential increase in effectiveness. “We received great feedback from
our colleagues and business partners
who were enthralled by our product
lines and especially the new VIVI, our
hands-free Kegel exerciser,” said Brent
Aldon, Director of Sales and Marketing
for Aneros. “We shared information about
our industry-leading prostate massagers
as well as highlighted the unique capabi-

lities of VIVI.” VIVI is the long-awaited and
highly anticipated, hands-free stimulator
that is perfectly designed for a woman’s
needs, providing clitoral and G-spot stimulation with the utmost responsiveness.
Able to run for up to five hours on a single
charge, VIVI is made of velvet-soft silicone and features powerful external and
internal motors with 12 expertly tuned
app-controlled vibration modes that
generate a stunning variety of sensations
ranging from the delicately subtle to the
exquisitely intense.The Aneros Team not
only strengthened current relationships
at eroFame this year but also devoted
time to establishing new partnerships
in untapped areas around the globe. “It
was an amazing few days of networking,”
Aldon said. “We are very excited for the
future of Aneros.”

EDC Wholesale launched new Exotiq massage line

Exotiq is available from now on

22
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Veendam, The Netherlands – EDC
Wholesale launched the new massage
line, Exotiq, at last month’s eroFame
show, introducing a sensual line with 16
different items. The brand was designed
by the wholesaler’s in-house design team,
who greatly managed to emphasize the
tropical and exotic theme in the package
design. The full line is available for retailers
to order now.
The sensual massage collection Exotiq is
perfect to set the mood and get into the
moment. What better way to relax and

start foreplay than with an erotic massage. The beautifully designed packaging
has a mainstream look and feel, which
makes it accessible for many different
types of shops. The boxes and bottles are
elegant with a tropical design and appealing names for every scent, like ‘Sensual
Cherry’, ‘Soothing Jasmine’ and Bamboo
Orchids’. The collection offers aromatic,
kissable and neutral massage oils, Nuru
gel, milk and massage candles with a
comfortable melting point at 45 degrees
Celsius.
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“WELCOME TO THE
TOP SELLERS FAMILY!”
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VALUE PACK

MSRP incl. VAT
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Besharam announces the 1st global
Adult Store for non-resident Indians
IMBesharam.com
Atlanta, USA – Besharam (IMBesharam.com) is launching the Global Adult Store for Indians
living in United States, Canada, Middle East, United Kingdom, Europe, West Africa, South
Africa, Malaysia, Singapore, Australia & New Zealand. The site goes live on November 5, 2018.

Besharam has been one of India’s favorite
adult store for 5 years now, showcasing
over 120 brands and over 2000 unique
products on its website IMbesharam.
com. With over 275,000 orders delivered
in India and over 6000 in the Middle East,
15,000+ positive reviews online, over
250,000 fans and followers on its social
media channels it is also the most talked
about Adult Brand featured in over 120
media articles and features including Maxim, Yourstory, TechInAsia, Yahoo, Times
of India, Economic Times, Zee News, Star
TV, XBIZ, EAN, VICE, Entrepreneur and
many many more. Sunny Leone is the
face of the brand and has been Google’s
most searched person in India, 5 years in
a row now.
The passionate founders, Raj Armani &
Salim Rajan, both US Citizens of Indian
origin have been successful in introducing
an unconventional brand that was bold
and ahead of its time as well as long time
due coming to India. They present their

Raj Armani (co-founder & COO), Kim Rajan (CFO), Jenny
Harper (OPS), and Salim Rajan (co-founder & CEO)

5 years journey in an entertaining video
(http://bit.ly/globaladultstore) to highlight
their accomplishments and vision for next
5 years.
The GLOBAL Adult Store will reach out
to Indians & South Asians living outside
of their home countries, an affluent 75M
(2016 statistics) population unified by
food, culture and lifestyle. While the size
of the NRI audience is smaller compared
to the Indians in India ~1.3B+, what is
vastly unique about them is their familiarity
to adult products, frequent visibility and
lessor inhibitions due to a less judgemental society abroad. The most conservative
estimates put this to a $200M market
potential that has not been explored yet.
The GLOBAL Adult Store will leverage
the knowledge gained from analysing the
data of over 60 months of buying habits
of Indians, and the expertise in managing the various challenges that come in
catering to the laws, customs and local
traditions of the Indian community.

LELO SONA celebrates its first 365 days on the market
Stockholm, Sweden – In October 2017,
this curvaceous pleasure bomb took
everyone by surprise. Created in LELO’s
signature sleek style, the SONA won the
hearts of women everywhere. Battery-powered, USB rechargeable, waterproof,
featuring Cruise Control technology and
sonic waves, the SONA is all sleek silicone, curvy lines, and innovation. In the sea
34
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of clitoral stimulators, LELO SONA stood
out and made a big splash when it launched in October of 2017 earning a round
of glowing O’s that resonated across the
globe. What separates SONA from the
rest is the fact that the sonic waves produced by a pad in its ‘mouth’ go deeper
and stimulate the entire network of nerves
in the clitoris, not just the visible part.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 1 8
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EDC Wholesale stocks designer menswear from Andrew Christian
Jockstraps
Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale stocks a collection of menswear from the popular American designer Andrew
Christian, offering a wide range of sexy jockstraps which is available for retailers to order at the Holland-based wholesaler.
Andrew Christian’s menswear is designed to be the ultimate in comfort.

H

is unique design leaves everything tucked
away in the front, leaving the back completely open with the known comfort that comes
with AC signature underwear. The collection features limited edition colors with perfect contrasting details and slimming signature waistbands,
these jocks will look & feel incredible. When
pulling them on, his package will fall naturally
into the super soft snuggle pocket to create
a truly enjoyable, unique wearing experience.
The Andrew Christian designs virtually eliminate

This unique formula
features, L-Arginine,
Maca, Ginseng,
Zinc and Vit B.

Andrew Christian’s menswear is designed to be the
ultimate in comfort

sticking, squashing, re-adjusting,
sweating and chafing. The innovative
technology features a hidden ‘comfy
cup’ that gently lifts and provides
excellent frontal support and enhancement. “We are super excited to
introduce this line of menswear from
Andrew Christian”, stated Eric Idema,
CEO at EDC Wholesale. “Andrew Christian has
featured in many popular TV shows, magazines
and newspapers in the US.”

M A N P LU S I S A H I G H P O T E N C Y
B L E N D S P E C I F I C A L LY D E S I G N E D
TO S U P P O RT A M A N´S M O D E R N,
A C T I V E L I F E S T Y L E.

EXTEND YOUR SALES
TO A N OT H E R L E V E L!

www.jdswholesale.co.uk
For more information,
contact your wholesaler or

trade@jdswholesale.co.uk
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German court rules in favour of WOW
Tech & Womanizer in patent dispute
Parties agree to settle
Berlin, Germany – On September 26, the editorial office of EAN received a press release
from WOW Tech Group. Below is the original text:

T

he Munich regional court (Landgericht München I) has ruled in favour
of WOW Tech Group (Novoluto GmbH)
in a utility patent infringement lawsuit
against Venize Trading GmbH. The
court found that Venize Trading’s clitoral
stimulator, Lumunu Traumtänzer (Dream
Dancer), infringes a utility patent covering Womanizer Pleasure AirTM Technology products. Following the ruling, the
parties agreed to settle the dispute. The
settlement includes the immediate removal of infringing products from the market, penalties of up to 10,000 per unit
for any further sales, and an undisclosed
settlement payment. Venize Trading
will destroy any remaining Traumtänzer
inventory and submit to third-party sales
audits. Furthermore, the two companies

agreed to work together by making Venize Trading a new Womanizer direct retail
partner. “Innovation is the fuel of our
industry,” says Johannes Plettenberg,
managing director of WOW Tech. “No
products illustrate that better than those
from Womanizer and We-Vibe. Our research and development investments bring
to market new products that broadly benefit retailers and distributors worldwide.
The future of our industry relies on those
investments and on trusted partners that
support innovation and respect intellectual property.” WOW Tech International
will continue to protect its valuable intellectual property rights and pursue legal
actions against those who manufacture,
distribute, market and/or sell products
that infringe on those rights.

Petite, discreet backdoor play

with CalExotics Mini Vibro Tease
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The new
Mini Vibro Tease from the Tiny Teaser
collection by CalExotics is now exclusively
available at SCALA. This elegant anal
probe has a non-intimidating look and feel
that will appeal to all lovers of backdoor
play, from beginners to advanced players:
this Tiny Teaser gem will seduce every
consumer with its sexy silhouette.
CalExotics describes this new release as:
“Get your kicks in style, with the ultra-modern Mini Vibro Tease. This is possibly our
most elegant looking anal probe device in
our entire catalogue. The chic, vibrating,
anal probe oozes panache, and that is all
36
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down to the transparent TPR casing and
silver plated vibrating stimulator. You’ll be
the master of your pleasure when you whip
this little diamond out of your bag. The
anal probe measures an accommodating
4 inches (10 cm) in length, and a slender 1
inch (2.5 cm) in width, making it a discreet
device that you’re free to take wherever
you feel! The vibrating stimulator is quick
and easy to remove from the casing. Plus,
it’s waterproof, making it fun to use in the
shower or bath, and easy to clean it thoroughly after use, maintaining its graceful
appearance at all times. Prepare to orgasm
in style with the Mini Vibro Tease.”
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 1 8
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CLS Healthcare is bringing
sex toys to the mantelpiece
The Dutch Spirit
The Hague, The Netherlands – An interesting product launch at eroFame 2018 were the first two products under the Dutch Spirit label of CLS Healthcare: a dildo and a butt plug. While many producers
focus on the use of new materials, The Dutch Spirit
reverts to a traditional artisanal material: ceramics.

“T
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FOR GREAT PROTECTION!
Menstrual Cup
Reusable, ﬂexible menstrual cup with
stem (length 1.6 cm) that can be pressed
together and inserted into the vagina during
menstruation. It can stay inside the body
for up to 12 hours. Lint-free storage bag
included.

Large 0533343 0000

Made
of medical
silicone!

Small 0533335 0000
1810-032

he idea for the products arose when we
thought about what CLS
Healthcare stands for as
a company, and how we
want to profile ourselves in
an international market. We
are a real Dutch company,
The Dutch Spirit: toys
made from ceramics
and it seems that, for example, Asians seem to find that quite interesting.
People think of windmills, tulips and Delft Blue
ceramics, of course, but for us values such as
freedom, tolerance and openness are important.
We look at intimacy and sexuality in a certain way
and what role they can play in the lives of people,
and in society as a whole,” said Rits Douwes of
The Dutch Spirit. “Then we thought it would be
nice to translate this attitude -The Dutch Spiritinto a product. So, a toy made of Delft blue ceramics. We partnered up with Fenna Oosterhof,
a Dutch designer who specializes in ceramics.
Many things come together in the products:
Traditional use of materials from the seventeenth
century, a contemporary Dutch designer and the
opportunity to enrich your sex life in a way that
suits you.” Asked, if ceramics a suitable material
for a sex toy, Rits Douwes continued: “Well, if you
look at it from a perspective of functionality, you
can probably find more suitable materials. By the
way, we did find records of toys that were used
hundreds of years ago; and we copied the simple
but smart system where you can heat the toy
before use by filling it with hot water. But we think
that this is the first time you can simply place your
toys on your mantelpiece, as a decorative object.”
The Dutch company is also planning on expanding the range further.

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com
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Doxy has appointed

Leigh Dedhar as its first Sales Director
The creation & appointment of a sales director role signifies a change in direction for the company
Callington, England – Will Garland, Doxy’s co-founder, says: “The last 5 years of launching
the company, growing sales and creating new products has been exciting, challenging and
rewarding. To keep growing the company and creating products people love we needed to
build the Doxy team.

L
Leigh began his new role at the start of
September and can be contacted on
leigh@doxymassager.com

eigh has a great reputation in the industry and has the kind of drive and insight
that we were looking for to help grow sales
and build the company.” Leigh began his
career in the adult industry in 2011 and
has worked for Standard Innovations and
Mystim. Leigh commented; “Although
everyone says that they’re thrilled to move
to a new role, it really is true of my move

to Doxy. I had a brilliant time working with
Mystim and I’d like to say a sincere thank
you to Christoph, Jessica and the team at
Mystim for their support. While I’m sad to
leave such a great team, the opportunity
that goes with the newly created role at
Doxy was too good to pass up. I’m looking
forward to getting stuck in and helping the
company achieve even greater success.“

Wijchen, The Netherlands – The most beautiful time of the year is almost coming.
Leg Avenue is already treating customers
with lowering the price of 800 items in the
lingerie and hosiery collection. The perfect

timing to add the glamorous and sexy
collection to the assortment. Leg Avenue
is known for their perfect fitting, good
margins and even more for their good
quality.

Leg Avenue lowered over 800 prices
Price reduction
at Leg Avenue
in the lingerie
and hosiery
collection

CalExotics releases Sparkle vibrator collection

The Sparkle collection
consists of six vibes
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Ontario, USA – CalExotics has released Sparkle, a collection of 6 vibes.
Each style is available in two colors
with a glitter finish. Each toy is uniquely
shaped and textured to offer pleasure.
Glitter Jack is a realistically shaped
vibrator, while “G” Dazzle is curved for
G-spot stimulation. Twinkle Teaser is
ideal for exploration, and the Shimmer
Stud features stimulating textures and
pleasure grooves. “G” Glitz is smooth and delightfully curved for intense
G-spot stimulation, while Radiant
Ripple invites to explore sensations
with a contoured tip, shaft, and clitoral
stimulator.

“Our motto at CalExotics is ‘Something for
Everyone,’ and we’ve certainly done that
with this newest collection,” says Susan
Colvin, Founder, and CEO of CalExotics.
“Each vibe has its own personality with a
unique shape and stunning glitter finish. I
look forward to hearing which one customers love the most!” With the Sparkle
collection, customers will enjoy powerful
multi-speed vibrations at the twist of the
dial. Each toy is waterproof and powered
by 2 AAA batteries. Each toy is also available in fun and bold colors including pink,
purple, blue, orange and green. “Consumers will love the different color options
Sparkle has to offer,” adds Colvin.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 1 8
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ROTATING RABBIT VIBRATOR

7 Vibration Modes

Soft Touch

Outer rotation

ROTATING RABBIT VIBRATOR

7 Vibration Modes

Soft Touch

Outer rotation

Get hyped
with CalExotics at SCALA
4 classic silhouettes available
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The Hype collection by
CalExotics is now exclusively available at SCALA.

T

he range
offers
consumers a
choice between 4 classic
silhouettes: the
Hype Massager (massage wand), Hype Dual
Wand (rabbit-style vibe), Hype Wand (vibrator) and Hype Flexi Wand (flexible vibrator).
All feature an eye-catching black and white
graphic exterior, giving the whole range a
contemporary 21st century appeal. Hype has
all the high-end features consumers crave for,
including USB-rechargeable batteries, smooth
silicone coatings, multiple functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation and intuitive controls.
Packaged in a visually stunning way, Hype will
no doubt draw consumers in for a closer look
in any in-store or online display and truly makes
its trendy mark on any retail assortment.

New designs in MVW’s

27,7 cm

27,5 cm

Ø max. 4,3 cm

Ø max. 4,1 cm
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0593028 0000

1810-029

The Mr. Cock line is
exclusively available
from MVW Schmitt
Vertriebs GmbH

Mainz-Kastel, Germany –
From now on, the new Mr.
Cock X-treme line is available
in four different designs, from
the fist to the giant plug,
everything is available at an
attractive price. Currently
there is a special offer: When
ordering 4 Mr. Cock from the
X-Treme line, the customer
will get a Mr. Cock Back
Door Spray 50ml and a Mr.
Cock Long Time Spray 50 ml
for free.

0593010 0000

Mr. Cock X-treme line

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com
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XR Brands introduces remote-control

strapless strap-on made of 100 % silicone
Urge strap-on boasts firm silicone, powerful motor & user-friendly remote control
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is officially shipping the Urge Silicone Strapless Strap
On, a revolutionary remote-controlled strapless strap-on that has set a new precedent for
the category. This elegant vibrating strapless strap-on is the first of its kind to include a remote control, making it easy for users to control speed and pattern adjustment mid-motion
without interrupting their flow.

U
Now available from XR
Brands: the Urge Silicone
Strapless Strap On

rge features dual independent
motors that are easily controlled via
the front panel or with the handy remote
control. These powerful motors allow
each partner to individually explore Urge’s 3 speeds and 5 functions to find the
powerful internal stimulation they prefer.
The silky non-porous silicone body is
waterproof, allowing users to take play
into the shower, bath, or pool. Ideal for
pegging or penetration that does not
involve a penis, Urge’s shape allows one
partner to insert the smaller end vaginally and either hold it with their kegel
muscles or adding a harness for extra
support. Each end of this artfully-designed double dildo is shaped for optimal
pleasure. The smooth shaft features a

mushroom tip, 6 inches of insertable
length, and a maximum diameter of 1.65
inches while the bulb features 4 inches
of insertable length, a maximum diameter of 1.5 inches, and a ridged pad for
clitoral stimulation. Both ends feature
curves that target the G-spot or P-spot
for direct stimulation. “We’re so excited
about Urge – and so are our customers,”
XR Brands General Manager Rebecca
Weinberg said. “This strapless strapon has everything: an elegant shape,
independently-controlled dual motors,
USB-charging, and waterproof body plus
the addition of a wireless remote control.
There’s nothing else like it in the industry,
and Urge is a product that anyone who
is into strap-on play would love!”

The iVibe Select iRoll arrives at SCALA
W
ijchen, The Netherlands – The new
iVibe Select iRoll by Doc Johnson
combines sleek design with innovative
functions, making it a must-have for
consumers who love experimenting
with new types of stimulation. Equipped
with a fantastic array of functions, this
luxurious new addition in the SCALA
assortment takes pleasure into the 21st
century with its state-of-the-art skills
and thrills.
Doc Johnson describes the new release: “With the introduction of the iVibe
Select iRoll, we’ve continued to reinvent
the rabbit-style massager for the 21st
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century. iRoll’s insertable vibrating shaft
is textured with motorized beads that
move up and down its length, while an
external clitoral stimulator is equipped
with a rolling wheel of silky-soft silicone
“tongues” that recreate the sensation
of oral sex. Three independently-controlled motors provide endless pleasure
options – use one, two, or all three in
any combination of the 8 shaft vibration
modes, 3-speed stimulating beads, and
multi-function rotating wheel. This luxurious premium silicone vibrator is 100 %
body-safe, and conveniently recharges
via the included USB cord.”
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 1 8
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More Satisfyer products at ABS
New toys are available
Ringwood, England - ABS are adding exciting new toys to their Satisfyer range and customers can look forward to the Satisfyer Partner Whale, the Satisfyer Pro G-spot rabbit, the
Pro Plus Vibration, the Pro 4 Couples vibe, the Satisfyer 2 Next Generation as well as the
Satisfyer Men Vibration, the Men Heat Vibration, the Pro Traveler and more.

The Satisfyer Pro Traveller is the perfect
on-the-go vibe for spontaneous play

ABS will also be adding the Satisfyer
Vibes range, including the Charming
Smile, the Petting Hippo, the Master,
the Yummy Sunshine, the Magic Bunny and the Mr. Rabbit. The Satisfyer
Partner Whale is an incredible vibrator
for couples play - it is designed especially for couples looking to add extra
sensation and stimulation to their shared
play. This toy is worn by the woman,
and it stimulates the G-spot and the
clitoris for dual pleasure. He will feel the
strong vibrations along his shaft for an
extra dose of fun. This couples vibrator
edges lovers on to a shared climax, and
features 3 sensational vibration intensities. The Satisfyer Pro G-spot Rabbit is a
super sleek and modern rabbit vibe that
targets the clitoris and G-spot at once.
It has an elegant ergonomic shape and
has a soft silky silicone cover that feels
incredible on the skin. This toy is flexible
and curved and has a motor in the tip for
perfect stimulation. This vibe also boasts
3 vibration intensities and 7 rhythms giving plenty of stimulating features and
options to pick from! The Satisfyer Pro

Plus Vibration combines pressure waves
and vibrations for double the ecstasy.
Users can enjoy 11 intensity settings and
can even control the pressure waves and
the vibrations separately for a unique
experience. This vibe is waterproof for
bath and shower play. The Pro 4 couples
vibe looks incredible, and is worn during
play for extra sensation and stimulation.
This couples vibrator is silky smooth, with
a long narrow shaft that is worn in the
vagina, adding stimulation and giving
him a tighter feeling. This toy stimulates
the clitoris and the G-spot, and intuitive
controls put lovers in complete control of
their pleasure, every step of the way. For
those who love shower and bath play,
this vibe is waterproof for exciting aquatic
play potential! The Satisfyer Pro Traveller
is the perfect on-the-go vibe for spontaneous play. It’s small enough to make
the ideal travel companion. This is a great
vibe for powerful orgasms - it is effective
but discreet, allowing to play whenever
in the mood for an incredible climax. This
waterproof lay-on vibe can be used in the
bath, too.

Laid adds the Rabbit Vibrator V.1 to their collection
The V.1 is a silky soft rabbit vibrator that stimulates the G-spot and
the clitoris at the same time
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands – The V.1 is
a silky soft rabbit vibrator that stimulates
the G-spot and the clitoris at the same
time. The vibrator has two powerful, silent
motors that can run separately with each

7 different vibration patterns. The V.1 is
100 % waterproof so it can be used under
the shower or in the bath. The super silky
soft silicone is bodysafe, feels super smooth and can play two hours on a full battery.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 1 8
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XR Brands now shipping ‚Evoke‘
The new 100% waterproof Silicone Strapless Strap-on from Strap U
Huntington Beach., USA – XR Brands is officially shipping the Evoke Rechargeable Vibrating Silicone Strapless Strap-on, the latest harness-less innovation from customer favorite
Strap U.

T

The Evoke Waterproof Silicone
Strapless Strap-on is USB rechargeable and comes packaged in a
durable box that coordinates with
the rest of the Strap-U line

his elegant vibrating strapless
strap-on is one of few on the market
with two powerful multifunction motors
encased in 100% body-safe silicone and
convenient USB charging – all upgraded
functions that make Evoke a must-have
this season. Evoke features dual motors
with independent controls, allowing each
partner to independently explore three
speeds and five functions and find the
powerful internal stimulation they prefer.
The silky, body-safe silicone body is
also waterproof, allowing users to take
penetrative play into the shower, bath, or
pool. Each end of this artfully designed
strapless strap-on are shaped for optimal
pleasure. The bulb features 4 inches
of insertable length with a diameter of
1.5 inches at the widest point, a G-spot
curve, and grooves for clitoral stimulation.
The smooth shaft features a protruding

mushroom tip, 6.25 inches of insertable
length, and a diameter of 1.6 inches at
the widest point, making the Evoke ideal
for exploring deeper intimacy together.
“Evoke is an exciting new addition to
Strap U and our customers love the dual
motors, rechargeability, and 100% silicone construction – no batteries required
for this amazing strapless strap-on!”
XR Brands General Manager Rebecca
Weinberg said. “From the elegant shape
to the independently-controlled dual motors and waterproof body, Evoke is truly
special and gives shoppers what they
want in a strapless strap-on. We expect
this one will be a big seller!”
The Evoke Waterproof Silicone Strapless Strap-on is USB rechargeable and
comes packaged in a durable box that
coordinates with the rest of the Strap-U
line.

Successful Sex Expo for pjur in New York

Sex Expo Brooklyn was pjur group North
America‘s first B2C event this year
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Wasserbillig, Luxembourg – On 22 and
23 September, pjur presented the pjur
med products and the global „pjur love –
gives you more“ campaign at Sex Expo
in New York. John Marinello, Senior Sales
Manager for pjur group North America,
welcomed end-customers into the pjur
booth. Visitors included fans as well as
those who were getting to know the
pjur brand for the first time. Sex Expo
Brooklyn was pjur group North America‘s first B2C event this year. „It was
worth participating in the show. The most
important thing was interacting directly

with the end-consumer. We gained new
customers and educated a large number
of people about pjur premium personal products,“ explains John Marinello,
„and we look forward to engaging with
more people at Sex Expo LA in February 2019.“ The pjur group was a proud
sponsor of the show, provided gift bags
for VIPs, and held a raffle to give away
pjur med gift bags. Thousands of people
were able to test and experience the
quality of the pjur med range of premium
personal lubricants and personal care
products.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 1 8
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ONLY ONE WILL
CONTROL YOUR ORGASMS.
Mystim Cluster Buster – remote
controlled electrostimulator
Our new remote controlled electrostimulator is one of a kind:
Not only does our Cluster Buster feature 12 stimulation and
5 training modes (e.g. for kegel training), but he can control
an unlimited amount of e-stim toys at the same time.

www.mystim.com
EAN_11-18.indb 45
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The Couples Rabbit shipping from Xgen
The Rabbit Company and We-Vibe partner to create a powerful sex toy for couples
BRISTOL, USA – Xgen Products is now shipping The Couples Rabbit, a brand-new rechargeable massager made specifically for couples from the Rabbit Company, and officially
licensed by We-Vibe. “The Couples Rabbit is finally here!

T

The Couples Rabbit is a brand-new
rechargeable massager made specifically for couples from the Rabbit Company,
and officially licensed by We-Vibe

his is something that has been in
the works for a while from two of the
biggest brands in the business. It’s a
powerful massager designed specifically
for couples,” said Andy Green, president
of Xgen products. “The Rabbit Company
and We-Vibe are a perfect combination!
Retailers will definitely want to have this in
their stores!” Ergonomically designed for
couple-shared stimulation, The Couples
Rabbit is worn by her during sex. The
curved ‘C-shape’ design delivers powerful clitoral and G-spot stimulation while
allowing for comfortable penetration,
whether it be from a partner or a favorite
sex toy. With 6-stimulating patterns, a
one touch speed control with 5 distinctive speeds, and a remote control that can

easily adjust modes and intensity from
up to 30 ft. away, this toy is certain to
add heat to the bedroom. The Couples
Rabbit features a variety of stimulating
massage patterns that provide unique
sensations guaranteed to send one to
ecstasy. Made of soft, hypoallergenic silicone with its stimulating rabbit ears that
hit the right spot, The Couples Rabbit is
whisper quiet, water resistant, easy to
clean and goes well with a wide range
of lubricants. The Couples Rabbit is the
newest item shipping from Xgen Products which manufactures leading adult
novelty brands such as Baci Lingerie,
The Bodywand, Frederick’s of Hollywood
Toys, Latexwear, The Rabbit Company,
ZOLO and many others.

The new collection

from ABIERTA FINA by Cottelli Collection

Feminine and sexy, extravagant
and beautiful – the new ABIERTA
FINA collection
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Flensburg, Germany – The new collection
from the exclusive lingerie label ABIERTA
FINA by Cottelli Collection is now available
at ORION Wholesale. Feminine and sexy,
extravagant and beautiful – typical of Abierta
Fina! The new collection stands out from
other lingerie collections because of its
revealing designs. This lingerie has been designed exclusively at ORION´s headquarters
just like the other ABIERTA FINA lingerie.
The high-quality and seductive black fabric
that has been chosen combines extravagance with comfort. The breathtaking lingerie
has decorative parts and lots of love has
gone into the detail as well. This lingerie

provides the perfect opportunity for women,
who like showing off their bodies in a sexy
and stylish way, to experiment with their
sexy curves. These new favourite pieces
flatter any lady, whatever her size, because
the high-class label ABIERTA FINA has the
perfect mix of sex appeal and femininity. It
is therefore perfect for stylish seduction and
provocative sensuality without limits! Not
only is it important for the ABIERTA FINA
lingerie by Cottelli Collection to be of the
highest quality, but also its beautiful and
elaborate packaging as well. The packaging
therefore has an additional decorative sleeve that is made out of firm cardboard.
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Lovehoney combines science & sex
For the launch of updated Happy Rabbit line
Bath, England - Recently, Lovehoney introduced six revamped versions of the Happy Rabbit
vibrator. To amplify the launch of the updated classic, the global sex toy retailer has partnered with Dr. Nicole Prause, founder of sexual biotechnology firm Liberos.

Dr. Nicole Prause, founder of sexual
biotechnology firm Liberos

Dr. Prause conducted a scientific study on
the effectiveness of the updated Happy
Rabbit range versus manual masturbation.
Working a variety of test subjects, Dr.
Prause measured what happens physically and mentally as a woman approaches orgasm and how that differs when
using the new Happy Rabbit. Under lab
instruction, each woman underwent two
randomised test sessions- one utilizing
manual masturbation and the other using
the Happy Rabbit.Using different measuring tools and questionnaires, Dr. Prause
analyzed anal contractions1, galvanic
skin response2, electroencephalography
(brain activity) and emotional states3
before and after testing. Testings show
that most women take more time to reach
orgasm when using the Happy Rabbit as
they explore through the toy’s patterns
and rhythms, which led to experiencing a
wider variety of physical sensations and
more excitement than using their hands
alone. The study also reports:
- Women took an average of 26.4
minutes to achieve orgasm when using
the Happy Rabbit, compared to manual
masturbation, which took an average of
6.5 minutes / - Orgasms were reported,

on average, 15% longer when using
the Happy Rabbit compared to manual
masturbation /
- Alpha brainwave1 levels increased sooner when using the Happy Rabbit, which
suggests achieving an orgasmic state
using the Happy Rabbit doesn’t require
as much effort as using your hand alone
/ - Emotional reporting suggests subjects
felt more excited from start to finish of
testing when using the Happy Rabbit
compared to the hand based session. Of
the subjects tested:
- Average age was 31 (Important to note
that subjects were all sexually active and
very familiar with their bodies) / - 54% are
of color/ - 65% claim to be heterosexual
/ - 47% have a “main” romantic partner / Intercourse partners average 28 people in
a lifetime. Dr. Prause says, “Our original
hypothesis was that the Happy Rabbit
would bring women bring women to orgasm quicker than manual masturbation.
However, we found that women wanted
to play, explore and enjoy their new toy,
which resulted in a longer lasting sexual
experience with broader physical sensations and more excitement than using
their hand alone.”

eroFame welcomes correction of Venus Messe Berlin
Hanover, Germany - The organizing team
and the trade fair advisory board of eroFame welcome in a statement the correction
of the Venus Messe Berlin regarding the
previous statement that Venus is the big48
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gest erotic b2b trade fair. The eroFame,
so the statement goes on, thanks Venus
for this step, but expressly points out that
the competition between the two fairs
must remain fair.
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ORGANIC & VEGAN LUBRICANT-SERIES!

Vielen Dank für Ihren Besuch bei HOT auf der eroFame
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PRODUCT
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HOT

BIO lubricant
waterbased
Anal Superglide

BIO lubricant
waterbased
Warming Glide

BIO lubricant
waterbased
Xtreme Superglide

100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44181

100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44182

100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44183

HOT BIO LUBRICANT

Erweiterung unseres BIO Sortiments mit
ANAL SUPERGLIDE, WARMING GLIDE
und XTREME SUPERGLIDE. Biologische
& vegane, wasserbasierende Gleitgele.
Besonders angenehm zur Haut. Verleiht
einen seidenweichen Touch. Eco-Tube aus
nachwachsendem Rohstoff.

www.HOT-PV.com
HOT PRODUCTION

HOT BIO LUBRICANT
Expansion of our BIO range with ANAL
SUPERGLIDE, WARMING GLIDE and
XTREME SUPERGLIDE. Organic & vegan,
waterbased lubricants. Especially pleasant to the skin. Gives a silky soft touch.
Eco tube made from renewable raw
materials.

Biologische & vegane Gleitmittel-Serie. Organic & vegan lubricant-series.
Zertifiziert und NCP geprüft. Hochwertigste Inhaltsstoffe
unterstreichen die biologische Gleitmittelfamilie. Mit neuer
Eco-Tube wurde diese BIO-Serie produziert und rundet
den biologischen Gedanken des Gesamtkonzeptes ab.

Certified and NPC tested.
Ingredients of highest
quality underline the
organic lubricant family.
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produced with a new eco
tube and rounds up the
organic line of thought
of the overall concept.

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
email: office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9
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CalExotics and JOPEN win big at eroFame
Two awards for California Dreaming
Ontario, USA - CalExotics returns from the eroFame Show in Hanover, declaring the expo a
huge success. Jackie White, Executive Vice President of CalExotics says, “We love coming
to eroFame every year. It’s a chance for us to see our clients from around the world and
develop new opportunities. We had a lot of great new products to show off this season and
everyone was blown away by the new styles and collections.”

C

Lupe Martinez and Susan Colvin

alExotics came to eroFame in a big
way this year. The booth showcased
each of the collections with style. Products
were out on display, inviting visitors to
touch and feel their power. “We received
rave reviews from everyone who stopped
by our booth. Customers were excited to
see the fun and innovative products we’re
releasing this season,” adds White. The
most popular collection on display this year
was California Dreaming. 3 new California
beauties were introduced to the best-selling collection. The Santa Monica Starlet,
Malibu Minx, and Orange County Cutie
join the San Francisco Sweetheart, Venice
Vixen, and Beverly Hills Bunny to round
out the colorful collection of unique and
powerful vibes. The California Dreaming
collection was so popular, it was honored
with two awards during the show; ‚Best
Toy Brand‘ by SIGN Magazine and ‚Best
New Product Line, Pleasure Product‘
by EAN Magazine. “I am so proud that
California Dreaming received these 2 great
awards,” says Susan Colvin, Founder
and CEO of CalExotics. “This collection
has been a hit and I’ve enjoyed bringing a
piece of California to the rest of the world.

I love that customers enjoy living the ‘California Dream’ with us.” JOPEN was named
‚Product Line of the Year: Luxury Pleasure
Products‘ by EAN Magazine at eroFame.
“Since I started in this industry, I knew women were looking for high quality pleasure
products that were elegant and beautifully
designed,” Susan Colvin, founder and
CEO of JOPEN states. “I am proud to have
been named ‘Product Line of the Year’” by
EAN and I’m excited to take this win home
to JOPEN.”
JOPEN stunned at this year’s eroFame
with the release of their newest collection, Pavé. This collection of 5 luxurious
massagers will have customers living a life
of glamour and fantasy. The new products
were beautifully displayed to highlight the
products sparkling accents. Attendees
were enticed to take a closer look and feel
the power for themselves. “The excitement
around Pavé is incredible!” says Lupe
Martinez, International Business Development Executive for JOPEN. “This line has
been popular with our partners around the
world, and I loved seeing the reactions of
eroFame attendees when they got to our
booth and saw the beauty of Pavé.”

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands – DONA is an
aphrodisiac & pheromone infused collection for women. DONA reveals a woman‘s
inner siren with sensual products to pamper, entice and play. These products help
women to relax and get ready for a night of

passion. Includes bubble bath, bath salts,
shave gel, pheromone perfume, shimmer
dust, shimmer spray and massage butter.
Now there are three new roll-on perfumes:
After Midnight Body, Fashionably Late
Body and Fabulous Body, all in 10 ml.

Dona introduces three new roll-on perfumes

The DONA collection is expanding
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Brand new holiday items arriving at ABS
Earthly Body, Kheper Games, Rock Candy and Rocks-Off
Ringwood, England - Brand new holiday items are arriving at ABS! Customers can look
forward to fresh new products from Earthly Body, Kheper Games, Rocks off and Rock
Candy. The Earthly Body holiday range at ABS includes a selection of edible massage oils in
Banana, Mango Passion and Pineapple.

T

Customers of ABS can look forward to fresh new products from
Earthly Body, Kheper Games,
Rocks-Off and Rock Candy

hese will be available in 8oz and 2
oz options. They’re also bringing in a
range of candles that are perfect for setting
the scene when it comes to romance
and foreplay. Their Eskimo Kisses Holiday
Candle is a Christmas themed treat for
those that love to be pampered in true
Earthly Body style and if consumers are
looking to spoil their lover this Christmas,
the festive themed Ginger Jubilee Holiday
Candle and Crimson Crush candles are
the perfect luxury stocking fillers. ABS
will also be offering a trio candle gift set
featuring Mango, Pineapple and Banana
scents as well as a massage oil gift set for
hands-on holiday fun.
The new Kheper Games products are just
perfect for the holiday season, whether
consumers are spending it with a special
someone, closest family or an exciting new
partner. From 12 Sex Games to Under the
Mistletoe, Kheper keeps the festive season
exciting. The Sex Crackers will reveal sultry

surprises, while the Naughty Christmas
Confessions are ideal for spicing up the
evenings. 12 Drinking Games of Christmas
will keep the glass topped up all festive
season long, while the colourful shooter
glasses add a pop of bright, bold fun to
every holiday occasion.
The new Rocks Off Range at ABS includes
Cox’s Cog, Poseidon, Dominus, Dauntless, Zeppelina and more. The range is
always expanding and ABS are excited to
offer a fresh new selection just in time for
the holidays. These make great stocking
fillers, but are also the perfect treat for a
kinky Christmas. The Rock Candy Range
has been incredibly popular, and what
better way to celebrate the holidays than
with a selection of candy-themed toys!
ABS are adding fresh new holiday bullets
and candy swirls for even more colour and
kink this Christmas! These make excellent
stocking fillers and are perfect for a partner
that loves exciting, retro inspired fun.

Gplug by Gvibe now available at SCALA in color Navy
Wijchen, The Netherlands – SCALA is
announcing that ce the Gplug Small and
Gplug Large by Gvibe are now ready to
order in the color Navy. These premium
anal plugs are guaranteed to thrill designer-loving consumers looking for sleek
backdoor pleasure providers to match
their trendy lifestyle… The Gplug by Gvibe
– available in sizes small and large - has
all the high-end features the brand prides
52
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itself on. It is USB-rechargeable, waterproof and made of silky silicone. The plug
also offers 6 incredible vibration modes
operated by intuitive controls and comes
in a trendy, eye-catching packaging. Make
the Gplug even more versatile by pairing it
with the Gring finger vibe from the Gvibe
assortment: as the Gring can act as a
remote for the plug – allowing for endless
scenarios of backdoor play.
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Bijoux Indiscrets

debuts Horoscope Collection
Pleasure gift boxes

Barcelona, Spain – Sensual accessory manufacturer Bijoux Indiscrets has released their
latest luxury pleasure product collection, Horoscopes. Inspired by the buzzing trend of spiritual sexuality, Horoscope is a line of twelve uniquely curated gift boxes, each corresponding
to one of the twelve Zodiac star signs.

Horoscope is a line of twelve gift
boxes, each corresponding to one of
the twelve Zodiac star signs

Each box contains a gray silicone finger
vibrator with ten vibration settings; a heating
clitoral balm in one of four arousing scents
– Air, Fire, Water, and Earth – suited to each
sign’s element; and one of twelve gemstone
necklaces representing each Zodiac sign’s
astral birthstone. Scents like Star Anise and
Vetiver in each kit’s clitoral balms are daintily
arranged alongside gemstone necklaces
in Rose Quartz, Tiger’s Eye, and ten other
circular stones hung on slender gold chains.
From Aquarius to Capricorn, each Horoscope pleasure kit arrives in a discreet,
artistically-designed triangular box, and
is adorned with gold accents and a front
cover textured in night sky constellations.
Known for their passionate take on self-expressive trends like BDSM-inspired festival
wear and lingerie-esque chain jewelry, the
company chose an Astrology theme to empower female consumers seeking enlightenment and a more delicate side of sexual
exploration. “Sexual wellness is directly
related with your general well-being, your
mood, and level of happiness. Horoscope

unites two worlds: spirituality and wellness,”
says Bijoux Indiscrets Co-Founder and
Designer Elsa Viegas. “Due to our modern
lifestyle and centuries of repression, female
sexuality was hidden, forbidden, and many
times shamed. We don’t pay enough attention to how we feel, what we like, and how
our pleasure works. Horoscope is a threestep pleasure ritual that combines lithotherapy, aromatherapy, and vibrations in one
set.” Horoscope debuted to consumers at
the September 2018 SEX Expo in New York
City and made another splash with distributors and retailers at last eroFame trade
show. “We really believe in this product. It is
beautiful, it is trendy, it is spiritual and full of
pleasure, but what we got from our recent
shows was beyond expectations,” says
Viegas. “It was a huge success! Everyone
was excited and looking for their sign. The
concept is very clear and the 3 step pleasure ritual is irresistible!” “Today’s Millennials
are asking themselves existential questions
about faith and purpose, and are looking for
answers in some interesting places.”

Wijchen, The Netherlands – New and ready
to order at SCALA: the PornHub Toys collection. This world-wide recognized name in
erotic fun has branched out with a fantastic
range of pleasure providers, covering all
popular toy categories in one, all-inclusive
collection. When it comes to adult pleasure,
PornHub knows what people like. The video
platform has now branched out, partnering
up to release a premium collection of adult

novelties: designed by pleasure experts, for
pleasure lovers. SCALA is thrilled to report
there is something for every preference and
sexuality, including plugs, masturbators,
strokers, rings, vibrators, bondage essentials and more. Made of quality materials
such as silky silicone and with a modern,
trendy appearance: this name with instant
brand recognition is a must-have in any
retail assortment.

The PornHub Toys collection
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Expanding Swiss Navy range
ABS Holdings
Ringwood, England – ABS are excited to announce that they’re expanding their Swiss
Navy range, and that fantastic new lubricants in various sizes, flavours and variants will
soon be available.

T

New Swiss Navy lubricants in various
sizes, flavours and variants will soon
be available at ABS

hey’re introducing even more
flavoured lubricants to the range
and customers can look forward to
Chocolate Bliss, Cooling Peppermint,
Pina Colada, Passion Fruit, Strawberry
Kiwi and Very Wild Cherry. Swiss Navy
has brought a Fortune 500 company
on board to ensure that every one of
their flavoured lubricants tastes just like
the real thing for an authentic flavour
experience. These flavoured lubes are
non-sticky, free from sugar and free
from parabens and are condom compatible. ABS are also adding silicone and
water based lubricant options – consumers will love the silky smooth feel of the
Swiss Navy Mini silicone lube in 20ml,
and the natural feel of the Swiss Navy

Mini lubricant in 20ml. In the Mini range,
they’ll also be offering a Swiss Navy
Warming Lubricant, and an All Natural lubricant - all in a Mini sized 20ml.
The All Natural lubricant is an excellent
choice for pleasure seekers who have
more sensitive skin, as it is pH balanced
and contains carageenan, an ingredient
that gives it a silky smooth feel, unlike
many other natural lubricants. Fans of
the brand can look forward to a Paraben
/ Glycerin Free lubricant as well as a
Sensual Arousal lube that’s excellent for
use during foreplay, to get in the mood
for fun. This lube is formulated especially
for couples fun and stimulates him while
arousing her. Both partners will benefit
from extra sensation.

Swan Squeeze Kiss
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Since its
release, the Swan Squeeze Control
collection has wowed consumers with
its soft silicone silhouettes, unique
pressure-sensitive control panel and
powerful, rumbling vibrations. SCALA is
excited one of the range its best-sellers,
the Swan Squeeze Kiss vibrator, is now
fully in stock and ready to order in the
colors pink and teal. The vibes enable a
complete new way of controlling intimate fun. The designs feature an exciting
alternative to regular buttons, based on
pressure. To put it simply: the stronger
you squeeze the control panel of the
design, the stronger it will please you
56
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with its rumbly vibrations. The feminine silhouettes are also ergonomically
curved, following the contours of the
female body, providing comfortable and
sensational stimulation right where she
wants it. The Swan Squeeze Kiss vibrator
is also USB-rechargeable, made of
premium silicone and comes with a chic
storage pouch as a luxurious little extra.
The best-selling Swan Squeeze Kiss is
one of three fantastic designs in this mini
collection by Swan. The other vibes –
the Swan Hug and Swan Curve –have
the same innovative squeeze controlled
features as the Swan Kiss and are also
available in the colors pink and teal.
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EDC Wholesale receives

four new industry awards
eroFame 2018
Veendam, The Netherlands - The EDC Wholesale team received four new industry awards
during the eroFame Trade Convention in Hanover. EAN named EDC Wholesale ‘Most Progressive International Wholesaler’ and awarded the company with the ‘Outstanding House
Brand Designs’ award, while SIGN Magazine honored the companies CEO, Eric Idema, with
the ‘Manager of the year’ award and named EDC Wholesale ‘Best European Supplier’.

E

DC Wholesale has grown tremendously
since they first attended the eroFame
show in 2014 as an exhibitor. This year the
company introduced 10 new house brands
on a 130 square meter booth, right at the
entrance of the show. The booth was a
perfect reflection of what the company has
to offer, showing a large collection of house
brands and many popular and unique
third-party brands. The bar was open all day
for beverages and typical Dutch snacks, during the ‘Dutch Delicious Event’ at the end
of the day. “We are very happy with the first
results of the eroFame show.” stated CEO

Eric Idema “The new house brands received
many positive responses from the visitors.
Our team did another amazing job to create
an outstanding look and feel for each and
every brand. The award for ‘Outstanding
House Brand Designs’ is a wonderful
recognition for the effort we put into creating
brands that really stand out in any way
possible.” The newest additions to the EDC
Wholesale family of brands are available
now or will roll out shortly. “I would like to
thank EAN and SIGN for their continued
support and recognition, as well as the team
for all of their hard work,” said Idema.

Eropartner Distribution wins three awards
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropartner
Distribution received three awards in three
different categories this year at eroFame:
‚Best Brands Assortment‘ and ‚Best Sales
Team‘ were given by EAN and ‚Best Europe-

an Distributor‘ was given by SIGN Magazine.
“We thank all our vendors and customers for
their trust in us and our cooperation, we are
very proud to win these prestigious awards”
says Chris Bakker, CEO of Eropartner.

Bye Bra brings the new Gala Bra

The Gala Bra is available in two
colours (nude and black) in and 4
cup sizes (A, B, C and D)
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands – The Gala
Bra is the perfect way to lift and shape the
breast to achieve the perfect silhouette.
The balconet shape distributes the weight
of the breast in a natural way. The underwired cups of the Gala Bra outline and
form the bustline to give the ideal shape,
while the adhesive push-up pads give the
option to gain a few extra cup sizes. The
Gala Bra can be worn up to 25 times with

proper care and adherence to instructions.
Underwired and strapless, the Gala Bra
securely adheres to the skin due to the
premium polyolefin adhesive gel technology
making it the ideal solution to any strapless
or backless outfit. The soft and naturally
molded foam cups together with the adhesive silicone gel on the cups’ push up pads
provide support, freedom of movement and
superior comfort.
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Sign award: most innovating product-line
Sign award: best marketing campaign
EAN award: best overall collection
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Aneros inks exclusive distribution

deal with Buccone for Asian markets
Pleasure Products from Sexual Health Company now available in China and Taiwan

Houston, USA – Sexual health and wellness products manufacturer Aneros has signed an
exclusive distribution deal with Buccone, allowing the company to enter markets in China
and Taiwan for the first time.

“A

sia is a huge territory and China, in
particular, is extremely important.
Buccone is an ideal partner that is both
respected and well-positioned,” said
Brent Aldon, director of sales and marketing for Aneros. “Entering these markets
is an exciting step as we will be introducing products for both sexual health and
pleasure for the first time. We are proud
to join forces with Buccone who has been
a major player in adult products in Asia
for decades and is very well connected
across many segments.” The deal gives
Aneros, the developers of the only prostate massagers on the market patented as
health devices, access to Asia’s largest
markets through Buccone, an Asia-based

distributor known for bringing high-quality
sexual wellness products to the territory
since 1996.
“We are excited about our partnership. This
is the right time to introduce this segment
[prostate] to the Chinese consumers
and we are excited to represent only the
best,” said Mingta Tsai, President and CEO
of Buccone. Aneros is known for its acclaimed lines of stimulating prostate massagers
– offering natural, preventative measures
for the relief of prostate complications and
erectile dysfunctions (ED) and for its newly
launched VIVI™, a hands-free vibrating
Kegel exerciser designed to strengthen and
restore muscle tone while simultaneously
delivering unparalleled pleasure.

Clandestine Devices touts successful

introduction of MIMIC + PLUS at eroFame

Jules Jordan,
the designer of MIMIC + PLUS
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Chatsworth, USA -- eroFame ’18 in
Hannover, Germany was a buzz with the
latest pleasure devices on display at its
annual event last month, with Clandestine
Devices’ brand-new MIMIC + PLUS luxury
personal massager grabbing the lion’s
share of attention on the convention’s busy
showroom floor. The curvy, colorful adult
toy, which features a slightly larger body
shape, more intense pulsations and more
powerful battery, was officially introduced
in July at ANME Founders Show, and
its international debut at eroFame made
a similar splash with the show’s curious
attendees. “We had an overwhelmingly
positive response to our presence, booth
and most importantly, the MIMIC + PLUS,”

said Kimberly Faubel, Clandestine Devices’
Director of Operations. “Almost everyone
who walked by stopped to have a look and
feel. While the Magenta is an obvious home
run, it was the Stealth Grey MIMIC + PLUS
that got the most audible feedback!” The
three-day trade show, which brought out
the very latest creative pleasure products
from the industry’s top innovators, offered
Faubel and MIMIC + PLUS designer Jules
Jordan the occasion to “secure new partnerships, and we look forward to servicing
our new and existing accounts from all over
the world.” “This event gave us the perfect
opportunity to present our new product’s
exciting features,” said Jordan of the massager’s eroFame exhibit..“
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Beginners strap-on fun

with Pipedream at SCALA
Beginner’s Penetrix Strap-On set

Wijchen, The Netherlands – Retailers who are looking for a non-intimidating, entry-level
strap-on to entice their consumers with, should take the Beginner’s Penetrix Strap-On set
by Pipedream into consideration.

T

he box includes various strap-on
essentials for anyone’s first steps into
the world of BDSM strap-on fun, including
an adjustable harness with a 15 cm (6inch)
dildo attachment and some naughty
X-pasties and adhesive tape. To make the
strap-on adventures even more daring,
the set by Pipedream also includes a free
mask, allowing you to experiment with

taking away eye-sight and heightening
the other senses. The Beginner’s Penetrix
Strap-On set isn’t just designed to suit
entry-level consumers’ desires, it also
suits a beginner’s budget: making it a very
competitive priced choice affordable to all.
Packaged in an also visually arresting way,
your curious consumers will be drawn in
for a closer look at this sexy strap-on set.

Fleshlight Launch

The Fleshlight Launch Powered by
KIIROO is a fully automated male masturbator that connects a Fleshlight to the
interactive world

Seville, Spain – The Fleshlight Launch
Powered by KIIROO is a fully automated male masturbator that connects a
Fleshlight to the interactive world. There
are two modes available: Manual and
Interactive Mode. In Manual Mode, The
Launch is capable of performing up to
180 automated strokes per minute. The
customer can mount a Fleshlight into the

Launch and connect it to the medium of
his choice. It can be synced with a variety
of content such as encoded videos, virtual reality, games and webcams. Launch
controls the length of the strokes, as well
as the speed. With its touch control system, the user can just set the controls he
likes, and sit back. The Fleshlight Launch
is now available for wholesale.

LEA from Feelztoys in three new stunning designs
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Feelztoys
added three new soft colours to their
LEA range. The LEA vibrator is one of the
most popular and soft vibrators and it’s
stunning packaging makes it a must have
for the modern woman. The LEA has
been lovingly crafted to target the G-spot,
for unbridled internal exhilaration, while
the generous clitoral stimulator provides
an unrivalled external stimulation. LEA is
provided with two powerful motors that
can be operated individually and both
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provide for 7 unique vibration modes.
Equipped with whisper-quiet technology, these motors provide for absolute
discretion. The Lea is full-body coated
with a 100% medical grade and body-safe silicone. They are fully waterproof, to be
enjoyed above or under water. The ultra
smooth silicone feels silky against the skin
and provides a smooth insertion. Lea is
equipped with a long lasting and strong
battery to easily deliver the different and
versatile levels of orgasm intensity.
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A black body with adjustable velvet straps.
Open cups made out of lace. Crotchless
briefs with lace inserts. Numerous goldcoloured details like rhinestone rings on
the choker and the briefs. 90% polyamide,
10% elastane.
2641860 1021
2641860 1031
2641860 1041
2641860 1051

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de
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1810
181
118
810
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SCALA would like to thank everyone
who visited their booth at eroFame
eroFame 2018
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The unique SCALA booth was certainly an eye-catcher during
the eroFame in Hannover on the 3rd, 4th and 5th of October. The concept for the stand was
to mimic the essence of SCALA‘s Experience center in Wijchen, the Netherlands, where
customers will find a curated assortment of the newest products and hottest releases presented in a way that engages all five senses.

G

uests at the eroFame could ‘experience’ everything SCALA has
to offer, including fantastic service by
their expert Account Managers. Their
sales team truly spoke your language,
with representatives fluent in German,
English, Spanish, Italian, Romanian,
Russian, Dutch and more. To treat visitors to a luxurious experience, SCALA
also hosted a special cocktail hour on
the Wednesday and Thursday afternoon, with eroFame guests sipping on
delicious drinks crafted by a mixologist.
Their booth had a buzzing atmosphere

and they’re thrilled at the big turn-out
in visitor numbers. Even around closing
time, the stand was still packed with
guests, confirming the popularity and
longevity of SCALA 2.0 as their go-to
distributor of everything erotic.
To celebrate the exclusive partnership
between CalExotics and SCALA, both
parties raised the glass at a special ‘Pavé
by JOPEN’ themed dinner, where guests
could learn more about the dynamic new
partnership and exciting benefits of both
power-houses joining forces to conquer
the European market even further.

Eropartner now stocks ‚The Cock Cam‘
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The Cock
Cam - Yes it‘s exactly what it sounds
like! It‘s a micro camera that can be put
around the base of the penis, which
allows to record all erotic moments. This
exciting product is the first of its kind on
the market, bringing home videos to the
next level. The camera is encased in a
luxury feel matt black ring, which has a
stretchy, yet tight sleeve. Designed to fit
snuggly around the base of the penis,
to give the camera a great point of view
and also helps the wearer keeping a
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bigger and harder erection. Camera
Features: 1280p HD MP4 Video, H.264
advanced encoding, 6 infrared lightless
night vision lights, integrated Wi-Fi, can
be streamed and viewed anywhere, super slim and light design. Camera Specifications: size 40mm x 15,9mm, weight
19g, removable storage, supports up to
32GB Micro SD card, battery (220mA
rechargeable polymer lithium battery),
video and photo resolution 1280 x 720
HD, remote control via smartphone,
tablet or laptop.
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2.

1.

3.

Various Vibration Modes

Can be recharged with the
included USB cable

Waterproof

Soft Touch

Please use water-based
lubricant

1. – 3. OptiGasm Technology – deep vibrations provide optimised, long orgasms! The
Close2you motor creates very deep and strong vibrations which spread throughout the body. 3
speeds and 4 pulsation levels. Waterproof. Silicone, ABS, with a PU coating.
1. Rilassamento
Massage wand with a ﬂexible head and
stimulating grooves. Complete length 21 cm,
Ø 5.4 cm.

3. Coniglio
Vibrator with 2 motors – one in the shaft and
one in the clitoral stimulator. Complete length
22.5 cm, insertion depth 12 cm, Ø 3.3 cm.

0587940 0000

0587915 0000

2. Corallino
Mini lay-on vibrator with stimulating grooves.
Complete length 11 cm, width 5 cm,
Ø 3.5 cm.

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

1810-027

0587958 0000
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Pjur returns from

a successful eroFame with three awards
Sexual Wellness Company of the Year & Best Marketing Campaign ‚gives you more‘
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg – The pjur group won three awards at this year‘s eroFame: A SIGN
award for the ‚Best European Lube Company‘ and two EAN EROTIX awards for the ‚Sexual
Wellness Company of the Year‘ and for the ‚Best Marketing Campaign ‚gives you more‘.

A

lexander Giebel, CEO & Founder of
the pjur group, is delighted: „Once
again, the awards are a fantastic recognition of our work. We put a lot of heart
and soul into what we do, particularly our
‚pjur love – gives you more‘ campaign.
It‘s great that the committees have also
recognised this and we are now able to
call ourselves the best personal lubricant
company in Europe!“ The pjur group‘s
motto for the year ‚pjur love – gives you
more‘ was also reflected in the company‘s yellow booth at eroFame. Large poster walls showing images from the successful ad campaigns in Cosmopolitan,
Playboy and GQ as well as two screens
displaying the USPs of all pjur products
and, of course, the traditional coffee bar
with fresh espresso made the stand a
real eye-catcher. The three new products
pjur WOMAN Aloe, pjur WOMAN Vegan
and pjur WOMAN After YOU Shave were

a particular highlight. pjur WOMAN Aloe
contains moisturising aloe vera and is
tailored to the pH level of female mucous membranes. pjur WOMAN Vegan
is a vegan personal lubricant developed
specifically for women, and pjur WOMAN
After YOU Shave was created to protect
female skin from infections and razor
bumps after intimate shaving. „Our new
products were extremely popular with
visitors. Orders for the two new personal lubricants in particular significantly
exceeded our forecasts. We‘ve already
had to start producing new batches,“
explains COO Ralph Ehses. On Wednesday and Thursday evening, the company
again made two winners of the traditional
pjur competition very happy. This time,
Stephanie Fedder from Orion Versand
and Levente Kinter from Debra Net UFT
each received a brand new GoPro Hero
6 camera.

Sleek backdoor play with SCALA’s new Eclipse arrivals
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The newest
arrivals in the Eclipse assortment by
CalExotics are luxurious essentials for
lovers of backdoor fun. The Slender Probe, Slender Beads and Roller Ball Probe
each have their own unique functions
and appeal, yet share an impeccable
quality standard and soft silicone coating that adds a touch of luxury to your
anal play. The Eclipse Slender Probe is
a sexy, flexible and USB-rechargeable
silicone probe created for thrilling anal
pleasure. The pliable, ergonomic design
and 2 powerful motors allow this probe
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to flex with body movements and deliver
intense stimulation. The Eclipse Slender
Beads are a sexy, flexible silicone probe
created for thrilling anal pleasure. The
pliable design, beaded shaft and powerful
motor allows this probe to flex with your
movements and deliver intense stimulation.The Eclipse Tapered Roller Ball Probe
is here to thrill even the most experienced
backdoor lover with a powerful rolling tip,
ribbed shaft and 12 intense vibration functions. The bulbous G-spot tip delivers
precise back and forth rolling motions that
redefine passion.
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1810-030

THE trendy label for
the conﬁdent and modern
man who knows what
he wants – without all
the frills but always
with style!
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Pipedream celebrates 3 awards

for Dirty Talk & Ultimate Fantasy Dolls
eroFame 2018
Chatsworth, USA – Pipedream is very proud to have come home from the recent eroFame
show with three awards honoring two of their most exciting lines to date. The PDX Dirty Talk
series was awarded Best New Product Line: Interactive Pleasure Products by EAN, while
their trio of Ultimate Fantasy Dolls won Product Line of the Year: Sex Dolls from EAN, as
well as the Best Lifelike Toys award from SIGN.

P
The PDX Dirty Talk series was awarded
Best New Product Line: Interactive
Pleasure Products by EAN

ipedream has given new life to four of
their best-selling PDX masturbators
to create the ultimate collection of Dirty
Talk fantasies. The interactive designs
include their fan favorite Fuck Me Silly
(10 lbs.), Mini Fuck Me Silly (3 lbs.), Bad
Girl (7 lbs.), and Titty Fuck-Her (8 lbs.).
Housed within each unique shape is a
hi-fi speaker programmed with various
sexy commands and responses that are
activated by both voice and touch. Their
classic Fanta Flesh material offers a lifelike
feel, while the synchronized vibrations –
also paired with a motion-sensor – takes
these interactive fuck friends to a whole
new level. USB rechargeable and easy to
clean with toy cleaner and warm water,
fulfilling one’s Dirty Talk fantasies has
never been easier.
Their Ultimate Fantasy Dolls (UFD) were in
development for years before their launch
earlier this year, but they were well worth
the wait because every detail of our trio

of beauties took time, care, and effort to
perfect. Enveloped in soft Fanta Flesh
skin with a sturdy stainless-steel skeleton,
they each offer three deep pleasure holes
that can be enhanced with the included
USB heating wand and are completely
posable from their heads down to their
fingers and toes. Most importantly, the
unique personalities of Kitty, Carmen,
and Bianca shine brightly through their
distinctive facial features, hair, body shapes, heights, weights, and breast sizes.
Discreetly packaged in unmarked boxes,
every UFD comes with Moist Body Lotion,
Refresh Toy Cleaner, Fanta Flesh Revive
Renewal Powder, a cleansing irrigator,
lingerie set, pair of white cotton gloves,
TPE vaginal inserts/masturbation sleeves,
TPE material strip, replacement press-on
nails, a care and usage guide available in
seven languages, a 24” by 36” full color
promotional poster, and a verified quality
control certificate.

Fleshlight Sensation Majestic

Allen King‘s Fleshjack features a tight
opening with a swirl of nodes, followed
by intensity ridges and a series of
patterned folds and bumps
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Seville, Spain – Small, compact and ready
to be used and abused - Allen King‘s Fleshjack features a tight opening with a swirl
of nodes, followed by intensity ridges and
a series of patterned folds and bumps that
invite men to take their love of masturbation to the next level. Molded from the actor
himself, the product includes Allen King
Fleshjack butt sleeve with Allen‘s signature
Majestic texture and a powder blue Fles-

hjack case. Born in Spain in 1990, Allen
King was raised in the relatively small
area of Bilbao. King joined the gay porn
scene in 2014 when he was discovered
by manager Lucio Saints. Having wanted
to do porn since he was a teenager, King
quickly signed on for his first scene. He
has filmed primarily with Men.com and
CockyBoys, with whom he is currently on
an exclusive contract.
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2.

1.

4.

3.

5.

6.

1. Vibrating Love Ball
Berry
0589357 0000
Black
0589349 0000

3. Anal Beads
Blue
0525596 0000
Black
0525588 0000

5. Vibrating Cock Ring
Blue
0589411 0000
Black
0589403 0000

2. Vibrating Love Balls
Berry
0589373 0000
Black
0589365 0000

4. Vibrator
Berry
0589330 0000
Black
0589322 0000

6. Mini Vibrator
Berry
0589390 0000
Black
0589381 0000

1. + 2., 4.– 6.
Can be recharged with the included USB cable

1. – 6.
Soft Touch Silicone

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de
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1., 2.+ 4.
Can be controlled with the button on the toy or via remote control

1807-009

1. + 2., 4.– 6.
Various vibration modes
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Lovehoney pick up two more awards
eroFame 2018
Bath, England- The Lovehoney Trade Sales Team is delighted to announce that they have added
two more awards to the trophy cabinet. They were awarded Best Technology concept for
Uprize, and Lovehoney co-founders Neal Slateford and Richard Longhurst picked up the Best
Management award at the EAN Erotix Awards which were held at the eroFame trade show.

W

The Lovehoney Trade Sales Team

ith its advanced technology, Uprize
is best suited for those who are
well-versed with a variety of sex toys and
want to try something more advanced.
Uprize showcases the very latest in innovation in the sex toy industry, introducing
patented Remote Control AutoErect
technology, which automatically powers
the rise and fall of the Uprize dildo shaft.
Lovehoney co-founders, Neal Slateford
and Richard Longhurst picked up the
Best Management award. In 2001, they
founded Lovehoney with an investment of
just £4,500 each. Since then, they have
set up global warehouses in Bath (UK),

Atlanta (USA) and Brisbane (Australia) and
have even won the prestigious Queen’s
Award for International Trade. The Lovehoney trade team collected the awards at
eroFame on behalf of Lovehoney on Wednesday 3rd October. International Sales
Manager, Kate Hodgson-Egan said:
“ It’s great to be bringing home recognition for both our founders and our most
recent innovation from EroFame. Uprize
has been a hit at the EroFame show this
year with many people coming to our
booth to get further information on it and
a better understanding of the technology
behind it.”

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands – The vaginal
training set of Feelztoys will increase the
pelvic floor muscles and can be used by
beginners and more experienced users
because of the different weights. Start

with the lightest colored weight and use
a water lubricant if desired for more comfortable insertion. The set comes with 6
different weights in different colors (50g –
65g – 80g – 95g – 110g – 130g).

Feelztoys adds FemmeFit Pelvic Muscle Training Set
New from Feelztoys: the FemmeFit
Pelvic Muscle Training Set

System JO enjoy award-winning eroFame experience

eroFame 2018: The System JO team
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Valencia, USA - System JO and United
Consortium burst onto the European
adult scene with their successful trip to
eroFame, the global trade show that took
place in Hannover, Germany in October. With the support of their exclusive
European distribution partner Eropartner,
they received a warm, positive welcome,
and their fruitful experience was capped
with a final moment of glory - two awards

to take home! SIGN Magazine awarded
System JO with ‚Best Sexual Wellness
Line for Women,‘ which includes their
innovative products ‚JO Actively Trying,‘ a
sperm-friendly lubricant that encourages
conception, ‚JO Vaginal Tightening Serum,‘ and ‚JO Renew Vaginal Moisturizer‘
while EAN Magazine crowned System JO
‚Best Consumable Brand‘ for their ever
popular lubricant range.
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SHAKING · WARMING · VIBRATING

0593087 0000

TRIPLE STIMULATION

Various Vibration Modes

Warming function

Can be recharged with the
included USB cable

Please use water-based lubricant

+ 49 461 5040-210 oder -114
wholesale@orion.de

1810-034
1810-033

Shaking
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eroFame 2018

The meeting place of the international erotic industry
e x cl u s ive

Po s i tive f eedba ck f ro m ex h ibito rs a nd visito rs

Taking place in sunny late
summer weather, eroFame
attracted trade members,
producers, and press representatives to hall 27 of the
Hanover fairgrounds for three
days in early October. More
than 200 exhibitors presented
their latest innovations to the
international trade audience,
and for the first time, there
were also lectures, presentations, and fashion shows for
the more than 3000 participants of the trade convention.
Another highlight of eroFame
was the obligatory Oktoberfest party which took place
on the second evening of
the show. If you’ve missed
the show or want to remini-

Tracy Felder (COTR) holding the award for
'Product Line of the Year: Anal Toys‘ for the
b-Vibe line

sce, here is our EAN picture
gallery, providing a selection
of snapshots of the many
highlights of eroFame 2018.

All about Gbulb: Jack Romanovski (Gvibe)
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The automated registration process was welcomed by most participants

Smoothglide – a lubricant 'Made in Germany‘

Exsens presented a new perfume collection at eroFame

The team of EDC Wholesale
Big eyes at Amor Gummiwaren
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The man who changed the adult market: Michael
Lenke, inventor of womanizer, and his wife, Brigitte

Magicians at the stand of ABS Holdings

The success story continues in year nine of eroFame

Great atmosphere at the Oktoberfest
Firm but fair: This is how the organisers dealt with
exhibitors who violated the statutes of eroFame
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Thx!
The EROTIX Award 2018 for the
“Best Private Label Support”
is a great honour for us, but in the
same time gives us the courage to
improve our products and services
continuously in the future.
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The catering area around lunch time

Going into the eroFame Oktoberfest with great smiles

The win

ning ty

pe: Os
car He

ijnen (S

HOTS)

Sex Toy Manufacturer of the Year: BMS Factory
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For three successful
days at the
trade fair and the valuable awards!

AWARDS 2018
•

YOUR STRONG
WHOLESALE PARTNER!

•

•

BEST OVERALL COLLECTION
CUSTOMER
LOYALTY TOOL
BUSINESSWOMAN –
MAIKE ROTERMUND
FOR YOUR LIFE´S
WORK IN THE
INDUSTRY –
SVEN JACOBSEN

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

1810-034

•

www.orion-wholesale.com
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Robert Strzelecki and Marcin Fröhlich received the award for
'Retailer of the Year‘ - an acknowledgment of the success of
their Secret Place/ REFFORM stores in Warsaw and Posen

Big buzz at the Fun Factory stand

The 'Most Innovative Company‘: Kiiroo

The JDS Wholesale team

Jack Magnusen (überlube)

These guests of the eroFame Oktoberfest came well-prepared
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Many thanks...
...to our customers and to the jury.
ean EROTIX Award 2018
Most Innovative New Toy
Flexxio by BeauMents

For a thousand
one pleasures!
BeauMents Flexxio
innovative · ﬂexibele · exclusive

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de
EAN_11-18.indb 81
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Jan Larsson and Marina Zaitseva (Bioconcept Baltics)

Rocks Off’s 'steampunks‘ with the award for 'Best Product Design
Concept‘ for their original Dr. Rocco’s Pleasure Emporium collection

Igor Gerasimov and Ian Orange (Bathmate) with
the award for 'Most Iconic Male Company‘

Excited about eroFame every year: Randy Withers (Swiss Navy)
The later the hour, the greater the party

Cobeco Pharma was crowned the 'Best European Manufacturer‘
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Winner of Best High End Male Brand

The next generation of G Spot toys
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For further information please contact
chloe@nexusrange.com | +44 (0) 20 7367 4487
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Thomas Schmidt, Miranda Doyle, and Sunny Rodgers (Jimmyjane)
Monique Carty and Chloe Pearce of Nexus happily
accepted the 'Best High End Male Brand‘ award

Sex dolls – like those at Doll‘s Lounge – were one
of the big topics of this year’s eroFame
The Eropartner team enjoyed the magicians‘ performance
One of the attractions of the eroFame Oktoberfest: bull riding

Walter Kroes (SCALA) has a critical eye
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Before the event:
Softland and
partners in
excited
anticipation

Impressions from SoﬅFest 2018
S e p tember 12 to 14

e x cl u s ive

Beautiful weather and sights, excellent atmosphere, wonderful company – what more
could an organizer want for the biggest event of the erotic industry in Ukraine? Softland’s
answer: “Nothing, but good vibes for us and our guests.” Softland Ukraine hosted the
second SoftFest from September 12 to 14, with more than 70 clients and manufacturers
showcasing their products – among them companies like Orion, ST Rubber, Joydivision,
Ruf International, Inverma, Toyfa, and SoftLine. The event was held at a lovely resort by
the Kiev Lake.

The participants of the event
joined together in three teams
for the SoftFest regatta

The first day of the exhibition was dedicated to
product presentations by the manufacturers.
The opening ceremony began at 10 a.m. with
the cutting of a red ribbon, and Mark Mykhailichenko, CEO of Softland Ukraine, personally
welcomed the guests.
After that, the customers had the opportunity
to meet the manufacturers in person and take
part in master classes. It was an excellent occasion to take a look at the latest trends and
innovations in the adult industry, exchange
information about products, and talk about
the ideas and plans of both sides. This way,
customers were able to learn new information
about the products, touch them, smell them,
and in some cases even try them.
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In the evening, it was a time for a gala dinner
and an award ceremony. The atmosphere
was spiced up by a special bondage show
which was met with a huge interest. It was
very warm evening, so the organisers created
a huge bonfire on the shore of the lake, and
from there, the party continued till the early
morning, accompanied by the rhythm of music and the sizzling of the fire.
The organisers had a sailing regatta planned
for the second day. Each group of guests had
their own yacht and instructor and tried to get
first place in the regatta. But while the weather
was beautiful, there was no wind, so it wasn‘t
so easy to reach finish line at all. The beautiful
view compensated for the lack of wind, but
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„

First of all, we at ST Rubber want to extebd a
hearty THANK YOU to Softland for giving us the
opportunity to take part at SoftFest in Ukraine. It was
the first time in Ukraine for us. The welcome at the
GINTAMA BRIZ RESORT was very warm, and we felt
right at home from the first minute.
The organisation of the event was excellent every
day. We met a lot of interesting people and our talks
with these customers were very positive. Interest
in our products was very high and we noticed very
quickly that the customers want to have our products
in their stores and online shops.
We would also like to thank SOFTLAND for taking care
of us outside the event as well. This way, we could
visit Kiev and get to know a lot about the city, and on
another day, we had a lot of fun at a sailing regatta.
Finally, we’d like to say that this event was very
successful for us and also for SOFTLAND and we
are looking forward to participating again at the next
SoftFest. A big THANK YOU and a lot of hugs to all.

SoftFest proved a successful event for ORION

Adrian Schneider & Werner Tiburtius,
SCHNEIDER & TIBURTIUS RUBBER GMBH

there can be only one winner of the race, and that
was the team of Julia Kreismann, Kristina Heimke,
Hauke Christiansen, Werner Tiburtius, Andrian
Schneider, Frank Lange, Piotr Moritz, and Mark
Mykhailichenko.
There was one more attraction for Softland‘s guests:
a short trip to Kiev and the best-known sites of the
city, with a guide who told a lot of interesting stories
about Kiev and its history.
“We are glad that we were able to provide such an
experience for our customers and manufacturers and
for us as well,” said the Softland team, looking back
the event. “We are going to continue to develop this
event and we hope to meet again in two years.”

Ruslan Yevczuk, Adrian Schneider (ST RUBBER), Werner Tiburtius
(ST RUBBER), and Mark Mykhailichenko (Softland Ukraine)

„

SoftFest is a very interesting event and the organisation has been
very good. We have had interesting meetings and feedback from the
retailers. It is too early to see an increase in turnover but we enjoyed
the event very much. The time schedule was well-planned and there
were no delays.
Hauke Christiansen
ORION Versand GmbH & Co. KG

Workshops: ORION, TOYFA, ST RUBBER,
Inverma, JOYDIVISION, RUF, SoftLine
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„

A bonfire by the lake – a perfect way
to end the first day of the event

The management team of Softland Ukraine
kicked off SoftFest 2018 in style

„

Communicating face-to-face with our clients in
the friendly atmosphere at SoftFest is an invaluable
pleasure. We were happy to share our experience,
and we also learned a lot of interesting information
from customers. Now we know more aboutt the
Ukrainian market and can successfully move
ove forward
in this direction.
The organisation
organisa
of the event was top
p notch. The
master classes were
w
very lively and
d sparked great
discussions. The very
ve responsive
ve staff of S
Softland-Ukraine instantly
nstantly solved any
a problems.
oblems. Thanks
Tha
to them
for that.
Also, I would like to say thank you
yo for the entertainment part: the huge
uge bonfire on the bank of the
Kiev Sea has really stuck
uck with
wit me; it created a cozy,
friendly atmosphere.

SoftFest is an event that gives you the opportunity to get acquainted with almost all the important
retailers in Ukraine and learn about the Ukrainian
market.
It is also an opportunity to thoroughly and gradually
present products to the sellers themselves so important USP‘s of the product are not lost or distorted
and the story of the company (JOYDIVISION) and its
high-quality products remain in their memory for a
long time.
In addition, at this event you can chat with other
manufacturers (SoftFest sponsors) and see all their
new products, which is important for our small “sex
industry” market.
SoftFest exceeded all my expectations. Retailers in
Ukraine are very inquisitive, attentive, and grateful for
any useful information. And the team of Softland was
very responsive and hospitable.
The Ukrainian market is slightly different from other
European markets, so for me it was very useful to
hear the wishes and problems of the Ukrainian public,
because now, we can respond to them via the supply
of goods and in the production of new products.
Personally, I liked SoftFest very much. Softland gave
us the opportunity to not only work with the Ukrainian
public, but they also surprised us with a tour of Kiev,
diving into the city’s long history, and also with a
sailboat race and exquisite Ukrainian cuisine. Thanks
again for this event.
Julia Kreismann,
JOYDIVISION international AG

Julia Kreismann (JOYDIVISION) shortly before the start of SoftFest

Maria Ezhova,
TOYFA Company
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E V E N T

„

SoftFest is a great experience! It gives a brand
the opportunity to better understand the specific
needs of clients thanks to a lot of valuable feedback,
but it also offers the possibility for customers to acquire essential knowledge about different products.
Thanks to SoftFest, we had the opportunity to
present products and our company in a very detailed
and interesting way. Our principal expectations were
to consolidate the brand identity and position. The
clients were highly receptive to the premium quality of
the products, accessible and affordable price point,
and the secure and stable vision for the future. So,
the show did absolutely fulfill our expectations.
The general masterclasses and activities were all very
positive, it was a chance to establish a connection
with the clients and to humanise the relationship.
For us, it was all perfect and there is nothing we’d
change!

A trip to the Ukrainian capital was
also part of the event programme

Coraline Ruf,
SARL Esterel Production – RUF

The cold water offered a welcome way to
cool down for the SoftLand visitors

Piotr Moritz (Softland Poland), Maria Ezhova (TOYFA
Company), and Andrey Eliseev (TOYFA Company)

The next SoftFest will take place in 2020
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F E A T U R E

More talking, less silicone?
D o es ero Fa me need mo re lectures, wo rksh o p s, discussio n f o rums, etc. ?

e x cl u s ive

No

I

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

There were a lot of workshops and lectures at
eroFame 2018, but was that
a flash in the pan or was it
the beginning of a bigger
development that will
become one of the major
elements of the show in
future years? The visitors
certainly responded
positively to this new
ingredient in the eroFame
recipe – which makes it an
even more interesting
question to ask if there
should be more of a lecture
programme at the show.
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ncluding more lectures, workshops, and
discussion panels in the event programme
of trade shows so as to provide the visitors
with additional information and knowledge
and inspire exchange and communication
between trade and industry – yes, that
seems like a praiseworthy idea at first glance.
But if you think about it a little longer, certain
issues come to the fore. First and foremost,
you need to think about the interests of the
exhibiting companies. After all, these
companies pay a lot of money to rent stands
at trade shows. Is it really in their best
interest if their customers / the majority of the
trade show visitors spend their time at
lectures on a show stage instead of visiting
the stands to learn about new products and
hopefully place an order or two? Because
last time I checked, that was the main
purpose of a trade show. Of course, I am not
implying that exhibitors would outright reject
such additions to the show programme. But
if this aspect of the event became too
dominant, people would definitely start
complaining – and rightly so, I might add.
There is also a risk that this could turn into a
trade show arms race where every organiser
is trying to one-up the competition by
offering the most, the best, the most relevant
workshops, etc. Which could absolutely
happen if lectures, workshops, and the like
really turn out to be massive draws while the
presentation of products and services at the
stands moves into the background. I know, I
know this is all mere speculation, and the
organisers of trade shows like eroFame

definitely keep a close eye on such developments. Still, it’s a scenario worth thinking
about. If and when people start asking for a
more pronounced lecture programme,
organisers need to go about it the right way,
i.e. they shouldn’t get carried away by the
positive response and start putting quantity
before quality. If you sacrifice real information
value in favour of hollow marketing phrases,
that doesn’t help anybody – probably not
even the organisers of such a show. So, in
summary, you have to find a delicate balance
to make sure that the lecture programme
doesn’t pull in people at the expense of the
exhibitors, and you need to make sure that
you convey real, useful information; if
anybody can enter the stage to talk about
anything remotely sex-toy related, you are
diluting the show, and you probably get as
much disinformation as you get information.
That’s not the way to go. Luckily, if you look
at the organisation of eroFame and other
shows, you’ll see that there are usually smart
and prudent people at the helm. So – at least
for the time being - the chances of this
development spiraling out of control are very
small.
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Yes
T

here were many interesting trends to see at this
year’s eroFame, and not all of them had to do
with new products. One of them was the great
number of lectures and presentations that took
place during the trade convention. Fashion was
presented and music was played in the catering
area, and many exhibitors also made it a point to
convey important and interesting information at
their stands. This seems to be part of the natural
evolution of eroFame and the market at large.
Trade shows are not just about selling products,
after all; they are about establishing contacts, they
are about seeing and gauging the latest trends and
developments in the industry, they are about
staying up to date on everything related to
sexuality and the erotic market. And information
like that is best conveyed in lectures, etc.
Of course, not every presentation will be meaningful and helpful to every visitor, but the important
thing is that there is such a platform for information, and the organisers have pledged to add to
this aspect of eroFame in the upcoming years. I
think, this is a trend that will gain momentum
across most trade shows in the adult industry. The
advantages for the exhibitors seem quite obvious:
They have an additional tool to get trade show
visitors to their stands, they can underscore their
expertise in their market segment, and by having a
more experience-oriented presentation, they make
sure that visitors won’t soon forget them. There is
definitely a lot of potential to be mined here; just
look at other industries to see how much you can
do with lectures, presentations and panel discussions.
The magic word is communication. Mere pontification or rattling off facts usually only results in a

bored audience. Therefore, the focus
should be on inspiration, exchange,
and interaction. This way, the visitors
of a trade show have much more to
take home with them, apart from
newly struck business deals and
maybe a few goodie bags. Also,
there is a wide field of topics to
choose from for such presentations;
pretty much everything from more
in-depth product presentations to
new tricks and tips for (online)
marketing, to the latest findings in
sex research, or even a purely entertainment-based programme. There are hardly
any boundaries to what you can do. On that
note, I am confident that more and more
companies will hop onto this bandwagon in
the next few years, ensuring that eroFame
will become even more diverse and an even
greater source of information for everything
to do with the erotic lifestyle.

Randolph Heil,
editor
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The best sex toys of 2018
R e ta ilers, ma nuf a cturers, a nd sex p erts dish o n 2018’s crea m o f th e crop

e x cl u s ive

When you‘ve arrived at
eroFame, you know the year
is almost up. As you wander the trade show floor (or
longingly stare at the array of
new toys from the confines of
your company‘s booth), can
you choose only one favorite?
Judging by the responses
gathered below, it‘s a more
difficult task than we
imagined. All year long, the
EAN team has reported on the
best of the best in
vibration, stroking, and
poking, and now it‘s your
turn. We asked the pleasure
industry, “What‘s your #1 sex
toy pick for 2018?” Without
further ado, the results are
in – and we think you‘ll be
pleasantly surprised.

“ M Y # 1 S E X TOY P I C K F O R

“ L E WA N D P E TI T E ! I T ’ S

F E R E N C E , I S TH E P U L S E

W I D E , N OT TO M E N TI O N

2018, BASED ON MY PRE
I I I  S O LO BY H OT O C TO 
P U S S . TH E R E A R E N OT A

LOT O F TOY S , E S P E C I A L LY
I N N O VATI V E O N E S , FO R

M E N A N D TH I S O N E H I T S

BEEN A SUCCESS WORLD
TH AT B OTH C O N S U M E R S
A N D P R E S S H AV E A L S O

R E S P O N D E D W I TH S U C H

P O S I TI V E E N T H U S I A S M . “
A L I C I A S I N C L A I R , F O U N D E R , C OT R I N C

TH E S P OT ! TH E ‚TH U M 
P I N G ‘ T E C H N O LO G Y I S

D I F F E R E N T F R O M TH E T Y 
P I C A L V I B R ATI O N W H I C H
A C T U A L LY G I V E S M E A

D I F F E R E N T S E N S ATI O N . “

This article is contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S. Correspondent

BRENT ALDON,
DIRECTOR OF SALES AND MARKETING,
ANEROS
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1
2

3

“ O BV I O U S LY I ‘ M M O S T

“ O U R N U M B E R O N E TOY

“ I ‘ V E B E E N I N C R E D I B LY

L A U N C H O F TH E M I 

M I C H E A M B I T, I T J U S T

S E N S E V I B E , C L I TO R A L 

E X C I T E D A B O U T TH E

M I C + P L U S I N O C TO 

BER OF THIS YEAR, BUT
I F YO U ‘ R E A S K I N G FO R

WHICH PRODUCT I LIKE

F R O M A F E L LO W V E N D O R

A K A C O M P E TI TO R  W I N K ! 
I H AV E T O S AY TH E

D O N G S I N B L U S H ‘ S AVA N T
L I N E A R E TO P N OTC H . “

K I M FA U B E L , D I R E C T O R O F O P E R AT I O N S ,
C L A N D E S TI N E D E V I C E S

W O U L D B E TH E G O D E 
W O R K S FO R A L M O S T

E V E RYO N E . A S FO R OTH E R
P E O P L E S ‘ TOY S , I ’ M

R E A L LY LO V I N G TH E S E

S U P E R R E A L I S TI C D O L L S .
TH E Y ‘ R E N OT YO U R N O R 
M A L S E X TOY, B U T I

R E A L LY TH I N K TH E Y A R E

P U S H I N G TH E E N V E LO P E . “
ADAM BREEDON,
FOUNDER, GODEMICHE SILICONE

I M P R E S S E D W I TH TH E
LY A N Y WAY. I T S T W O

M OTO R S O F F E R S U R P R I 

S I N G LY D E E P S T I M U L ATI 
O N ; I T H A S R E A L LY S E T
A N E W S TA N D A R D FO R

M E W H E N I T C O M E S TO
V I B R ATI O N Q U A L I T Y. I

DON‘T KNOW WHY MORE
PEOPLE DON‘T KNOW
A B O U T TH I S V I B E ! “

EPIPHORA,
S E X T OY B LO G G E R , H E Y E P I P H O R A . C O M
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“ O H M I B O D F U S E P O W E R E D BY K I I R O O . TH E F E AT U R E S TH AT

M A K E I T S TA N D O U T F R O M A N Y OTH E R D U A L S TI M V I B R ATO R

I S TH AT TH E R E A R E 2 S E PA R AT E M OTO R S , O N E FO R TH E TI C K 
L E R A N D O N E FO R TH E S H A F T. F U S E I S TO U C H S E N S I TI V E A N D
C A N C O N T R O L OTH E R F E E LT E C H E N A B L E D D E V I C E S A S W E L L
A S B E C O N T R O L L E D BY OTH E R D E V I C E S W I TH 2 D V R C O N T 

E N T. I T ‘ S A L S O P E R F E C T FO R W E B C A M . O N E O F M Y P E R S O N A L
FAV O R I T E A S P E C T S O F TH E F U S E I S TH E M U LT I C O LO R E D L E D
L I G H T TH AT C H A N G E S C O LO U R D E P E N D I N G O N V I B R ATI O N
I N T E N S I T Y. O H , A N D I T C O M E S I N H OT P I N K ! “
A S H T O N E G N E R , C O M M U N I C ATI O N S M A N A G E R , K I I R O O

“ I ’ D H AV E TO S AY TH AT P E R S O N A L LY TH E U LTI M AT E FA N TA 

S Y D O L L S , E S P E C I A L LY B I A N C A W H O WA S R E L E A S E D I N J U LY

2 0 1 8 , R E A L LY R E S O N AT E D W I TH M E . S U R P R I S I N G LY, TH E K E Y
TA R G E T C U S TO M E R I S N ‘ T A LWAY S W H O I I M A G I N E D . S O M E

C U S TO M E R S WA N T A C O N S TA N T C O M PA N I O N TO F I G H T LO N E 

L I N E S S  M A N Y B E C A U S E O F A LO S S O F A PA R TN E R . OTH E R S

H AV E A FA S C I N ATI O N W I TH TH E B E A U T Y O F TH E H U M A N B O DY
A N D C O N S I D E R TH E S E L I F E L I K E D O L L S A W O R K O F A R T TO

C H E R I S H A N D A D M I R E . A N D TH E N TH E R E ’ S TH E C O U P L E TH AT
H A D TH E I R F I R S T TH R E E S O M E W I TH A D O L L ! E V E RY TI M E I

H E A R F R O M S O M E O N E A B O U T H O W A D O L L C H A N G E D TH E I R
WORLD, IT MAKES ME SMILE.“

SUNNY RODGERS, BRAND AMBASSADOR, DIAMOND PRODUCTS
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F E A T U R E

“ O N E O F D O C J O H N S O N ’ S N E W E S T P R O D U C T I N T R O D U C TI O N S
I S TH E I V I B E S E L E C T I R O L L  A N I N S E R TA B L E V I B E W I TH A

3  M O D E C L I TO R A L S TI M U L ATI N G W H E E L , 3  S P E E D I N T E R N A L
B E A D S TH AT G L I D E L U X U R I O U S LY U P A N D D O W N T H E S H A F T,

A N D 8 F U N C TI O N S O F D E E P, R U M B LY V I B R ATI O N S . I T O F F E R S
A M U LTI T U D E O F S E N S ATI O N S , A N D I T ’ S G O I N G TO B E A B I G

H I T FO R 2 0 1 8  2 0 1 9 . I N A D D I TI O N , O U R B I G G E S T S U C C E S S I N
2 0 1 8 S O FA R H A S B E E N O U R M A I N S Q U E E Z E L I N E O F H A R D

CA SE MASTURBATORS  AND ONE OF OUR MOST E XCITING NE W
U P C O M I N G P R O D U C T S FO R TH E M A I N S Q U E E Z E L I N E W I L L B E

‘ M A I N S Q U E E Z E I RY N A’ , TH E I N D U S T RY ’ S F I R S T M A S T U R B ATO R
M O L D E D F R O M A S O C I A L  M E D I A  FA M O U S C E L E B R I T Y. I RY N A

H A S O V E R 4 . 4 M I L L I O N FO L LO W E R S , A N D I S P O I S E D T O E X 

PA N D M A I N S Q U E E Z E ’ S A L R E A DY C O N S I D E R A B L E P O P U L A R I T Y

BY AT T R A C TI N G A N E V E N W I D E R M A I N S T R E A M D E M O G R A P H I C . “
C H A D B R AV E R M A N , C O O , D O C J O H N S O N

“ O V E R TH E PA S T 1 2 M O N TH S O N E O F TH E S TA N D O U T

P R O D U C T S TO E N T E R TH E M A R K E T H A S B E E N TH E C O W G I R L .

IT’S A MONSTER OF A MACHINE BUT SO WELL DESIGNED AND
D E V E LO P E D TO M E E T TH E C O N S U M E R S N E E D S . I T ’ S A B I G

I N V E S TM E N T FO R A N YO N E B U T I TH I N K TH AT TH I S I S G O I N G
TO S TA R T A M A J O R T R E N D FO R M O R E S E X Y ‘ S E X M A C H I N E S ’

TH AT YO U W O U L D N ’ T M I N D H AV I N G I N YO U R H O M E . A LOT O F
O L D E R D E S I G N S A R E C L U N K Y, H E AV Y A N D N OT V E RY

AT T R A C TI V E . TH I S H A S D E F I N I T E LY B E E N A G A M E C H A N G E R . “
B O N N Y H A L L , P R O D U C T D I R E C T O R , LO V E H O N E Y
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F E A T U R E

“ I T ‘ S D I F F I C U LT TO C H O O S E J U S T O N E , B U T I ‘ D H AV E TO

P I C K TO P C O ‘ S N E W P E N TH O U S E P E T C Y B E R S K I N H A N D S  F R E E
A DJ U S TA B L E D U A L S T R O K E R S . W E M O L D E D FO U R O F P E N T 

H O U S E ‘ S N E W E S T A N D M O S T P O P U L A R P E T S  J E N N A S ATI VA ,
R I L E Y N I X O N , C H R I S TI A N N A C I N N , A N D M I S T Y LO V E L A C E 

A N D T R A N S FO R M E D TH E M I N TO D O U B L E  E N D E D S T R O K E R S S O
FA N S C A N E N J OY TH E I R FA M O U S B O D I E S I N M O R E WAY S TH A N
O N E , P L U S W I TH TH E A D D E D B O N U S O F A S U P E R  S T R O N G

S U C TI O N C U P TH AT M O U N T S TO A L M O S T A N Y S M O OTH S U R 

FA C E . W E P E R F E C T E D TH E LO O K A N D F E E L O F TH E C Y B E R S K I N
SLEEVES, INCLUDING SPECIAL INTERIOR TUNNEL TEXTURES,

TO M A K E TH E S E S T R O K E R S T H E C LO S E S T FA N S C A N C O M E TO

TH E R E A L TH I N G , A N D W E F I N E S S E D TH E PA C K A G I N G S O TH E Y

W O U L D P O P O F F S TO R E S H E LV E S . W E ‘ R E Q U I T E P R O U D O F TH E
R E S U LT A N D O U R C U S TO M E R S A R E LO V I N G TH E M ! “
A U T U M N O ‘ B RYA N , C O O , T O P C O

“ TH E R E L E A S E O F TH E U P R I Z E BY LO V E H O N E Y WA S A S U R P R I 
S E I N TH AT I T I S A F I R S T O F I T S K I N D A S A B I O N I C D I L D O .

H O W E V E R , I T I S U N  S U R P R I S I N G TH AT W E A R E S E E I N G TH E S E

N E W WAV E S O F I N C O R P O R ATI N G T E C H N O LO G Y I N T O P L E A S U R E
P R O D U C T S . TH E W E  V I B E T E A M A L S O S E E M T O A LWAY S H I T
TH E M A R K W H E N I T C O M E S TO I M P R O V I N G A N D R E A C H I N G

N E W A D VA N C E M E N T S , A N D W I TH TH E A DJ U S TA B I L I T Y F E AT U R E
O F TH E S Y N C , TH E Y ’ V E M A N A G E D TO M A K E TH E I R P R O D U C T
A C C E S S I B L E TO M O R E B O DY T Y P E S , TH U S S U C C E S S F U L LY
E X PA N D I N G TH E TA R G E T M A R K E T FO R TH AT P R O D U C T. “
ERIN WORGAN, SALES EXECUTIVE, BMS ENTERPRISES
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F E A T U R E

Experience the California Dream with CalExotics
A c olumn f ro m Ka th leen Sta nto n, Ma rketing C o mmunica tio ns Ma na ger for CalExot ics

e x cl u s ive

As a California-based company, we love that we live in
such a fun, diverse state that
we wanted to bring ‚that California Dream‘ to our customers. No matter where they
live, every sex toy enthusiast
should be dreaming of pleasure, and they can do that
and more with the California
Dreaming collection from
CalExotics.

L

ast season we introduced 3
exciting, unique, and groundbreaking dual-stimulation vibrators:
The San Francisco Sweetheart,
Venice Vixen, and Beverly Hills
Bunny. These vibes were such a hit that this
season, we are proud to announce 3 new
dreamy additions: The Orange County Cutie, Santa Monica Starlet, and Malibu Minx.
Each of the 6 vibes in this colorful collection
is as unique as the cities they are named
after. Reminiscent of the city by the bay, the
San Francisco Sweetheart is trendy, eyecatching and beautifully designed, giving it
some serious romantic vibes. The automatic G-Spot massager and fl ickering
teaser will have shoppers falling in
love. Our Venice Vixen is carefree,
lighthearted and adventurous. Like
the bright and eclectic Venice, California, this Vixen offers unique and
unexpected fun. Shoppers will
feel as relaxed as a day on the
beach thanks to the powerful
dual-action massager with
unique clitoral encaser.
The Beverly Hills Bunny
is an extravagant pick
for those who enjoy
living in the lap of
luxury. The powerful beaded
shaft with
fl icke-
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ring bunny ears is the complete pleasure
package that will have shoppers saying
9021- “O”! Our Orange County Cutie is
perfect for those who enjoy the fi ner things
in life. With its powerful thrusting action
and dual stimulating teaser, you’ll feel
sun-kissed and glowing after a day with this
cutie! Ready for your close-up? The Santa
Monica Starlet is ready to take you out for
a night you’ll never forget. You’ll feel like a
star with the thumping shaft and external
stimulator. Ride waves of pleasure with
the Malibu Minx. Enjoy a thrilling vibrating
g-spot massage while the powerful suction
teaser transports you to another world of
pleasure. This fl irty girl can’t wait to take you
on a ride you’ll never forget. The names of
the toys aren’t the only things that makes
these California vibes stand out. The colors
of each are reminiscent of the bold California natives themselves and the beautiful
famous California sunsets. “We wanted the
colors of the California Dreaming collection
to be bright, fun, and full of personality, just
like the people that live here,” says Susan
Colvin, Founder and CEO of CalExotics.
“The range of colors mimics the beautiful
California Beach sunsets that take out
breath away; we know these toys will do the
same!” The California Dreaming products
feature 10 independent functions in the
stimulator and 3 action speeds in the shaft.
They are waterproof, USB rechargeable, and
backed by CalExotics’ one-year warranty.
“No matter where they live, shoppers have
heard about these iconic California locations
and have a vision of each city’s personality,”
says Colvin. “We created the products to
embody the personalities of their namesake
cities, and we know customers will experience the California Dream as soon as they
grab one of these beauties.”
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BIO
THANK YOU
FOR YOUR RECOGNITION
Vielen Dank für Ihren Besuch bei HOT auf der eroFame

ALOE
VERA

CAYENNE
PEPPER

BIO Massageoil
Aloe Vera
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44152

BIO Massageoil
Cayenne Pepper
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44153

BIOLOGISCHE & VEGANE MASSAGE ÖL-SERIE!
ORGANIC & VEGAN MASSAGE OIL-SERIES!

YLANG BITTER
YLA
LANG MANDEL

MOST
SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCT
LINE

al l f l i p
top s

BIO

LUBRICANTS
by

HOT

HOT BIO MASSAGE OIL
BIO MASSAGEÖL für gepflegte, seidige Haut.
Erlesene Düfte verwöhnen die Sinne und
wecken erotische Stimmungen. Biologische
& vegane MASSAGEÖLE aus < 80% kontrollierten biologischem Anbau. Eco-Bottle aus
nachwachsendem Rohstoff.

HOT BIO MASSAGE OIL
BIO MASSAGE OIL for a beautiful nourished,
silky skin. Exquisite fragrances pamper your
senses und arouse erotic moods. Biologic
and vegan MASSAGE OILS from < 80% controlled organic farming. Eco bottle out of
renewable raw material.

BIO Massageoil
Ylang Ylang
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44150

BIO Massageoil
Bittermandel
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44151

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
email: office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9
/// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista ///
Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach
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The JOYDIVISION Originals
N e w h igh ligh t p ro ducts – Ma de with Lo ve in Germa ny

e x cl u s ive

E
Oliver Redschlag, CEO of
JOYDIVISION international AG

For almost 25 years,
JOYDIVISION has
been creating the
lovestyle of millions of
satisfied lovers in
more than 60
countries around the
world. The range of
JOYDIVISION comprises more than 250
sensual-erotic lifestyle
premium products
manufactured in
Germany. Following
their premiere at
eroFame, the latest
innovations from
JOYDIVISION are now
available for retailers.

peFor discerning lovers who want to add a spear
cial something to their love play, the popular
AQUAglide offers even more fun for coupless
y.
now due to its completely new consistency.
AQUAglide liquid is like a moist shower
on the skin. The liquid consistency feels
surprisingly different yet combines all the
o
properties of a lubricant and is very easy to
use. Thanks to the new feeling, the special
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veryone knows irritated skin
after shaving, despite pre- and
post-shave products. From now
on, reddened skin areas, especially in the genital area are a thing
of the past. The sensitive AQUAglide Intimate
Shaving & Aftershave Cream from JOYDIVISION ensures a gentle shave thanks to the
latest antibacterial active ingredients and a
particularly gentle formula. The anti-irritation complex of panthenol, liquorice extract,
and bisabolol calms the skin in the genital
area while hyaluronic acid provides moisture; AQUAglide also supports natural skin
regeneration. AQUAglide Intimate Shaving
& Aftershave Cream nourishes and soothes
during and after shaving. If the cream is foamed with a little shower gel, the razor glides
gently over the skin. Then, apply the cream
purely to produce a doubly soothing effect.
The unique moisturising combination product
replaces shaving foam and aftershave and is
also suitable for whole-body use. Additionally, the AQUAglide Intim Shaving & Aftershave
Cream contains a deodorant preventing
the spreading of bacteria that could cause
odours.
d
The “combination product“, is manufactured
in Germany and has been dermatologically
le
tested. It is available in a white 125 ml bottle
with a practical dispenser pump, making it
easy to dose.

d
formula of AQUAglide liquid
invites you to play.
The lubricant produced
“Made with Love in Germany“ is available in 125
ml and 250 ml bottles with
a practical pump dispenserr
de
for easy dosage. AQUAglide
liquid is naturally water-soluble, fat-free, and suitable
cal
for condoms. Dermatological
rly
tests guarantee a particularly
high skin friendliness.
ry
AQUAglide liquid is also very
attractively priced and makes
for an ideal supplement that should not be
missing in any retailer’s assortment.
Consumers want to let go completely,
and they want to have the right product at
hand for every situation. The new BIOglide
combination product was developed for this
purpose. How about a soothing massage as
foreplay and then, in the heat of the moment,
not having to reach for the second bottle?
The medical oil noticeably improves the
gliding ability during sexual intercourse while
also nu
nurturing the skin with an
extra p
portion of moisturizing care
as a fu
full-body massage oil.
In love as well as in organic
produ
products, the highest standards apply. Like all products in
the e
extensive BIOglide range,
the ve
vegan BIOglide Lubricant
& Mas
Massage Oil offers gentle
suppo
support for carefree natural
sexua
sexuality. It is free of parabens
and ssynthetic fragrances and
perfec
perfectly compatible with skin
and m
mucous membranes.
Oliver Redschlag, CEO of
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INTERIOR DESIGN OR
INTO-YOUR-REAR-DESIGN?
With Mystim’s Booty Garland it’s up to you
Thanks to some soft electrical impulses our new bi-polar anal chains
will put a smile on your cheeks, but with their black 100% platinum
silicone body they are pretty to look at, too.

www.mystim.com
EAN_11-18.indb 3

Intern. Erotic Award

Sign Award

EAN Erotic Award

EAN Erotic Award

Store Erotica Award

Best
Manufacturer
2017

Best Selling
E-Stim
Toy Line

Best New
Elektrostim
Product

Best
Elektrosex
Product Line

New Product
of the Year
2015

VENUS 2017

SIGN MAGAZIN 2017

EroFame 2017

EroFame 2015

Store Erotica 2015
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The first 2in1
shaving product for
the intimate area:
AQUAglide Intimate
Shave & Aftershave
Cream for women
and men

AQUAglide liquid is
now available in a
new version with a
new consistency
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JOYDIVISION international AG, is pleased to
report: “For more than 20 years, JOYDIVISION has
distinguished itself by optimising BIOglide to meet
the needs, preferences, and wishes of the users.
Receiving top grades from ÖKO-TEST and positive
feedback from the consumers validates our work
and proves we are right to use unique recipes and
the highest quality raw materials“.
Made with Love in Germany, BIOglide Sliding &
Massage Oil is the world‘s first 100 % biological
combination of sliding and massage oil.
Consumers like it practical and love a good
price-performance ratio. The world’s first 100 %
natural and vegan BIOglide was developed especially for a discerning target group and is now also
available in a 500 ml pump dispenser bottle.
The medical lubricant is free of synthetic fragrances, colourants, and preservatives, offering
excellent skin compatibility that is dermatologically
and clinically tested. For more than twenty years,
BIOglide has been met the highest consumer confidence and was rated “very good“ by ÖKO-TEST
for the seventh time in 2017.
In addition to the neutral version, Original BIOglide
is also available with taste, as a variant with
ginseng, as an anal lubricant gel, and as a variant
with carrageenan.
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Love, lust and luxury
M a r keting Ma tters

e x cl u s ive

A

t the beginning of this year, the Apparel,
Fashion and Luxury Group of global
management consultancy McKinsey & Co.
published a report titled “The Age of Digital
Darwinism.” Similarly, another titan of the
business services world, Deloitte, published
their “Global Powers of Luxury Goods 2018”.
Both make interesting reading on their own
merit.

In his monthly column, Brian
Gray from Glasgow-based
erotic marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing offers
his thoughts on all things
marketing. This month he’s
considering the luxury pleasure products segment within
the erotic trade industry.

But it got me thinking. To what extent is the
adult pleasure products sector – or even the
wider business of love and lust – populated by luxury brands, compared with other
industries, at least from a perception and
recall perspective? Think of luxury brands in a
number of industries – automobiles, fashion,
fragrances, beauty products, homeware, and
consumer electronics, for example. You’d
have no difficulty recalling a handful in each
without hesitation. Moreover, awareness
of premium brands is present across all
socio-economic groups, regardless of ability
to pay.
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some exceptions – are relatively small in size,
use unique materials, or differentiate themselves in other ways their customers recognise
and appreciate them for. In addition, due to
cultural and media sensitivity through the
decades they haven’t been afforded the same
opportunities for advertising and PR exposure
as their less sexy footwear, automotive, or
fashion counterparts. The irony (not lost on
many, I’m sure) is that major luxury brands
have for decades routinely employed sex as a
key weapon in their visual campaigns.
So let’s not fool ourselves here. Premium
pleasure product brands will not be afforded
quite the same latitude or opportunities as
our ‘civilian’ counterparts in the mainstream. I
know, I know: they don’t realise what they’re
missing out on!

But how would adult pleasure products
perform in a similar test? Even though sex toy
ownership levels are notable among Western
European populations, can a similar number
of genuinely high-end brands be found, let
alone recalled, by users?

But that doesn’t mean that standards, professionalism and marketing efforts should be
consequently afforded any slack or viewed
differently. Should an affluent consumer looking for a high end sex toy be forced to make
allowances in terms of purchase experience (pre-, post- and actual) purely because
they’re buying pleasure products rather than
perfume? Dream on. High-end consumers
desiring high-end products seek a high-end
purchase experience – even when online.

Furthermore, to what extent are sex toy and
pleasure product brands perceived to be in
the luxury segment providing a comparable
marketing, communications, and engagement
experience to the Guccis, Bang & Olufsens,
Jaguars, Jimmy Choos, and Giorgio Armanis
in other premium sectors?

Remember: for luxury consumers, it’s all
about the (s)experience, Baby. What can an
artisan, bespoke luxury brand offer that cheaper, mass produced items can’t? Heritage,
‘breeding’, if you like. A story. Something
unique and intangible that’s more than just
the finished product in a consumer’s hands.

The reality is that what genuine ‘luxury’ sex
toy brands do exist they generally – with

Also think about the environment you’re trying
to sell luxury pleasure products in. If you’re a
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bricks and mortar boutique or store, think about the
décor of your establishment. Does it immediately
convey an affluent, sophisticated luxury vibe or is it
a rather tawdry affair? You can’t expect upmarket
consumers to enter a cheap looking store and buy
the most expensive items, if everything from the
lighting, the walls, flooring and point-of-sale materials are all tatty and have seen better days. Every
aspect of that luxury product purchase experience
has got to be in line with buyer expectations.
Coco de Mer in London is not a huge store by
anyone’s reckoning. But rather than filling the shop
floor full of products and thus leaving hardly any
space to comfortably peruse their wares, they have
instead concentrated on aesthetics and atmosphere which has created a genuinely evocative
environment that oozes class.
The notion of space is vital vis-à-vis luxury marketing and selling. Whether talking about store
interiors or advertising, there’s got to be room to
B-R-E-A-T-H-E. Next time you see a print ad for
Tiffany jewellery, see how much of the ad space
is just that – space. Margins are wide and the separation between brand name, attention-grabbing
title, sub-heading and body text is all consistently
generous. It’s a similar story with imagery, whether
it’s appearing on your website, your print ads, or
your social media.
And while I’m on the subject of imagery, it’s not
only got to have the requisite sense of space,
it’s got to look the part in other respects. Do not
scrimp when it comes to product or location
imagery. Amateur-looking photography can at best
cause confusion among target audiences and at
worse ruin brand credentials in no time. A model
that’s badly made up or a photo that’s terribly
composed and even more awfully lit will leave your
brand building efforts in tatters, no matter how
good the intentions were behind it.

Does Aston Martin showcase its latest model by
having it placed in front of a lock-up garage in a
grimy industrial estate on an overcast day and
photographed using a disposable 35 mm plastic
camera bought from a nearby pharmacist? Of
course not. If you’re selling luxury goods, you’ll be
creating equally opulent imagery that looks the part
and conveys those all-too-important brand values.
End of.
In conclusion, it’s important to both play to your
strengths as a luxury sex toy seller or manufacturer,
and within the parameters currently imposed. If
you’re a sole trader or micro-/small- business don’t
try to directly compete with the big boys and girls
at their own game. If you don’t have the budget to
indulge in glossy brand building and reinforcement
communications campaigns, don’t bother trying.
You’ll bankrupt yourself in no time at all.
Instead, focus on generating great content and
visual marketing and leveraging social media accordingly. Think about cost effective PR and influencer
marketing. And by influencer marketing I mean face-to-face get-togethers of close friends, and NOT
the highly questionable online social media shenanigans where fake followers and even more sketchy
metrics are sadly prevalent. In contrast, think of
the ‘ladies who lunch’ at their swanky health clubs.
All it takes is one rather risqué conversation led by
someone who’s very happy with your wares and
two hours later your luxury brand or store could be
on the top of everyone’s minds.
If you’re selling luxury, think luxury, at each and
every customer touchpoint. And if any one of these
falls short in conveying – and reinforcing – the premium positioning and brand values, fix it. Quickly.
Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.
com, found on Instagram @lasciviousmarketing or
phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769.
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Body-safe, pleasurable

delight with the S8 drugstore

S a ma nth a Go o s p resents SC ALA’s new S8 drugsto re co llectio n

e x cl u s ive

A

gap in the market
At SCALA we frequently evaluate
the erotic market, looking for new
trends, consumer demands and
retail potential. A few months
ago, we came to a simple realisation: there is
a gap in the European market for a modern,
unisex drugstore range that instantly gives
consumers an overview of what to expect –
and that is confirm with all EU guidelines on
personal lubricants. In the current consumers
climate, people want to know what ingredients are in their consumers goods and are
demanding transparency and trademarks for
their products: we needed to be as transparent
as possible. From this idea and realisation, S8
was created. Clear, simple packaging listing
the USP’s and ingredients, quality body-safe
formulas and an attractive pricing were key
components of the collection’s development.
We’ve ensured S8 is medical-grade approved
and a trustworthy choice in intimate pleasure
for all.

Now available from SCALA:
the new S8 drugstore collection. This range of drugstore
essentials is designed to
heighten intimacy in a natural,
body-safe, and trustworthy
way; with a price affordable
to all. Mix and match to cater
to your specific target-audience and maximise the upsell
potential by slipping in a
quality lube with any novelty
purchase.

Several lubes are
also available in
versions with cooling
or warming effects
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A natural choice
Whilst developing S8 drugstore, our team
wanted to keep to collection as ‘natural’ as
possible. Why use unnecessary chemicals
when there are plant-derived ways to mimic
natural lubrication? There are various kinds of
formulas in the S8 drugstore range, but we’ve
ensured all share important values such as no
harsh preservatives, paraben-free, phthalate-free, gluten-free etc. All the products in the
new S8 collection are produced in Germany, as
we also wanted to guarantee they adhere to all
European quality regulations regarding drugstore products, and Germany is very well-known
for its outstanding quality standards.
Simple yet comprehensive packaging
The natural appeal and transparent approach of the S8 formulas is incorporated in the
artwork and design of the packaging: simple,
stylish and straight to the point – with a ‘less is
more’ aesthetic that feels very contemporary.
When presented as a full collection, consumers will still be able to instantly point out the
water-based lube, warming lube and flavoured
products – without having to take a closer look
at the packaging. Bold colour, non-intimidating
tubes and contemporary fonts choices allow
for mainstream presentation in any in-store
display.
The products of S8
There are a total of 33 individual SKU’s in the
new S8 drugstore collection. We’ve included
best-selling lube categories such as water-based, silicone and anal formulas, but also variations on these such as a cooling and warming
options. The S8 range also features 2 clitoral
arousal gels, a male delay and a male prolong
gel, a special - condom compatible - hybrid
(silicone and water-based mixed) lubricant
and 6 flavoured lubes. These flavoured lubes
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CREATIVE CONCEPTIONS

ALL THE LINES, ALL THE TIME... WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
+44 (0) 1636 703454

sales@creativeconceptions.co.uk

www.creativeconceptions.co.uk

FULL LINE DISTRIBUTORS OF: ID LUBRICANTS • SKINS • DUREX • SCREAMING O • SPORTSHEETS • SINCERELY • FLESHLIGHT* • SEX & MISCHIEF • SEX IN THE SHOWER
• MONOGAMY • UPRIZE • FIFTY SHADES • COLT • CALIFORNIA EXOTICS • COSMOPOLITAN* • SHUNGA • INTIMATE ORGANICS • RELAXXXX • SATISFYER AND MANY MORE
* Only for UK Distribution
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The S8 collection
also includes two
clitoral arousal gels,
a male delay gel, and
a male prolong gel

are an intense taste-bud experience and are
– dare we say it – one of the least chemical,
most indulgent choices in edible lubes on the
European market. The branding and design of
the S8 range allows you to either present the
full range of products or mix and match to your
own delight without compromising on brand
identity: with S8 the choice is yours!
The highest standard
We have mentioned the quality of S8 before
and we don’t want to be too repetitive, but
this is truly what makes the collection stand
out from the crowd. All the personal lubricants
in the S8 collection have a clearly marked
‘Medical Grade’ trademark printed on the
packaging, but what does this mean? Well,
this related to the European Union standards

Boost your S8 sales with POS-materials
To help you boost S8 sales and maximise retail
potential, SCALA is able to provide you with
exclusive POS-materials. These include, but
are not limited to: tester sets, separate tester
samples, A4 and A5-sized in-store display
signs, posters, high-res product images and
stylish brand images for online and offline
usage. Contact your SCALA Account Manager
or the SCALA sales team for more information
about the available POS-options and stock up
on S8 today!

There is a
total of six
flavoured lubes
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for personal lubricants – banning certain
ingredients that can be harmful to health and
safety. In 2020/2021 the regulation will become
even stricter on what is allowed in drugstore formulas and we’ve ensured S8 already
adheres to all quality demands, making it a
trustworthy choice for intimate fun now, but
also as a brand investment in the years to
come. Sometimes we must think about our
long-term health, instead of instant gratification. For example: our anal lubes do not contain
lidocaine – a numbing agent – as research
has shown that repeated use of it can cause
serious health risks (and this ingredient is
subsequently banned by various regulations).
Instead, we’ve chosen ‘natural’ alternatives
with the same effect, agents that haven’t been
chemically manipulated. Though the effect is a
bit milder than lidocaine, the natural ingredients
have been proven to still generate the same
effects, plus have full approval for distribution
on the European market. Why settle for harmful
and in some cases even illegal, when you can
have body-safe and legal options? Exactly,
that’s why S8 is your trustworthy choice in
intimate wellness.
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eroFame 2018 part 2
ceylor presented the 'Kondom Dösli‘
Lupe Martinez and Susan Colvin (CalExotics) accepted the awards for
'Product Line of the Year: Luxury Pleasure Products‘ for JOPEN and
'Best New Product Line: Pleasure Products‘ for California Dreaming
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An annual eroFame ritual: The pjur sweepstakes

Full house: The Oktoberfest has become an integral part of eroFame

Magic at the Bathmate stand

Proud award winners: Pavel Zalevskiy, Glenn Wilde, Tim Hemming, and Justin Vickers of ABS Holdings’ fame

Toon Timmermans (Kiiroo), Samir Saraiya
(ThatsPersonal.com), and Frank Kok (Kiiroo)
Debra Net received an award for their well-thought out corporate strategy
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Alicia Sinclair, Tracy Felder, Eva Zink (COTR)

Dusedo are proud winners of the
'Best Assortment: Male Toys‘ award

Christophe Walme (Lovely Planet)
and the Man.Wand, which won
'Highest Potential Product‘

Eric Vonke, Yvonne Ubbink, and Sharon Vonke (Ladies Night Homeparties)
receive the award for 'Homeparty Company of the Year‘

Sharon Lakomy (eroFame) with
Jean-Pierre Hamelin (Shunga)

All white: the Svakom stand
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pjur® WOMAN Vegan
100% vegan
• 100% vegan ingredients & no animal testing
• No synthetic colour additives or perfumes
• Highly compatible with mucous membranes

pjur® WOMAN Aloe

With natural Aloe Vera
• Contains moisturising aloe vera
• Tailored to the natural pH balance
• No parabens or paraffins

pjur® WOMAN
After YOU Shave

With anti-inflammatory panthenol
• Contains anti-inflammatory and
regenerative panthenol
• Combats skin irritation and razor bumps

2
218-10-031

• Free from alcohol and perfume

WINNER

WINNER

WINNER

Best Marketing Campaign
‚Gives You More‘
EAN AWARD 2018

Best European
Lube Company
SIGN AWARD 2018

Sexual Wellness
Company of the Year
EAN AWARD 2018

Made in Germany · pjurlove.com
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Trudy Pijnacker and Walter Kroes (SCALA) are
now officially 'Distributor of the Year‘

A popular meeting place: the Pipedream Bar
The visitors had great fun with the We-Vibe Photobox at the Oktoberfest

Chad Braverman and Kerin DeFrancis (Doc Johnson)

Nelson Sousa da Cunha (Mister B) and company
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The Pipedream crew left the show with two EAN Awards
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THANK
YOU!
We are honored
to be awarded:
Best New Product Line,
Pleasure Products;
California Dreaming
P
Product Line of the Year,
L
Luxury Pleasure Products;
JOPEN

b2b.calexotics.com
© 2018 Calexotics is a registered trademark of California Exotic Novelties, LLC.
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Joop de Jonge (Tonga) celebrates winning an award
(Best Overall Collection) with daughter Melanie

Proud award winners: Eric Idema and Andre Visser (EDC Wholesale)

Gideon Perez (Screaming O)
Danish Dynamite at the eroFame Oktoberfest:
Monika and Klaus (MaleEdge & Jes-Extender)

The presentation of the brand-new womanizer drew big crowds
Dressed for the occasion: Oktoberfest guests in dirndls
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Better safe
than sorry!
A great variety of top quality condoms
for an attractive price.

CONDOM
BRAND
OF TH
EY
EAN EROETAR
X
AWARD IX
ȶȉȦ

enjoysafe.com

Better
B
etter s
safe
afe than
than sorry!
sorr
rry!

Safe is a label of CLS Healthcare. CLS Healthcare also provides The Dutch Spirit, Willietoys, Pleasurelab and Explicit Blue. www.clshealtcare.nl
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First, there’s work, then there’s pleasure – which apparently also goes for magicians

At the SCALA stand

The Award in the 'Best Consumables Brand‘
category went to System JO – here: Nikolay
Orlov and Sandra van Looij

The awards for 'Best Selling Brand‘ and 'Product Line of the Year: Male Toys‘ went to Satisyfer
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Manuel Ramillete Gadella
(International Dreamlove)
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Das Original.

Jahre / years

Das Original.

Best
4x Lubricant

Best
Anal Lubricant

Best
2x Longtime Seller

Best
Lubricant
2018

Das Original.

2018

Best
Anal Lubricant

Thanks to

2018

Thanks to

Analeteuer
Aben

+
NEW
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JOYDIVISION international AG

JOYDIVISION (North America) LLC

Rudolf-Diesel-Weg 10 · 30419 Hannover · Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 511/67 99 666 -66 · Fax 67 99 666 -888
sales@JOYDIVISION.de · www.JOYDIVISION.de

12439 Magnolia Blvd. Suite 400 . Valley Village, CA 91607 . USA
Phone +1 818-508-1296 · Fax +1 818-508-9076
sales@myJOYDIVISION.com . www.myJOYDIVISION.com
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Pride and satisfaction: award winners Werner Tiburtius and Adrian Schneider (ST Rubber)

A big surprise for Richie Bowles (Creative Conceptions)

Oivita now also offers a line of lubricants
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Anthony Plettenberg and Marius Nieland (WOW Tech) say Cheers!

Amorelie won an award for their collaboration with Paula Lampert, which
resulted in the product line with the 'Highest Mainstream Appeal‘
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HOT PRODUCTION

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR RECOGNITION

W W W .HOT-PV. COM

Vielen Dank für Ihren Besuch bei HOT auf der eroFame

PRORINO

Thank you

2 AWARDS
for this

BEST
NEW PRODUCT
LINE
Enlargement &
Enhancement
XXL Series

eroFame 2018

BEST
RETAIL SUPPORT
BIO
Point of Sale
Displays

The HOT Team
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Overview of all the winners
During eroFame the EAN and eLINE team awarded the Erotix Awards 2018. The prestigious trophy for excellence and innovation in the adult industry was handed over a total of 60 times and was limited to a maximum of two awards per company.

Businesswoman of the Year

Businessman of the Year

Maike Rotermund
ORION

Chad Braverman
Doc Johnson

Neal Slateford & Richard Longhurst
Lovehoney

Best Business Strategy

Best Sales Team

Outstanding Services to the Industry

Debra Net

Eropartner

For pioneering couples toys
Standard Innovation Corporation

Outstanding Services to the Industry

Company of the Year

Distributor of the Year

For pioneering male products
Fleshlight

SHOTS

SCALA

Wholesaler of the Year

Fastest Growing Company

Most Progressive International Wholesaler

ORION Wholesale

SHOTS

EDC Wholesale

Best Overall Collection

Sexual Wellness Company of the Year

Lingerie Company of the Year

Tonga BV

pjur

Leg Avenue Europe

Lubricant Company of the Year

Fetish Company of the Year

Most Innovative Company of the Year

Swiss Navy

XR Brands

KIIROO

Sex Toy Manufacturer of the Year

Most Iconic Male Company

Best European Manufacturer

BMS Factory

Bathmate

Cobeco Pharma

Best US Manufacturer

Best Private Label Services

Retailer of the Year

Doc Johnson

Amor Gummiwaren

Secret Place/ REFFORM

Homeparty Company of the Year

Brand of the Year

Best Brands Assortment

Ladies Night Homeparties

womanizer

Eropartner
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Best Management
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Best Assortment: Male Toys

Best Assortment: House Brands

Best Branding

Dusedo

Minx, Linx & Kinx
ABS Holdings

Orgie
Orgie Company

Best Selling Brand

Best Consumables Brand

Condom Brand of the Year

Satisfyer

System JO

Safe Condoms, CLS Healthcare

Best Male Brand

Best High End Male Brand

Best Product Design Concept

MALESATION
S&T Rubber

Nexus

Dr Rocco‘s Pleasure Emporium
Rocks Off

Best BDSM Toy

Most Innovative New Toy

Highest Potential Product of the Year

Cluster Buster, Mystim GmbH

Flexxio by Beauments, S&T Rubber

Man.Wand, Lovely Planet

Best New Product: Love Drink

Best Packaging

Best Lubricant

Do Me, Do Me AG

ML Creation

AquaGlide, JOYDIVISION

Best Anal Lubricant

Best Massage Products

Product Line of the Year: Sex Dolls

easyAnal
JOYDIVISION

Shunga Erotic Art

Ultimate Fantasy Dolls
Pipedream Products

Product Line of the Year: Male Toys

Product Line of the Year:
Luxury Pleasure Products

Product Line of the Year: Fetish

Satisfyer Men

JOPEN, CalExotics

Product Line of the Year: Anal Toys

Best New Product Line: Pleasure Products

b-Vibe
COTR, Inc.

California Dreaming
CalExotics

Best New Product Line:
Enlargement & Enhancement

Outstanding House Brand Designs
EDC Wholesale

XXL Serie, HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH

Best Technology Concept

Highest Mainstream Appeal

Uprize, Lovehoney

Paula Lambert Collection, Amorelie

Best Retail Support

Best Customer Loyalty Tool

BIO Point of Sale Displays
HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH

Modern Emotion
ORION Wholesale

Bondage Play
Rimba BV

Best New Product Line:
Interactive Pleasure Products
Pipedream Extreme Toyz Dirty Talk
Pipedream Products

Best Longtime Seller
Skins
Creative Conceptions

Best Marketing Campaign
‚gives you more‘
pjur
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I feel we have laid an important foundation,

and things are looking great for the future of this concept
The debut of the ‚eroFame goes public‘ concept - Wieland Hofmeister tells us how it went

e x cl u s ive

‚Modern Feelings‘ is the name of a newly created theme area that was introduced at the
latest infa – the big information and sales exhibition in Hanover – on October 13 to 21.
This theme area boasted roughly 1000 square metres of exhibition space, all of which
was dedicated to topics such as sexuality, sexual wellness, and sensual lifestyle. In line
with the motto ‚eroFame goes public‘, various companies from the adult industry presented their brands and products at this big joint stand. But how did the visitors of the
show respond to this new idea? Wieland Hofmeister, head of Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH tells us more.

„

The ‚eroFame goes public‘ concept
debuted at the information and sales show
infa on October 13 to 21. Are you happy with
the results?
Wieland Hofmeister: Absolutely. You mustn’t
forget that this concept – namely a ‚clean‘ b2c
event for the adult market – was incorporated
into a big consumer show that had traditionally
given wide berth to anything concerning sex or
sexuality. So, I feel we have laid an important
foundation, and things are looking great for the
future of this concept.

Wieland Hofmeister, head of
Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH

The people of Hanover – and northern Germany in general, really – have a reputation for
being a bit reserved. How did you manage to
break the ice when it came to topics like sex
toys, etc.?
Wieland Hofmeister: Before the show, we
couldn’t really be sure how the consumers
would respond to our presentation. infa has
been around for many years, it has a reputation, and many women visit the show with
friends or family without really having expectations; they just stroll through the fair halls and
see what the exhibitors are presenting. On both
weekends of the event, our joint stand was
Fashion
show
at Orion
basically bursting
at the
seams
as thousands
of visitors visited our ‚modern feelings‘ section
of the show. And better yet, they were very
open-minded and highly interested in what
our exhibitors had to offer. Not even we had
expected this concept to be such a resoun-

Full house at the 'modern feelings‘ joint stand

Fashion show at Orion

EAN_11-18_136-139_Infa.indd 2
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ding success right from the get-go, so it was
surprising and thrilling to see all those people
at our joint stand.
There was also an entertainment programme for the visitors of your ‚modern feelings‘
theme area. How exactly did you entertain
the consumers?
Wieland Hofmeister: Apart from what the
exhibitors offered at their stands, there were
fashion shows, discussion forums, lectures,
and live music performances on the stage
– the latter of which created some additional interest, luring more people to our joint
stand. Furthermore, we raffled off toys, there
was a cocktail bar, and our exhibitors had
lots of tips and advice for the visitors. And
every time there was a scheduled performance or presentation on our stage, large
crowds of visitors gathered to watch, which
was a very pleasant surprise. It definitely
shows that there is a lot of interest in the
products our industry has to offer.
Your concept of a joint stand for all the
different companies and brands was put to
the test at infa? Did the results meet your
expectations?
Wieland Hofmeister: I would say that this
was a really great first step. The ‚modern
feelings‘ area was about 1,000 square
metres, and we hope to have a much bigger
presence next year as more companies from
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our industry will hopefully see the merits of this
idea and decide to join in on the fun. As for the
concept of a big joint stand: We want to build on
that to create a fair within the fair – a b2c show for
erotic lifestyle products and brands that appeals
to the consumers, predominantly the female target
audience.

Huda Lutz, Project Manager
of 'eroFame goes public‘ at
the infa press conference

Big crowd at the
Orion stand

Lots of visitors
wanted to test their
luck at the prize draw

Regional and national press
members showed great
interest in 'modern feelings‘

There were eight exhibitors at the joint stand. How
satisfied were they with the show?
Wieland Hofmeister: Everybody needs to understand that this was our very first foray into the b2c
segment, and we will make good use of everything
we learned during this ‚test run‘ to optimise the
next shows. There are some big winners among
the exhibitors who had some really great days at
the infa show, not only in terms of sales but also
in terms of brand-building and product branding.
We have actually documented this interaction with
the consumers at the stand in the form of photos
and videos. Of course, this is not a hardcore adult
show like Venus in Berlin, which attract thousands
of male visitors with very specific expectations. No,
‚modern feelings‘ is catering to a wholly different
consumer group, as I already mentioned before.
We want to get the attention of women and couples,
including people who may have never seen the
interior of an adult store before, who may never have
ordered a sex toy online. You have to find the right
way to approach this group and introduce them to
the world and advantages of sex toys. The Orion
stand was a perfect example of this: The personnel
at the stand was all female, and they approached
interested consumers individually and very openly. If
you don’t engage the consumers and invite them into
this world, you run the risk of being overlooked.
Have you already received feedback from the organisers of infa? Were they satisfied with the consumers’ reaction to the ‚modern feelings‘ area?
Wieland Hofmeister: First of all, I want to thank the
organisers of infa on behalf of all the companies that
presented their products at the ‚modern feelings‘
joint stand. They really know how to put together
a great show. That said, there was a certain level
of skepticism about integrating erotic products
when we first approached them. But ultimately, they
trusted us to create an inviting, clean presentation
that wouldn’t upset people or scare off the more
conservative ones among them.
We were more than pleased to see that the organisers also included the topic of eroticism and sexua-
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lity in their advertisement for infa: ‚modern feelings‘
was mentioned at a big press conference before the
show, it was mentioned in their poster advertising,
and our erotic themed area was even mention in
the radio news of northern Germany’s biggest radio
station, NDR 2! That one was definitely a surprise!
And a very positive one at that!
You already stated several months ago that the
‚eroFame goes public‘ concept would be continued
next year, but you also said there would be changes. So, what will change, exactly?
Wieland Hofmeister: The first ‚modern feelings‘
has shown that there is definitely interest in a ‚clean‘ trade show for the adult industry that meets the
standards of the modern lifestyle. It is up to our industry to respond to that interest and take the next
step. It is simply inacceptable that many people
in today’s society still equate adult products with
porn. There is so much dormant potential out there, and it is high time for a wake-up call. We need
to open these people’s eyes to the advantages of
healthy sexuality and show them how beautiful and
exciting their sex life can be, whether they’re alone
or with a partner. Our presence at infa has only
been the first step.
Next year – and probably also the year after that, so
2019 and 2020 -, we are going to book a ‚modern
feelings‘ stand at infa for the weekend right after
eroFame. And before you ask, yes, that means we
will only be at the b2c show for one weekend. We
expect that most exhibitors joining up for ‚modern
feelings‘ will also be presenting their products at
eroFame, so this scheduling should be perfect for
them: There will be no waiting after eroFame, and
presenting your products on the first weekend of
the consumer show should definitely be enough for
successful sales and brand-building.

eis.de also had a presence at infa

Show programme on the 'modern feelings‘ stage

Would it be conceivable to introduce the ‚eroFame
goes public‘ concept to other cities or other consumer trade shows?
Wieland Hofmeister: Let’s not put the cart before
the horse. For the time being, we will focus on establishing ‚modern feelings‘ at infa and expanding this
concept one step a time. Good things take time,
after all. But since you’ve asked, we’ve actually
received queries from ‚Consumenta‘ in
Nuremberg, which is basically the southern German
counterpart to infa – and they seem to be
very interested in working with us …
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Throughout the years it had always been

a dream of mine to start my own business
E r o dea ls - Jero en Ro sier h a s la unch ed h is o wn co mp a ny

e x cl u s ive

„

Jeroen Rosier has been
working in the adult
industry for roughly
fourteen years, and he
wouldn’t mind spending
many more years in the
business – but not in the
same way as before.
There have been some
major changes recently, as Jeroen went into
business for himself,
starting a new company
named Erodeals (www.
erodeals.eu). EAN interviewed him about his
new business activities
and the challenges that
go along with running
your own company.

Before we talk about your new activities,
can you tell us since when you‘ve been
active in the industry, how you got into it,
and what you did before?
Jeroen Rosier: Of course, but first, I would
like to thank you and EAN for the opportunity
to talk about Erodeals, it is highly appreciated! Before I worked in this industry, I worked
for the Royal Dutch Navy. After my contract
was up, it was time to find something new.
Through a temp agency I got a job at Scala
Agenturen in Amsterdam sometime in
February 2004. This was right before the
last show we had in Amsterdam
and I was told they only
needed me for two

sales tax I have to pay this month.

weeks, lol! It was an
instant match, I loved how
all the people interacted with
each other, regardless of their
titles, and how they created so much
positive energy. And I still truly feel/believe
that this industry is one big family.

many risks. What makes you confident
that you have made the right decision?
Jeroen: After I left my previous job, I was in
doubt about what the next step would be. I
was lucky enough to get some new job
offers, but there was always that dream...
The risk factor that you pointed out was
indeed a big concern for me, especially if
you have a big family that you need to
provide for. When in doubt, I tend to look at
the market. I called some customers and
they were thrilled about that idea, and what
was even more amazing, a few customers
offered to start a crowdfunding project to get
things going, although I didn‘t have to make
use of that offer. It just proofs again that this
industry is one big family and that there is
still room for one more company.

With your new company Erodeals, you have
now set up your own business in the erotic
industry. How come?
Jeroen: It is true what they say. All good
things come to an end, and it was no
different with my previous job. Throughout
the years, it had always been a dream of
mine to start my own business, do things my
way, walk my own path, and being able to
do that in this industry is an absolute dream
come true. As I am writing these answers,
Erodeals is now 10 weeks old and there has
not been a single day when I regretted my
decision… except for the day that I received
a letter from the taxman with the amount of
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How long did it take you to ease into the
daily business of Erodeals?
Jeroen: I had to wait until August before I
was able to start Erodeals, So I had a few
months I could use for planning, and the
plan rolled out like a well-oiled machine.
August 1st, I was finally able to register
Erodeals with the chamber of commerce, the
bank, accountants, etc. And on the 2th of
August, I was sending out my first orders
and invoices.
Being self-employed is
known to involve

What exactly is your new company doing?
What are your new activities?
Jeroen: With Erodeals, I‘m doing the same
thing that I have been doing all these years
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in my previous job, basically being on the road
every day visiting B2B customers, promoting the
labels that we carry in their stores, and trying to
help out the customers where ever I can. The
personal approach is something I care about
deeply. It’s not just the customers who love it; it is
the best part of my job for me as well!
So would you call yourself a distributor or a
wholesaler?
Jeroen: Down to earth as I am, I see
myself as an overly active
sales rep, haha. But as
of last week, I can proudly
announce that Erodeals is the
exclusive distributor for Orrange Media in
The Netherlands and the Flemish region of
Belgium. Although it still feels silly to call myself a
distributor after just 10 weeks, it is proof that
Erodeals is growing!
As you know, there is no lack of distributors and
wholesalers in our industry. How do you want to
differentiate yourself from your competitors? How
would you describe your strengths?
Jeroen: Each and every company in this business
has their own strengths I believe, and that is what
makes our industry so strong. A competitor does
not have to be a competitor by default, I prefer to
see them as colleagues and relations are build this
way. For example, Erodeals and A6 Commerce
offer combined shipping where possible; this saves
shipping costs and for us, it is no trouble at all. But
to come back at your question: I use a more
personal approach, that‘s why I like to visit ‚my‘
customers as much as I can. I find that talking face
to face is always easier and it is much more social.

Glide to DVD packs - in my opinion, there really is
something for everyone. My criteria for a new
labels/products is quite simple: I listen to my
customers and ask for feedback. The retailers
are the ones who have to sell it to the
consumers, so why not take advantage of their feedback and the
knowledge that they can
provide. In the end, it is
always a collaboration.

How have the industry and trade
responded to your new activities?
Jeroen: Very welcoming, with a lot of opportunities, but too be honest (and I really don‘t want
to sound cocky) it‘s not that hard when you have
been in the same industry for 14 years - most
doors were already open.
Which plans and wishes do you have for the
future?
Jeroen: Right now, I can‘t really wish for more than
I already have. That might sound a bit cliché, but it
is truly how I feel. As for future plans, I hope for
more growth and to extend my customer base to
become a bigger player in this industry. But most
importantly, I want to enjoy doing what I always
have been doing. I would like to give a big
shout-out to all the people who have believed in
me/supported me and were rooting for me. THANK
YOU!!! Without these people, Erodeals would have
never been born.

Can you give us an overview of your portfolio and
explain what your preferences are when picking
products?
Jeroen: As of right now, I carry a pretty wide
assortment, labels like Bobbi Eden, IT collection,
Love gel, Toyz4Lovers, Orrange products, Eros, ID
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Our products are available
at Orion Wholesale now.

We want to send a big
thank you to everyone
who supported us. Now
we want to share our
success:

2018 has been a great
year. We have established
strong cooperations with
many business partners.
This year marks a new
beginning for us.
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Pussy
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Customers and consumers desire the
Doxy Massager and ask for it by name

e x cl u s ive

Doxy is preparing for
the future. To that
end, they have secured the services of
Leigh Dedhar, who
has eight years of
experience in the industry under his belt.
During that period,
he worked for several
renowned companies
and brands. To learn
more
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Leigh Dedhar, Doxy’s
new Sales Director

A n interview with Leigh Dedh a r, Do x y’s new Sa les Directo r

„

Congratulations on your new position with
Doxy! Before we talk about your new challenges, could you tell us a bit about yourself? For
example, since when have you been active in
the erotic industry and how did you get into
the industry?
Leigh Dedhar: Hi and thanks! I’ve been
working in the industry for around 8 years
and I’m still enjoying the fun and challenges it
brings. I got into the industry by accident; I’d
been working for Pizza Hut for what seemed
like forever – starting as a kitchen boy while
doing my A-levels and working my way
through the business until I was in the HR
team creating training programmes for the
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and I started in the sales division. Since then
I’ve also worked for We-Vibe and Mystim.
I’ve learnt so much in that time and it’s never
been dull!
How did your involvement with Doxy come
about?
Leigh: I first met William, one of the co-founders of Doxy, at Eroticon in 2014. Doxy had
launched the year before and I loved the
product as soon as I saw it. William is a great
person, really easy to get on with, and over
the next few years, we saw each other at
trade shows and industry events. Earlier this
year Will contacted me to set up a meeting
and
a
d that’s how we started talking about me
ma
mak
making the move to Doxy.
Ho did Doxy convince you? What are the
How
Ho
stre
str
tre
strengths
of their brand?
L
Lei
Le
e
ei
Leigh:
To be honest, there wasn’t much
con
on
convincing
needed for me, the brand for me
titticks
tic
tick
ck a lot of boxes. It’s a beautiful product,
app
pp
p
appeals
to everyone and by that I mean it
d
do
doe
oe
doesn’t
fall into one specific niche. Customers
and
a
nd
d consumers desire the Doxy Massager
and
and
an
n ask for it by name. It‘s very rare to find a
pr
p
pro
r
product
that has that appeal and demand. I
a
als
so love the fact that the Doxy is manufactuso
also
red
ed
d in the UK!
W
Wh
h are your tasks and responsibilities as a
What
S
Sal
Sa
al
ale
e Director at Doxy?
Sales
L
Lei
Le
ei
ei
Leigh:
My role is to make sure that Doxy
g
gro
ro
o
grows
its list of distributors and stockists and
ma
mai
a
maintains
excellent relationships with our
ex
exi
xs
existing
customers.
Th official press release announcing your
The
Th
ap
app
pp
appointment
as Sales Director states that this
is a significant change for Doxy. In what way is
is
thi
h s a significant change?
his
hi
this
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“W E ’ R E W O R K I N G

TO WA R D S A LO N G  T E R M

V I S I O N O F S U S TA I N A B L E ,
S I G N I F I C A N T G R O W TH . “
LEIGH DEDHAR

Leigh: The change is significant because it shows
the company is gearing up to grow. The existing
Doxy team have done an amazing job at getting
the company from start-up to the successful business it is today, but for any company to grow sales
they need first to grow their team.
What expectations do you have regarding these
new tasks and what are your goals for your new
job?
Leigh: There’s a lot going on at the moment
and my personal goal is not to screw it up! We’re
working towards a long-term vision of sustainable,
significant growth.
What ideas, visions and concepts do you want to
realise at Doxy?
Leigh: There are lots of exciting ideas being discussed at the moment, they all point towards getting
Doxy products into more retailers and into as many
bedrooms as possible across the globe!
To what extent will your years of experience in the
erotic industry help you with your new responsibilities?
Leigh: My experience to date has been in larger
companies, which gives me great insight into what
buyers and customers expect as well as giving me
excellent relationships with people across the global industry. All of that experience will help me to
help Doxy to grow into the global brand we believe
it can be.
What is the potential of Doxy in Europe and beyond,
in your opinion?
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Leigh: We are only just getting started! Watch
this space.
Could you give us an overview of your current
product line?
Leigh: At the moment we have 3 products, all
variations on the classic wand massager.
The Doxy Massager is a classic plastic-bodied
wand. The Die Cast has an alloy metal body,
and our most recent edition is the Number 3 – a
smaller lighter Die Cast metal wand with a removable head.
The Number 3 has a choice of 4 heads – the classic
massager dome, a clitoral stimulator, a rabbit style
head, a penis sleeve and a P-spot stimulator. The
heads are a collaboration with Nexus, who are
specialists at silicone and prostate toys. It made
total sense to work with this team to create our
new attachment heads that screw directly onto
our Doxy Number 3.
You‘ve known the market for sex toys for years.
How would you describe the current situation?
Leigh: I’ve seen a lot of change with companies
come and go and others evolve into huge brands.
Sometimes when I see something cool, I say to
myself ‚I wish I thought of that!‘. New ideas like
the Womanizer can take the industry by storm and
it‘s always exciting to see that level of innovation.
I don’t think we are done yet and am confident
someone will create the next big thing very soon.
It will be interesting to see how brands adapt to a
more online world.

“M Y R O L E I S TO M A K E

S U R E TH AT D OX Y G R O W S

I T S L I S T O F D I S T R I B U TO R S
A N D S TO C K I S T S . “
LEIGH DEDHAR
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Anyone can be a Wobbling Willy!
D i l do a nd bo bble-h ea d in o ne: Ro bert E riksso n p resents Wo bbling Willy

e x cl u s ive

„

The obvious question first: Why would I
want to put my face as a bobblehead on a
dildo?
Robert Eriksson: Maybe it’s someone else
putting your head on a Wobbling Willy … you
never know.
Who wouldn’t want to be minimised with a
maximised Willy?
There are great situations for this little
adorable dildo man – hen’s night gift, long
distance relationship, stand-in, finally a
practical application for all your selfies. Or if
you literally just want to go and f**k yourself.
LOL. We have female customer as well,
putting their faces on a Wobbling Willy.
Anyone can be a Wobbling Willy!

Most sex toys are mass-produced, which means that,
no matter how well they are
designed, no matter how well
they fit the user’s expectations
– they are far from unique.
Wouldn’t it be great to have
a dildo that is truly personalised? Well then, how about a
toy that is also a bobblehead
with your own face or the face
of your partner on it? That’s
exactly what Wobbling Willy is
all about. Inventor and designer Robert Eriksson shines a
spotlight on this unique dildo
in our EAN interview.
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“ W O B B L I N G W I L LY M I G H T
B E M O R E O F A KO O K Y
G I F T R ATH E R TH A N A
H I G H  T E C H M U LTI 

F U N C TI O N A L S E X TOY
B U T A N Y WAY, I T ’ S

TH E R E A N D R E A DY . . . “
ROBERT ERIKSSON

Could you tell us a bit about your career and
how it led to you inventing the Wobbling
Willy?
Robert: Wobbling Willy is designed and
founded in Sweden by Robert Eriksson
– the great founder of Wobbling Willy. As a
designer, I have some passed history in the
business, working for Lelo and Tickler
where I got in contact with the almighty,
sexy silicone.

Are the Wobbling Willys actually functional sex
toys, or would you rather describe them as fun
novelty items?
Robert: It’s a fun novelty sex toy! Wobbling
Willy might be more of a kooky gift rather than
a high-tech multi-functional sex toy but
anyway, it’s there and ready … For sure its
useable, it’s more about the hand jive though.

How did you come up with the idea for
Wobbling Willy?
Robert: It might have been in an alcohol-infused moment while living in Shanghai,
working for Lelo and walking past a
Bobblehead shop. I guess I thought this is
the most genius combination. The idea
stuck in the back of my head until last year,
when I just had to make it a reality. In the
well-known Bobblehead world, there are
golf players, football players, et cetera with
your face on it, so why not a personalised
playful toy?

The Wobbling Willy‘s heads are unique, which
means they must be produced individually.
How are the dildos and the accompanying
heads made?
Robert: The heads are hand-sculpted from
customer uploaded photos. So, there is
artistic work involved. And the customer will
be able to leave feedback during the sculpting
process to get things just right. The Willy’s
body is mass-produced from 100 % body safe
smooth silicone of comparable quality as any
other sex toy – probably even better than
most toys in general.
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Is there a way for retailers and online shops to work
together with you to profit from the Wobbling Willy
as well?
Robert: Yes, it would be a kind of drop-shipping/
affiliate model. We will take care of the sculpting,
customer feedback, and shipping. This way, there is
no warehousing cost for other shops, and in the
simplest scenario, it could be done without any
technical integration. Just put up a product page. It
would also be possible to sell them at offline stores
with prepaid sculpting/shipping.

Do you also offer Willys with pre-made heads, for
example of celebrities or fictional characters?
Robert: I really would like to meet Brad Pitt, but not
his lawyers in court. I guess making celebrities
would get us into trouble. Just to be on the safe
side, we do not make any celebrities; any person
who profits from their own image, that’s where we
draw the line. But it would be really fun to offer some
famous Willys produced under license.

What are the next steps for Wobbling Willy?
Robert: Product-wise, it would be a fun thing to
make the head vibrate, and I’m in the brainstorming
stage for a female version. Business-wise, the goal
is to have more collaborations with other web
shops. Offline stores would be interesting to try out.
I think it would make for fun product displays in the
stores.

How important are fun and playfulness for a sex toy
in general?
Robert: If there is any awkwardness or taboo
around sex toys, fun and playfulness can help
overcome them, I guess.
With Wobbling Willy, you can be explicit and
surprising in a fun way. It’s so cute!
Do you offer different shapes for the Willys or plan to
do so in the future?
Robert: We only have one shape and one colour at
the moment. The body is kind of smurfy and
cartoonish.
It’s all about production cost to offer a wide range of
shapes and colours. Different shapes… haven’t
thought of that but at least we should offer some
other colours in the future.
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The sky is the limit
S w i ss Na vy co lla bo ra tes with ST Rubber

e x cl u s ive

ST Rubber will be the
sole source of Swiss
Navy products in the
German market for at
least the next two years.
Randy Wither, International Sales Director of
M.D. Science Lab, the
owner of the Swiss Navy
brand, explains what
this collaboration is
going to look like, what
expectations are tied to
the distribution agreement, and why Swiss
Navy chose ST Rubber
as their exclusive
partner.

„

Swiss Navy entered into a distribution
agreement with ST Rubber. How did that
come about?
Randy Withers: I have been in contact with
Werner Tiburtius over the years. This year,
we had the good fortune of being ‚popular
enough‘ to interest him in taking us on. We
have grown enough in Europe these last few
years and we were finally big enough in
Germany to be on his radar.
What does this agreement entail? In which
territories will ST Rubber distribute your
products? Also, is it an exclusivity-based
agreement?
Randy: We agreed that ST would be the only
distributor in the German market for at least
two years. It is logical for both sides. They
sell to the European market as well. The

“IF A PERSON TRIES OUR
P R O D U C T S , TH E Y ‚ F E E L ‘
TH E D I F F E R E N C E A N D

WA N T TH AT Q U A L I T Y. “
R A N DY W I T H E R S

borders are open so others also sell in
Germany as well.
As we will not add any other distributors in
Germany, I can work directly with ST on how
to best market our products in Germany.
They are keen on adjusting our approach to
create the best message to the German
consumers ….and they will help us make our
marketing more targeted. The ST team is
fantastic and very efficient.
Will ST Rubber carry your entire product
range?
Randy: They will have the entire lubricants
range. They are waiting to bring in the
Enhancement products at a later date.
Could you give us an overview of your
current portfolio of products and product
lines?
Randy: Swiss Navy’s line of premium
lubricants are engineered for the intended
type of activity the user wishes to perform …
That said, our line is premium silicone and
water based lubricants. We also make topical
enhancement products for men and women
to assist the anatomy of the user. We really
get your blood flowing! Coming soon … oral
dietary supplements.

Randy Withers, Swiss Navy’s
International Sales Director, at eroFame

EAN_11-18.indb 2
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The market for lubricants is fiercely competiT
tive
e, and there are a lot o
tive,
of brands vying for
th
he consumers’ attentio
the
attention. What sets your
products apart from th
p
the competition?
Randy: First and foremost,
forem
our quality. It
is second to none. Ou
Our packaging is
o
ope
n and friendly. It’s a clear bottle look
open
a has a leak-proof lo
and
locking cap that
users appreciate. You rreally want this
u
genie to stay in the bott
g
bottle. It’s our
ssignature look which we have used since
la
aunching our brand. Th
launching
The products are
designed for the user’s activity and that
d
commitment is definitely reflected in the
c
c
onsumers’ brand loyalty.
loyalt If a person tries
consumers’
ou
ur products, they ‚feel‘ the difference and
our
wan
want that quality. This is the most personal
activity we engage in, and the consumers embrace
a brand that gives them what they want. That is
why we are growing so fast.

“ TH E S T T E A M I S

FA N TA S TI C A N D V E RY

What are the strong points of your new distribution
partner?
Randy: They bring a great sales and marketing
team as well as superior logistics. They are
extremely efficient, and their customer loyalty is
very high. They will really help us in getting the
brand message to the German consumer.
What kind of support will you provide to ST Rubber,
and how will you both support the clients of ST
Rubber to market your products?
Randy: We are already doing targeted marketing
together. Swiss Navy just presented the brand at a
B2C event in Hannover last weekend. We gave
out 12,000 samples and at least 40,000 consumers passed by our booth. We will continue to be
visible at events. We will continue to present the
brand in this way and get in front of the consumer
at every opportunity.
We will also assist the ST team in selling B2B. This
is a strength we have in helping our distribution
partners. We work hand in hand helping them with
trainings, with samples, and marketing. It’s a great
opportunity for us and we love the process. It’s the
Swiss Navy way.

E F F I C I E N T. “
R A N DY W I T H E R S

w
What expectations are tied to this new
uc
ch
collaboration with ST Rubber? How much
n
potential do your see for your productss in
your new markets?
Randy: The sky is the limit. I think we wi
willll
ce
ea
as
grow slowly at first and pick up the pace
nd
d
we learn how to best work together and
leverage each other’s strengths.
bb
ber
e
What makes you confident that ST Rubber
n?
is the right choice for this collaboration?
an
Randy: Their knowledge of the German
and European markets as well as theirr
ts
professional approach to these markets
makes them a perfect partner.
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ETO Show Sponsored by

ETO SHOW IS BACK!!
THE UK’s ONLY DEDICATED ADULT TRADE SHOW RETURNS
10TH/11TH MARCH 2019 AT THE RICOH ARENA IN COVENTRY

To register for your

FREE entrance badge*
and for full Show details visit: www.etoshow.com

The ETO Show is a trade only event and strictly no under 18s, students or consumers will be allowed entrance.

FOR EXHIBITION ENQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT JONATHAN KIRK
T: +44 (0) 7786 925080

E: jonathan@etoshow.com

@etoshow

*Register now and we will keep you updated on all the exhibitors, Show news and Show promotions. Every person wishing to visit needs to register separately and just once.
All visitors must bring proof of trade status (business card, stationery, supplier invoices etc).
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FLAVORED LUBRICANTS
WATERBASED

STIMULATING GELS
MEN & WOMEN
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ANAL LUBRICANTS
WATERBASED

HYBRID & SILICONE
LUBRICANTS
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eroFame 2018 part 3
Sven Jacobsen (ORION) proving his beer-tapping skills

Special award for Fleshlight: Carlos Romero, Juan Ziena Cabezas, and Miguel Capilla with
the award for 'Outstanding Services to the Industry: For pioneering male products‘
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Ryan Fraga and Michael Cox (Oxballs)
An ever-popular part of the eroFame schedule: the Oktoberfest party

Klaus Pedersen (MaleEdge) and Tim Brown
(Bathmate) are all about size

Creative Conceptions have been successful with their Skins condom line for
ten years – so the award for 'Best Longtime Seller‘ was well-deserved

The magicians put smiles on faces at the Kiiroo stand

Old pals: Yoav Elani (Import Master) and Matthias Poehl (EAN)
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Clinking glasses to celebrate a very successful eroFame

The 'Lubricant Company of the Year‘ award went to Swiss
Navy: Ellen Friedmann and Randy Withers were thrilled

Rimba’s 'Bondage Play‘ also won an award
Sunny Rodgers (Jimmyjane)

Proud winners: the SHOTS Team

Jakub Konik and Zemek Kazanowski presented Lovely 2.0
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The stand of Eropartner

Raquel Hespanhol (Orgie) with Orgasm Drops and Greek Kiss

The award for 'Best Branding‘ goes to Orgie – Massimo Artioli,
Marcello Hespanhol, and Fabiano Ligeiro accepted the prize
There were also romantic moments at the eroFame Oktoberfest
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EAN Awards were conjured up for Sven Jacobsen
and Hauke Christiansen (ORION)
Doc Johnson returned home to the USA with two awards
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The team of Stark Distribution

Adrian Keys (Kiziti.com) brought
the Kiziti chair to Hanover

JOYDIVISION can add two more awards in the lubricant segment to their trophy shelf

The party continued until the wee hours of the morning
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Matthias Poehl (EAN) and Patrick Pruvot (Passage du Désir)
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It’s getting wild – bull riding at the eroFame Oktoberfest

Michael Sonner accepted two EAN Awards on behalf of HOT

Rebecca Buffham with Sandra van Looij (System JO)
Cluster Buster for the win! The Mystim team with the award for 'Best BDSM Toy‘

Sjerk Wieffering loves magic

Gregg Haskell (Westridge Laboratories), Michael Peter Hansen
(www.sexshop.dk), and Yoav Elani (Import Master)
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Lena Nitro has her own toy line now, created in
collaboration with Amor Gummiwaren

Thumbs up from Ledapol
Susanna Lee (ML Creation) presenting
her award for 'Best Packaging‘
The ORION crew

Do Me AG won an award for their new and innovative Love Drink

How much beer was consumed at the eroFame Oktoberfest?
That remains a secret
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Das Original.
The Original in its most liquid
form – for more fun!

The ﬁrst combi-product
for the intimate area.

+
NEW

NEW

Intimate Shaving &
Aftershave Cream
125 ml

mizes
Minim
tions.
skin irrita
Lubricant
Lubri
L
icant
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250 ml
1
25 ml
m & 25
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4x Lubricant
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JOYDIVISION international AG

JOYDIVISION (North America) LLC

Rudolf-Diesel-Weg 10 · 30419 Hannover · Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 511/67 99 666 -66 · Fax 67 99 666 -888
sales@JOYDIVISION.de · www.JOYDIVISION.de

12439 Magnolia Blvd. Suite 400 . Valley Village, CA 91607 . USA
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Das Original.
The Original now as
value size in bottle with
pump dispenser.

Lubricant
ubricantt
neutral
eutral
500
00 ml

The world‘s ﬁrst 100%
organic Lubricant and

Massage Oil.

NEW
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Oil Lubricant
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& Massage
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over
CO2
years! neutral
The only

Best
3x Lubricant
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I try to balance

comedy with compassion
e x cl u s ive

A l i x Fo x ta lks a bo ut h er wo rk a nd sh a res h er views o f th e ero tic indust r y

Alix Fox is a multi award-winning TV and radio presenter, writer and sex
educator. She co-hosts BBC Radio 1’s Unexpected Fluids: a weekly no-holdsbarred, no-holes-barred comedy show where listeners’ real life tales of sexual
fails, erotic accidents and f*ck-ups whilst f*cking are discussed with celebrity
guests and specialists.
“We kicked off Season 2 with a live show at Edinburgh Fringe, featuring
stand-up sets from two acclaimed rising comedic stars, and have shared true
stories about everything from a guy who got rather too caught up in roleplaying as a ‘sexy burglar’ with his partner and caused hundreds of pounds
of damage after he broke into his own home by enthusiastically smashing
a window whilst in character; to a young woman who got a frozen sausage
wedged up her foof during an inventive masturbation session. The meat was
so col
cold
d that
that it st
stuck
uck to th
the
e wall
w
allss of
of her
her vag
vagina
ina, sso
o she
she pan
panick
icked
ed and ca
calle
lled
d the
the
walls
vagina,
panicked
called
first medical professional she could think of…her father!” Fox grins.
“Her doctor dad calmly ran her a warm bath to help defrost the
stuck saucisson. I don’t think he was too phased, as he’d already help to remove a can of deodorant from the same
experimental lass’s ladyparts not long previously.”
The anecdotes she and co-presenter Riyadh are
sentt by
sen
by ttheir
heirr audi
hei
a
udienc
ences
es eac
each
h week
week ha
have
ve the
them
m
audiences
howling – but they also offer great jumping offpoints to discuss more serious aspects of sex.
“The show aims to create a relaxed, taboo-busting environment where nothing is out of
bounds for frank, honest discussion, as well as
to reassure people that sex is rarely the perfect,
polished, super-slinky slick act so often presented by the media,” she states. “When it comes
to feeling each other up, a lot of folks are simply
feeling their way.”
Elsewhere, Alix is resident sex, relationships and dating advisor on The Modern Mann podcast with veteran broadcaster Olly Mann, and regularly contributes to publications including Stylist, The
Guardian, Marie Claire and Cosmopolitan.

In addition, she’s a proud Ambassador for
young people’s sexual health charity Brook;
one of the faces of Terrence Higgins Trust’s
2018 National HIV Testing Week campaign;
and represents and consults on brands
including ONE Condoms, Tenga and Superdrug. “I’m frequently more thinly spread
than a miser’s Marmite, and ironically for
someone who so often discusses what
happens beneath the duvet, my busy schedule means I seldom get the chance to laze
in bed,” she admits. “But I’m effervescently
enthusiastic about my job and my causes. I
find exploring people’s problems, passions
and perversions endlessly fascinating.”

Alix Fox has been talking, writing, and
learning about sex and everything to
do with it for more than 15 years
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“ I ’ M S P E L L B O U N D BY

TH E P O S S I B I L I TI E S O F

„

Alix, how does one become an internationally
known sex expert?
Alix Fox: I started my career about 15 years ago as
a print journalist, although I’d dabbled in television
presenting before that. Whilst studying linguistics at
university, I spent a brief period as a roving correspondent on prime-time chat show Richard & Judy:
a position which involved such glamorous assignments as being sent to Wigan to report on a baker
who was encasing entire cheeseburgers inside pies.
I was also a winning contestant on cookery competition programme Ready Steady Cook. I’ve got a
VHS recording of the episode stashed somewhere;
host Ainsley Harriot said something extremely explicit to me as a joke just before the cameras started
rolling, so my eyes are popping out of my head in
shock in the opening scenes. These days, my involvement in sexual health and STI prevention means I
deal with more green peckers than green peppers!
Anyway, I got my real big break when I joined the
editorial team of an alternative culture magazine
called Bizarre, where I began to specialise in writing
about extreme body modification (think cervical
piercings, eyeball tattooing and horns implanted
beneath the skin of the scalp); weird, subversive art
(teddies made from placentas, paintings inspired
by tentacle pornography) … and fetishes, sexual
subcultures and BDSM.
Over time, I earned a reputation for being someone
who could be trusted to represent kinksters in a fair,
representative and balanced fashion, and who made
people feel reassured and relaxed during interviews.
I asked difficult questions when they needed to be
raised, but tried hard not to be judgmental, and
delved into the intriguing roots and reasoning behind
fetishistic activities rather than just saying “Ew, look
at what these weirdos do with their wibbly bits”,
which was sadly the extent of a lot of mainstream
coverage of fetish at the time. I worked hard to
ensure my interviewees always felt that my work
helped them to feel better understood, rather than

VIRTUAL AND AUGMEN
T E D R E A L I T Y, A N D TH E

FA N TA S TI C A L WAY S TH AT

S U C H T E C H N O LO G I E S M AY
B E E M P LOY E D W I TH I N

A SENSUAL OR SEXUAL
C O N T E X T. “
ALIX FOX

exploited – a maxim I strive to uphold today.
Then, 50 Shades exploded: a series of books I
would rather sprout verrucas on the insides of my
eyelids than read again, although I’m grateful for
the constructive conversations about S&M that
they started. All of a sudden, there was enormous
demand for writers like me who had rare access to
and understanding of communities such as furries –
folks who like to roleplay as anthropomorphised animals – or sploshers, who get off on being covered in
gooey, gloopy, gungey substances and foodstuffs,
or watching someone else ‘get gunked’. I went from
being a fairly niche, cult reporter to someone who
big household names like Durex, The Guardian and
the BBC wanted to hire.
This coincided with a personal realisation that I
wanted my media career to be genuinely helpful to
the public, not just hedonistic. I decided it would
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be wise to seek some proper qualifications on fundamental sexual wellness topics like contraception
and child protection, so I sought training with Brook,
whom I’m now very proud to represent.
Through some serious graft, dedication, and a long
history of off-the-wall email openers designed to
cheer up people’s days and make me memorable, things have grown from there. I’m now doing
decently enough to have my own office in London’s
Shoreditch, in an old tea factory – which, as a
brew-guzzling Northerner is about as close to heaven as you can get.
PG Tips tea is about the only ‘PG’ thing in my life –
everything else is rated 18+ and adults only!
What does a typical working day in the life of Alix
Fox look like?
Alix Fox: I’m not sure any of my days are typical – because I take on so many different roles for
different clients and organisations, my schedule
bends and flexes more than the Kama Sutra’s most
pretzel-esque positions. The variety keeps things
novel and interesting, although I’ve had to become
skilled at juggling jobs.
Today I met with the UK PR at Tenga to discuss our
plans for me to write more about male masturbation
toys in men’s publications. Whilst it’s becoming in-

You can find more Alix
on Twitter and Instagram: @AlixFox
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creasingly acceptable – celebrated, even, especially
amongst the younger generations – for women
to own more rabbits than your average pet shop,
there’s still a lot of stigma attached to straight guys
using self-pleasure products like strokers. I’m trying
to break down the sense of shame and intimidation
some boys feel about toys.
I also had a meeting with the events team at Stylist
magazine, to plan the keynote speech I’m delivering
at their Stylist Live event in November. I can’t reveal
all yet, but let’s just say it will be brought to you by
the letter O …
Then I spent ages comparing travel insurance policies online, trying to find one that will adequately cover me and my enormous rolling suitcases of dildos
‘n’ dicks! I jet around a lot for work: I’m heading to
the International Radio Festival in Malta with the
BBC soon, to broadcast Unexpected Fluids live and
chat about the future direction of radio, podcasting
and streaming services with experts from all over
the globe. And in a fortnight, I’m taking a much-needed solo holiday to South Korea and Hong Kong. I
find throwing myself into wildly different cultures and
surroundings can be more relaxing than just laying
on a beach, cooking in the sun and over-stewing
my thoughts. Flooding my senses with new sights,
smells and tastes; being forced to live fully in the
moment in order to navigate unfamiliar languages
and streets; immersing myself in the wild, vibrant
unknown … I’m too dazzled and distracted to think
about my stresses. For once I won’t be working, although I am making room to visit Haesindang Park,
which houses dozens of sculptures, hangings and
artefacts…all in the shape of penises. Willies? I’ve
made a whole Korea out of ‘em! Ha!
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“ P L E A S E S TO P S AY I N G
V I B R ATI N G TOY S A R E

‘WHISPER QUIET’ WHEN
YO U C O U L D H E A R TH E M

W I TH 1 7 PA I R S O F N O I S E 
CANCELLING EAR MUFFS
O N . F R O M S PA C E . “
A L I X F OX

Sex is a quite intimate topic ... how do you get people to open up and share their experiences?
Alix Fox: I find humour a great ice-breaker, although
it’s important to use it appropriately and judge the
mood carefully, which can be a highly nuanced
affair. I try to balance comedy with compassion.
A couple of years ago I created a series of audio
documentaries for The Guardian called Close
Encounters, in which individuals opened up about
some tough topics such as sex after severe spinal
cord damage, being gay in an Asian Muslim family,
and vaginismus: a complex psychologically influenced condition in which the muscles of the vagina
tense up so tightly that penetration – with a penis, a
finger, a tampon – is painful to the point of impossibility. I was concerned that my interviewees and
my audience might find me cracking jokes here and
there disrespectful, but in fact, both enthused about
how it lifted the mood, made the programmes more
engaging by offering a little light relief amid the sad
stuff, and helped present my subjects as relatable,
rounded human beings – not just charity cases to
be pitied.
The series won a silver Audio & Radio Industry
Award (sometimes called ‘the broadcasting Oscars’
– whoop!), but I take even greater pride from the
fact that every single interviewee from that series is
still in touch with me. I get regular updates on how
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their lives are going, even extending to being sent
photos from inside a sperm donation clinic ‘collection room’!
In your opinion, what is the biggest misconception
regarding sex and sexuality?
Alix Fox: Ugh, I could give you a list longer than
Jonah Falcon’s trouser snake. Incidentally, misconceptions about penis size abound: the majority of
men who believe themselves to have small genitals
actually have perfectly normal, average-sized
scholngs. I’m friends with Ant Smith, an activist
who’s campaigning to stop the widespread societal
ridicule of guys who genuinely happen to have more
modestly proportioned parts, and encourage them
to have greater bod confidence. He threw a ‘Big
Small Penis Party’, where guys with more weeny
wieners paid less to get in, so their dick dimensions
put them at an advantage for once.
At present, I’m particularly focused on trying to
demystify misconceptions about HIV. I’m working
with BBC Radio 5 on a short documentary to explain that when managed using modern medicines,
the number of viral particles in an HIV+ person’s
bloodstream (their ‘viral load’) can be brought down
to undetectable levels; at this stage, there is so little
of the virus present that it becomes impossible for
them to pass the virus on. Undetectable = Untransmittable. I find this remarkable. It’s an absolutely
incredible medical advancement. I was born in 1982,
when the famous ‘tombstone’ HIV prevention ads
on TV depicted the virus as a death sentence. Now,
provided with the right meds, HIV+ people can lead
very normal, long, healthy lives. That makes me so
joyful as to be tearful.
Let‘s talk a bit about the erotic industry. In your
opinion, what are the most interesting trends in this
industry at the moment?
Alix Fox: Some of the best toys on the market
suck! That is, they use pulses of suction to stimulate
the clitoris rather than vibration. When I initially
encountered this tech being used by German brand
Womanizer, it was the first notably different type
of toy I’d seen in ages. That company are really
pushing things forward. Their latest Premium model
stops instantly the moment it’s removed from the
body – so no panicky pushing of buttons if your play
is accidentally interrupted by kids or housemates
barging in – and I’m waiting with bated breath to see
what comes of their new merger with We-Vibe.
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Conversations about condoms are changing gear
in the UK, and I welcome that with open arms.
New female-founded luxury brand HANX produce
vegan, fair trade products that are designed to
make women feel empowered and confi dent
about buying, carrying and using. They won a Diet
Coke-sponsored start-up competition that saw
them bag a £10,000 bursary, expert mentorship,
plus £10,000 worth of advertising – defi nitely
a company to keep your eye on. Then there’s
TheyFit, the British-born custom fi t condom brand
who were bought out by massive manufacturer Karex a couple of years ago. They’ve been
relaunched under the MyONE Perfect Fit name
in the States, and are due to be back in Britain
again in the next few months, with eye-catching
wrappers and stockage in major high street
retailers. Condoms are currently the only form of
contraception to offer protection against sexually
transmitted infections; I am all for innovations,
fresh attitudes and clever campaigns in this area,

especially since recent reports from Public Health
England revealed a 20 % rise in syphilis diagnoses
in the last year whilst the World Health Organisation are warning of increases in the occurrence of
antibiotic-resistant strains of gonorrhoea that can
be worryingly tricky to treat. It’s vitally important
to look after the health of you and your partner by
treating the penis just like a present: wrap it up
before you give it to anyone!
I’m spellbound by the possibilities of virtual and
augmented reality, and the fantastical ways that
such technologies may be employed within a
sensual or sexual context. I always look forward to
the results of the ‘sextech hackathons’ arranged
by senior computing lecturer Dr Kate Devlin – a
friend of mine, and author of new book ‘Turned
On: Science, Sex and Robots’. At least once a
year she gathers together the brightest minds in
computer science, product design and sex-related disciplines to brainstorm and create wildly
imaginative and ingenious inventions. Previous

Together with Riyadh,
Alix hosts a BBC 1 radio show
called “Unexpected Fluids”
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events have birthed gadgets such as a hammock
that stimulates different parts of the body whilst
you lay in it, encouraging people to relax and
explore sensuality beyond the genitals and usual
‘hot spots’. It also has potential applications to
deliver pleasure for those who have disabilities or
who are incapacitated.
Elvie is a product that gamifies pelvic floor
exercises: you pop a little silicone ‘egg’ inside
your vagina, connect it to your mobile phone via
blueooth, then every time you correctly perform a
series of muscle squeezes it causes a dot on the
screen to bounce about, so you essentially play
videogames using your genitals as a joystick! It’s
a Fitbit for your bits. I think there’s a lot of potential
to use tech constructively to teach, promote better
health and encourage playfulness – so long as it’s
employed with intelligence and real thought about
what people want and need. Tech for tech’s sake,
as an empty gimmick – ugh, that annoys the hell
out of me.
Generally speaking, how important are sex toys or
other products of this industry for good sex anyway?
Alix Fox: Great sex comes down to people’s
attitudes to themselves and each other. Products
like lubricants, vibrators or prostate massagers can
doubtless be revolutionary and revelatory, and I’ve
seen them change people’s lives. But you’re unlikely
to have the best experience with any tool if the
person you’re using it with is being a tool!
If you had a wish for your industry, what would you
change?
Alix Fox: Please stop saying vibrating toys are
‘whisper quiet’ when you could hear them with 17
pairs of noise-cancelling ear muffs on. From space.
More seriously, sex education needs greater diversity. For example, I would struggle to name many
men of colour working as sex educators in the UK
public eye, and whilst I fully understand that this is
because there are many more cultural barriers to
people from different ethnic backgrounds entering
this sphere, there’s a dire lack of representation
that urgently needs to be addressed. Young men
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– and all young people, and everyone – need to
hear reliable, inclusive information about topics like
consent, sex positivity and emotional and physical
health from role models who they can relate to,
and who understand the messages they might be
getting from their respective families, communities,
peers, religious influences and so on. I am so aware
that the ‘sexpert’ space is dominated by white cis
gendered women and I try to use my platform to
lift up others speaking from different backgrounds
whenever I can.
What projects are you working on right now and
where can our readers see and hear more? from
you?
Alix Fox: Season 9 of The Modern Mann podcast
kicks off in late October and I can’t wait; after
so many years of doing this show, the sense of
authentic friendship, trust and camaraderie that’s
developed between me, my team and our audience
truly satisfies my soul – we’ve all grown together.
I so look forward to the letters and feedback I
receive. In fact, a rare opportunity has come up to
sponsor my Foxhole sex advice section, so please
get in touch if you’re interested in advertising – I’m
on HiAlixFox@gmail.com.
I’m featured as a specialist advisor on upcoming
Channel 4/E4 TV show The Sex Testers, which
will be broadcast in the coming months. The production team set up a special clinic in London’s
Guys & St Thomas’ Hospital, where members of
the public could come along and get screened for
sexually transmitted infections as well as getting advice on kinks, sexual dysfunctions or any
bedroom-based botherations they were experiencing. Look out for me nattering to an asexual
gent, chatting about polycystic ovary syndrome
and slipping on a heavy duty elbow-length fi sting
mitt that made me look like James Herriot about
to help a cow give birth.
I also have another exciting telly project up my (rolled-up) sleeve, in which I’ll play a more central role
– follow me on Twitter or Instagram @AlixFox to hear
more when I’m able to reveal it.
C’mon – push my buttons!
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Many women and men still have a hard time

talking about menstruation and everything to do with it
M a r i a E sf a ndia ri a nd Ka ro line No lte p resent th e ‚ Sex U p Yo ur C ycle‘ gu id e

e x cl u s ive

The female menstruation cycle is undoubtedly very complex, and it has a big effect on a woman’s sex life, which in turn also
affects their partner’s sex life. Maria Esfandiari and Karoline Nolte from FUN FACTORY’s Corporate Communications
department have taken on this multifaceted subject, employing the help of two experts to put together a guide about the
phases of female lust throughout the menstruation cycle.

„

FUN FACTORY has produced a video
guide about the four phases of female lust
throughout the menstruation cycle. What was
your motivation to tackle this subject?
Maria Esfandiari: Danish blogger Joan B.
had worked with a small group of women to
establish that women have different sexual
cravings during certain phases of their menstrual cycle. Many women feel stressed (often
on a subconscious level), and their mood
swings can be very puzzling to their partners,
especially when they concern the woman’s
sexual preferences. Joan B.‘s work inspired
the idea to create a guide for women and their
partners, a small aid for couples who want
to enjoy a fulfilled sex life during all phases of
the female cycle. Together with Joan B. and
gynaecologist Dr. Verena Breitenbach, we did
a lot of research and a lot of polling to find out
where these swings in terms of mood and lust
originate and how partners can cater to these
varying desires.
Is this a topic that people generally don’t know
much about?
Karoline Nolte: How much people know
about this topic obviously differs from person
to person. I am sure that many women have
noticed how their sexual preferences and
general desires change throughout their
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M A R I A E S F A N D I A R I
K A R O L I N E N O L T E

menstrual cycle. Some of them know that their cycle
causes these changes, and they know what they
enjoy the most and when they enjoy it the most. But
there are also many women who find it difficult to
identify the causes of their emotional swings, or to
put into words what they like at any given moment.
Also, there are partners who have developed an
understanding of what their significant other enjoys
the most during the phases of their cycle. And there
are those who haven’t developed this kind of understanding (yet). Many women and men still have a
hard time talking about menstruation and everything
to do with it. But being open and talking about this
topic is crucial if you want to achieve a pleasurable
sex life. That’s where our little project comes in: We
want to make it easier for people to express their
feelings and desires during sex – in any phase of the
menstrual cycle.

” A G U I D E FO R W O M E N

A N D TH E I R PA R TN E R S ; A

S M A L L A I D FO R C O U P L E S
W H O WA N T TO E N J OY A
FULFILLED SEX LIFE

DURING ALL PHASES OF
TH E F E M A L E C YC L E . “
M A R I A E S FA N D I A R I

rely has exemplary character.
The timing is different for many
women, and at the end of the
day, this are still highly individual
experiences.
You got two experts on board to
help you with this project. What
can you tell us about these
women, and why did you turn
to them?
Karoline Nolte: We had already worked with blogger Joan B.
and gynaecologist Dr. Verena
Breitenbach in the past, and it
had been a great and fruitful
experience. So, joining forces
for this project was a logical
decision.

Who is the target audience for your video guide?
Just women, or also their partners?
Karoline Nolte: As I mentioned before, this video
project is for everybody, women AND their partners.
Our main goal is to find out if people share the
same cyclical changes that Joan B. and her friends
noticed, or if their experience is different – and if so,
how is it different? Hormonal fluctuations can have
varying effects, after all. So, maybe more women
can share their experiences and provide inspiration
for others on how to make their sex life as satisfying
as possible throughout the month.
Presenting such a topic in video form probably
requires a lot of sensitivity and nuance. How do you
make sure you provide information and education
without getting too technical and scientific?
Maria Esfandiari: You are right, it is high-wire act.
On one side, we don’t want to scare people away by
throwing too much dry information at them, after all,
we want our guide to be entertaining. On the other
side, we don’t want to omit any important facts.
Therefore, we point out that our 28-day guide me-
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Now that you have spent so much time researching
this topic, are there some findings you want to
share?
Maria Esfandiari: We actually found that we experience many of the moods that Joan had described.
That really makes you think, because often, you feel
that you are alone with your feelings, and you are
puzzled by your mood swings yourself. Sometimes,
they can really drive you mad. But if you know that
a lot of that is hormonal in nature, and that you are
not alone in how you feel – well, that really helps.
Also, there are so many fascinating things to learn
about your desires throughout the menstrual cycle.
For instance, it’s great to know that sexual lust is at
its peak around the time of ovulation, and it’s also
very helpful for your partner to know which time of
the month you are more open to trying new things.
Or knowing that, even if many women experience
menstrual pain, soft sex can still be very pleasurably
during that period.
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Where and how will you make this video guide available to the masses?
Karoline Nolte: It will be up on YouTube and our own
social media channels. Also, we want to share the ‚Sex
Up Your Cycle‘ graphic we created to make sure that
more people learn about this, even if they don’t watch
YouTube videos. We also want to encourage open
exchange and conversation, and social media is a
great place to do so. Of course, your readers are also
invited to get in touch and share their experiences.
How important is consumer contact via social media
for FUN FACTORY?
Karoline Nolte: Oh, it is very important. Apart from
traditional contact forms, social media is arguably
the most immediate, direct means of communication
between a company and its customers, and this communication even takes place in real time. It’s a great
way to grant the consumers insights into our work, and
to directly address questions and suggestions.
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I have a strong vision!
e x cl u s ive

N e n n a J o i n e r r u n s Feelmo re Ga llery in O a kla nd, C a lif o rnia

„

Feelmore Gallery was recently featured on
Essence.com, a magazine for African-American women, as one of the top spots for
couples to visit on California‘s Northern coast.
What makes Feelmore Gallery such a prime
destination to visit?
Nenna Joiner: Oakland is an old city that is
having new fame and resurgence with an influx
of people discovering it for the first time. The
Customer of a ‘70s, ‘80s, ‘90s, 2018 sex shop if
totally different and so we are meeting those
needs of Customers while keeping a clear
connection to days of old without making them
feel Hella old. We are working to make Feelmore
a collision space and not just a retail space that
takes monies but gives something More!

A modern erotic boutique
can be more than just a
place to buy sex toys. It can
be a place where people
meet, where everybody
is welcome, a place that
offers added value beyond
the business side of things.
Feelmore Gallery, situated in
Oakland, close to the Californian city of San Francisco, is
such a place. We interviewed
the founder of Feelmore
Gallery, Nenna Joiner, about
her boutique and the current
situation in the adult market..

Before we talk more about your business and
what make your shop stand out, could you tell
us a bit about yourself and your background?
Nenna Joiner: I grew up on a dairy farm in
Minnesota! No seriously, I am from Las Vegas
and have been in the Bay Area for 20+ years. I
started selling sex toys out of the trunk of my
car after I visited the AVN expo in the early
‘90s. Although I had no back office experience
in retail, I was able to pick up several books
and watch YouTube videos to learn how to run
a retail store the best I could. Oh, and mistakes
always help. Never be afraid to fail... it’s quitting
that should scare you!
How did you come up with the idea of starting
a sex shop as an inclusive place for all people
who are seeking a comfortable place to explore
their sexuality?
Nenna Joiner: Feelmore isn’t a space
especially for black and brown people but we
have black and brown people in mind as we
make our decisions such as buying, hiring,
advertising, selections of colours. We want to
make a place inclusive and won’t leave out
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marginalised people to focus on the bottom
line. We work to make our bottom line inclusive
for ALL not just Black and Brown.
Have there been challenges and obstacles you
had to overcome in order to open your business?
Nenna Joiner: As a Black person, the economic
issues for starting a ‘brick-and-mortar’ makes it
close to impossible but still achievable, with a
vision, to do anything. I have a strong vision! I had
the luxury of using my own money but last-minute financing came in from the late Joani Blank
who founded Good Vibrations. To give an
example of starting, I began writing orders/
receipts by hand, and then graduated to a retail
system some years later. Some delivery services
we use don’t delivery to crime ridden neighborhoods, however, I find that less acceptable and
get in my own car to deliver anywhere in the city
regardless of risk. I’m not afraid of Oakland.
Since the goal of your business is to be inclusive
to all people, that raises the question, how do
you address the different communities and what
they expect from your store?
Nenna Joiner: Feelmore caters to all people not
just people of colour but we are just all around
inclusive. One particular demographic has no
Power here…Kindness and Respect rules!
However, when it is mentioned or noted that I am
Black, it gives my community pride that I’m doing
good business. Just last night I had several
people, whom are not customers, come up and
say how happy they are that we exist.
Could you take our readers on a quick tour of your
shop? What do we see when we enter, and which
products did you choose to display most
prominently?
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Nenna Joiner: Before you enter Feelmore, we were
strategic in keeping the old display windows that
were made popular in the 1940’s..i.e. jewellery stores
without privacy frost. Vintage items in exterior
windows educate people what the adult industry of
the past was like. A carved statue from Bali that
stands almost 4 ft backed up against a table that
holds vintage adult magazines. Custom shelving was
specially created to be 4 units deep as to keep it
closer to the wall to preserve walking space.
Bookshelves with custom crown moulding hold the
books front facing with one of a kind historical/
sexuality book ‘Pink Triangle: The Nazi War Against
Homosexuals’. Custom tables on roller wheels allow
products to be laid out to suggest the Client engage
in a different way. The walls are gently crowded with
art work collected by myself from travels across the
world and nude portraits found at art liquidations. Of
course, we have adult products, but they are carefully
and specially selected with our location and Clientele
in mind not for cost.
I choose some products because of their connection
with history and the opportunity to create a different
mental space for the Client. As an adult store, I want
us to grow culturally and create a new paradigm that
helps to give us not just longevity in the industry but
in the minds of consumers.

What are the biggest challenges for brick and
mortar sex shops at the moment?
Nenna Joiner: I would say rising operational costs
(Employee wages, Rent). The other challenge isn’t
just Amazon vendors but the Manufacturers of
brands. When you have a customer can now get
the same product a store would sell in another
country at the same wholesale cost, it is hurting
business, the bottom line in our hearts. With
margins shrinking the bigger question is what
exactly the adult industry will morph into. The
cannabis industry has changed, why we are going
backwards away from profits.
How important are brands for your store? Do your
customers ask for specific brands?
Nenna Joiner: Brands are not as important as they
once were. Customers will come in and name a
brand because of an article they’ve read in a
mainstream publication. People just want quality
products that can solve their personal matter and if
they can save money in the process, they will thank
you. Having products sitting on the shelves that are
$100 at wholesale and hoping a customer comes in
to buy it doesn’t make much financial sense. With
Customers heading straight to Amazon to get it the
very next day, brands helping retailers make monies
as they once did. Someone once told me, “You are
not in business for them [companies] but yourself.”
One of the big trends in the adult business right now is
sex tech. How do you think about this trend and is it
something your customers are interested in?
Nenna Joiner: I really don’t think about the sex tech
genre much anymore. Most magazine articles will
feature new and exciting products, but the technology
part isn’t as big for us. We-Vibes products with
Bluetooth capability is the most we focus on.
Everything else is novel, higher price point, and little
profit margin. Customers will ask about such products
but what we found was that they just wanted to see
the product and would never purchase.
Could you tell us a bit about your plans for the future
of Feelmore? Are further projects in the pipeline?
Nenna Joiner: The sky is always the limit! Two
things I am working on: 1) Opening in San
Francisco Airport and 2) collaborating on a
cannabis lubricant with a local company. You
always have to dream bigger and for brick and
mortar to stay relevant my imagination NEEDS to
be bigger than those 13 inch cocks we sell!
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We are creating fantasy worlds for people to play in
L o d bro ck - Germa n design f o r th e kinky a nd f etish ma rket

e x cl u s ive

„

Brand names don’t always have deeper
meaning, but when I hear Lodbrock, the first
thing I think about is Vikings ... Is that just my
brain, or has that been the intent?
Paul Druce: Whatever pulls your chain. Most
of the founders are Germans and we looked
for a name that was both time-honoured and
Nordic. The name instils a sense of history and
adventure, as we are going into unchartered
waters.
It is important to understand that this is about
more than just toys and equipment. We are
creating fantasy worlds for people to play in.
The customers are not just buying a product,
they are buying the key to a highly stylised
sexual fantasy world. A fantasy world in
which they can play out their erotic desires. It
is a strong name, a name that awakens the
imagination.

Interest in BDSM and bondage has been
growing steadily for several years, and
today, it has even reached mainstream
audiences. However, the founders of the
Lodbrock brand (www.lodbrock.com)
felt that there aren’t enough high-quality
products to meet this growing demand.
Consequently, they decided to do something about that, and following a year
and a half of preparation, Lodbrock took up
business in June of 2018. Paul Druce, Head
of Media Production at Lodbrock, shines a
spotlight on the concept behind the brand
and the high standards that are top priority
in the development and production of the
Lodbrock products.

Since when has Lodbrock been around and
how was it started? Why did you decide
to create a brand in the BDSM/Kink
segment?
Paul Druce: We began building
Lodbrock two years ago. All of
the founders had already been
active in the kinky / fetish scene.
We were all tired of ordering
BDSM gear over the internet and
receiving
one disappointment after the
other. Even ordering expensive
equipment didn‘t help matters. It
was all junk, shoddy workmanship,
bad chemical smells and way too
much plastic. Further, the awareness
of a growing mainstream interest in
BDSM and bondage play following the 50
Shades of Grey films made it clear to us that
the time was right to forge ahead with high
quality handcrafted BDSM equipment for the
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“ TH E C U S TO M E R S A R E
N OT J U S T B U Y I N G A

P R O D U C T, TH E Y A R E

B U Y I N G TH E K E Y TO A

H I G H LY S T Y L I S E D S E X U A L
FA N TA S Y W O R L D . “
PA U L D R U C E

mainstream market.
It looks us a year and a half to design and develop all of the equipment we have so far. That
involved a lot of headaches, long days and
short nights until we had the perfect design
and production flow figured out. Finally, in June
2018 we officially started operations.
What does Lodbrock stand for? What is your
business philosophy?
Paul Druce: Lodbrock stands for craftsmanship, quality and fair pricing. We are committed
to using natural materials, a long way away
from the cheap junk that has unfortunately flooded the markets. For example, to ensure that
all of our products meet the high standards
we require, even the Lodbrock chains and
metal fittings are casted in-house, overseen by
German quality control.
Everyone who works at Lodbrock, and I mean
the whole team, is kinky by nature. That is why
we work together so very well. The common
interest in kinkiness is essential to cohesiveness in the company. Our philosophy is based
on the following: If you want a quality kinky sex
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life then get some
quality toys. Sex is
important, of course people
want quality, they just need to
know where to get it from.

Schlossmeister
means Lock Master or
Castle Master in German.

Please, give us an overview of your product range. What sets these products
apart from the competition?
Paul Druce: The first range of products
form the Schlossmeister Collection.
The Collection is made up of 14 main
products for various forms of BDSM
play and restraint. As well as the main
wooden pieces such as The Pillory, Cross, and Goo
Plate we also offer smaller toys like The Flogger and
Chain Sets.
Every single product we sell is handmade and
unique. We make everything in-house. The
products are highly stylised in a rustic / medieval design. It is rare to find such quality in the BDSM market. The warm wood tones, the attention to detail,
our surface treatments simply do not exist anywhere
in the industry. As if that wasn‘t enough, we added
features to our products that significantly enhance
usability. For example, our products can be used
horizontally or vertically, due to the special D-Ring
system, or the Lodbrock modular St. Andrews Cross
is the only cross in the world that allows changing of
colour or style within minutes. All of our products are
modular, that means you can combine them during
play -all fittings are standardised.
In addition, our fair pricing system, inventory build-up
and investment into distribution centres around the
world set us further apart. We can confidently deliver
to shops or customers within 3 to 5 days. High quality, keen price, fast delivery.
Your new product line is called Schlossmeister. What
can you tell us about that?
Paul Druce: Schlossmeister is a fantasy world set
amid Germanic castles. Imagine a snow-covered
forest and fires raging in a medieval forge. You are
master of your own castle and the luxurious Schlossmeister devices are there to serve your pleasures.
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You want to offer top quality, design,
and craftsmanship, and you want to
satisfy a desire with your products.
In short, you set the bar pretty high
for yourselves. How do you make
sure that your products meet these
standards?
Paul Druce: We have a very diverse
team with a wealth of experience
and skills. For example, our head of product design
is a certified carpenter from Germany. We have built
up our own production facility in China, which is
being run and managed by ourselves. All aspects of
production, starting with the selection of the raw materials, through manufacturing and onto packaging
are subject to stringent quality controls. We do not
cut corners, we do not make compromises.
You emphasise that Lodbrock offers German design
– what are typical German design traits?
Paul Druce: I think the most important aspect is the
attention to detail, that is very German. As is the fact
that we take pride in every piece we make. We are
constantly striving to refine and improve our products
to perfection. All of our products are designed around
the traits of craftsmanship, reliability, strength and
longevity.
Would you mind taking us through the process of
conceiving, developing and producing the product?
Paul Druce: Lots of coffee and brainstorming. It helps if it is raining. We consumed a lot of BDSM porn.
We watched a lot of Polanksi films too and Pirates of
the Caribbean, the Taboo series and The Vikings of
course. The conception process is constantly refined
with usability and putting ourselves into the roles of
active users. Once an idea is ready to go it is goes
forward for design. The prototypes are constantly
tested for real to identify weaknesses. Once the design is finalised it goes into production. The product
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designers also help oversee the manufacturing
process.
How important is the proper visual presentation of your brand and your products, for
instance the way they are displayed on your
website?
Paul Druce: You can see from our marketing media, that the onus is upon warmth,
closeness, intimacy and fun. It is essential to
us that the brand is never scary. It is about fun
sexual play between consenting adults and our
products are at home as much in suburban
bedrooms and domestic play spaces as
they are in fetish dungeons.

Who is your target audience? Who buys
Lodbrock?
Paul Druce: The prime target audience is a
mainstream audience consisting of people
aged between 30 to 55, heterosexuals as well
as homosexuals. People who want to spice up
their sex lives. They have probably already tried
some basic fetish toys and wish to experiment further / step up their game. Middle to
high Incomes. Probably college or university
educated. Our second primary audience is
the more established fetish lifestyle group with
a wider age range of 25 and up. Fetlife users
who are experienced in dungeon / BDSM play
and swingers with an access to dungeons or
group play spaces.
How do you get your products out there?
Which channels of distribution do you use?
Paul Druce: We are currently focused on four
key regions: US & Canada, Europe, Russia
and Japan. We have established warehouses
in these regions and are able to supply our
customers within 2 to 5 days with the product.
We are in the process of identifying retailers
and distributors in these regions, building
mutually beneficial relationships with retailers
who can help us with the sale of our product
line. Inquiries are welcome at any time. We
don‘t bite (much).

Quality and unique features usually come at a
price – what can you tell us about the pricing
of your products?
Paul Druce: You are absolutely correct, the
items are expensive to make, the fine materials are costly and the amount of labour is
extensive. For example, the Lodbrock Pillory
Set takes 3 months to complete from start to
finish with all the various components. As we
have our own production facility, we are able
to manufacture on a larger scale with lower
labour costs, we are able to control costs and
that is reflected in the pricing. The typical price
expectation of people that see
the products is usually twice the actual price.
The products look and feel much more expensive than the actual offer price.
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Men will continue to choose Autoblow because it
is the best at automatically stroking their penises
e x cl u s ive

B r i a n Slo a n p resents th e new Auto blo w A.I.

hat is the perfect blowjob?“
bl
ob?“ That ques“What
imp ant role whenever Brian
Bria
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d elop a new AutobAutob
Sloan sets out to develop
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Thankfu there are literally
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chine learning
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machine
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ntent – that
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of 6000
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„

Brian, you recently started a crowdfund
ding
campaign for the next generation of the
A
Autoblow
masturbator. Could you give us a
sh
h overview of what your backers can look
short
fo
forward
to?
B
Brian
Sloan: Backers to the Autoblow A.I.
c
campaign
will receive a blowjob whenever
th want one wherever they are, without neethey
d
ding
another human being to give it to them.
T product recreates the gliding action that
The
o
occurs
with a hand and mouth during a blowjo
o and it does so in a way that is authentic.
job
W don’t just say it re-creates the actions
We
fr
from
real blowjobs, we actually discovered,
u
using
machine learning, what happens during
b
blowjobs,
and then we programmed those
a
actions
into our machine.
Yo new product is called Autoblow A.I. How
Your
e
ex
exactly
does the artificial intelligence part of
th masturbator work?
the
B
Brian
Sloan: We manually ingested data from
6
6000
minutes of blowjob videos and used mac
chine
learning to discover the most common
m
movements
of the mouth on the penis. We
f
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found
the 16 most used mouth movements
a then replicated those 16 movements into
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1 modes on the machine. Importantly we
10
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pauses to be an integral part of blowjo so some of the machine’s modes include
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p
periods
of no activity. We also have a special
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mode
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d
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so that men needn’t suffer the same blowjob
tw
twice.
M
Many
new sex toys are connected to the int
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ternet
which offers advantages like connectivity updates or control via phone. Why did you
ty,
op to keep the Autoblow A.I. offline?
opt
B
Brian
Sloan: There are many reasons I chose
to keep Autoblow A.I. offline. I think only one
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Brian Sloan: In Europe,
Europ we will release the
product with
produ
hO
Erop
Orion, Eropartner,
and Rimba as
distributors.
i
. All thr
ree
e als
also currently sell Autobthree
low 2. IIn the
e United
Unit Sta
S
tte and Australia, we
States
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contin e self-distribu
self-dist
self-distribution of our products.
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n Canada,
Canada most distribu
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Variations, Landco
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dco, BMS
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Landco,
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a well.
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I wanted to make a diﬀerence and promote

self-confidence through a healthy sexual life
e x cl u s ive

M i s s V V ‘ s M y s tery C E O Véro nique Verrea ult ta lks emp o werment, a nd p rio ritiz ing w omen ‘s pleas u r e

It‘s about time the language of love got a modern update. Véronique Verreault, a native of French Canada and founder of Miss VV‘s Mystery, is spicing
up sex tech with Miss On The Go, a vibrating kegel toy that‘s unlike anything
else in the crowded couples‘ vibe niche. Verreault‘s invention connects to
a smart phone app, features several vibration modes for wireless solo or
couples‘ play, and looks like a luxury set of kegel balls, but that‘s where any
similarity to your run-of-the-mill app vibes ends. Taking a cue from popular dating app Tinder, Miss On The Go gives female users complete sexual
freedom, even if they‘re single and still seeking that special someone to take
control of their vibrator app. Log on to MOTG‘s online feature and you can
connect with anonymous users to exchange conversation, photos, and, if
you so decide, the chance to take the reigns of your self-love session. When
you‘ve found the chosen one among MOTG‘s list of profiles, you can give
their sexual skills a test run before you even exchange names by allowing
them access to the toy‘s range of vibration speeds and patterns. You can
offer your remote lover little hints and tricks to get you off via the app‘s messenger, or see if they‘re savvy enough to figure out your turn-ons on their
own. I chatted with Véronique Verreault while she prepped for the New York
City SEX Expo from her condo in Montreal, Quebec. This business woman is
on a mission to not just empower women, but inspire them to paint the town
red with public displays of pleasure.

while working in a school in administration.
One day I had my LELO kegel balls inside me
and I was sexting someone and abracadra!
That’s how Miss On the Go was born in my
head.
I also had a creative side I needed to express.
I performed as a belly dance artist for 2 years!
That was my funky, sensual side that I was letting out during the weekend. I was busy back
then! I worked full time, attended University
four nights per week, and did belly dance Friday and Saturday.
I managed
to get my
BAC

„

What inspired you to create a sex toy in the first place, and what did you hope
to contribute to the pleasure industry?
Véronique Verreault: I wanted to make a difference and promote self-confidence
through a healthy sexual life. I always strive to push myself, push my limits, and
accomplish a project where I knew I could truly make a difference and start a
movement as well; a movement to encourage women from all over the world to take charge of their sexuality and have no shame when it comes
to sex toys! I’ve been using sex toys for so long – solo, duo and so
on. I know how much it helped me know myself better and bring
so much joy and happiness into my life, so why not create one
of my own?
What was your career path before launching Miss VV’s Mystery, and how did your past lead up to the launch of your own
sex toy company?
Véronique: Administration and hospitality management. I studied hotel management before and wanted to own and run
my own hotel. When I started working in the field, I realized it
wasn’t for me. So I kept studying in the field of management
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degree in Management at the end and I was so
proud. I went to get the tools to help me create my
business! Management is vast, and that’s what I like
about it. I hate doing the same thing over and over
again. It’s boring and doesn‘t keep me interested.
Running Miss VV‘s Mystery is far from boring!
What’s been the reaction to Miss On The Go, which
is essentially like Twitter meets phone sex?
Véronique: Controversial! Some love the idea and
find it brilliant, others don’t see the point of even
using a sex toy. It’s sad when I hear men asking,
‚What pleasure will I get?‘ My answer is, ‚Your
woman is about to have fun and enjoy herself,
dumbass!‘ I don’t even waste my time with those
questions anymore. I shut their mouths by telling
them, ‚Happy wife, happy life.‘ A real man knows
this. And if you feel threatened by a sex toy, learn
to love your penis or get out. Ciao, bye! Haha! That
attitude is such a turn-off. This just part of the sex
education we have to spread around. But most of
the time, men are excited and want their partner
to have fun at work and public places! Lesbians
love my concept, too. I have a very strong feminist
approach. Single ladies go nuts with this thing (in a
good way)!
When I attend trade shows in the industry, the
crowd is of course intrigued! So I have lots of
positive feed back from B2B shows. When I go to
mainstream events and mix with a more ‚regular‘
type of crowd, well, it’s controversial again, but I
focus on those who are interested. When I get the
arms-crossed type of reaction, I move on very fast.
If you’re not happy, look somewhere else, that’s it.
When I get the ‚OH MY GOD THAT’S AMAZING!‘
type of reaction, it’s a real pleasure sharing all about
it with them. I think my approach has a lot to do with
it. I’m a very humble person full of energy, so people
are comfortable talking to me and realize how much
sex toys are important and can make a difference in
their life!
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How do most customers prefer to use MOTG - alone as a vibrator and kegel-ciser, or with a partner or
stranger online?
Véronique: The particularity with my product is the
app that brings an added oomph. The game really
amazes my customers. They love the fact that I mix
an important aspect of sexual health – toning your
pelvic muscles – with fun through the game. Some
of them were afraid of playing with strangers and
to those, I tell them, you don’t have to be! You can
always turn off the option in the
app to play with strangers if it
really makes you feel uncomfortable. Listen to yourself and
“ L ISTE N TO YOURSE L F
respect your decisions. That’s
also the basis of any sexual
AND RE SPE C T YOUR
experience – to listen to your
DE C ISIONS. THAT’ S
needs and not put pressure on
yourself.
AL SO THE BASIS OF ANY
The swingers are extremely fun
SE XUAL E XPE RIE NC E  TO people to talk with. I have great
feedback and kinky stories from
them!I also have first time sex
L ISTE N TO YOUR NE E DS
toy users and I feel honored
AND NOT PUT PRE SSURE
when this happens. They chose
my creation to improve their
ON YOURSE L F.“
sex life - wow! One of my best
friend keeps using Miss On the
V É R O N I Q U E V E R R E A U LT
Go while having sex to stimulate
her clitoris. My other close

Miss On the Go is a
combination of vibrator
and Kegel exercise
device for women that‘s
controlled through a
mobile app, either
by the woman,
their partner, or a
mystery partner
via the social
networking
feature
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friend used it after she gave birth as a tool to re-tone
her vagina and have her boyfriend control it while
he was at work. Some like to use it during foreplay
together in public places with the app. From all the
feedback I have, it seems like most of my customers are really living up to the name ‚Miss On the
Go.‘ They go to work with it or do their chores and
errands while having it inside of them, and they just
love playing!

Véronique Verreault at
the SexTech Hack-athon event in New York

What’s the attitude toward sex and sex toys where
you live in Montreal?
Véronique: Open minded. Montreal is very open
to culture and liberated women, men, trans people,
non-binary people - everyone! We have many sex
shops, swinger bars, and an annual trade show
initiated by Frank from Monde Ose, who also organized an erotic masked ball. MindGeek (Youporn) is
also established in Montreal. I guess we’re naughty,
haha! Sex toys are generally seen as fun and great
for couples and singles. Of course in every city you
have stubborn and stiff people with a broom up
their ass, but generally speaking, Montreal is very
responsive to sex toys and sex in general! C’est
cochon!?

What has been your most memorable experience
using MOTG?
Véronique: Haha! Well, it’s more of an emotional
moment during the creation process. I finally had
prototype X working and was able to control it with
the app inside of me without constant disconnections like I used to experience. This is all very normal
when you create a new product and have lots of
R&D to go through. I was very emotional and proud.
There’s a funny story that happened in China while
testing the devices and the signal. They were showing me how far the signal could go, but I needed
to test it inside of me to make a conclusion. I don’t
think they thought I was going to be game to just go
into the bathroom, put a condom on the tester, and
bam! Here we go, let‘s test this thing right now! It
didn’t connect inside of me at that point in R&D, but
I was able to show them the importance of testings.
Who are some of your pleasure industry role models
who have helped shape your career here?
Véronique: LELO in terms of quality and branding. I
got inspired by many brands to create my product,
but LELO in particular. Suki from Ohmibod is very
inspiring, too, as well as Shunga. I became friends
with founder Manon Vallée and Linda, their main sales rep, from Québec, my hometown. My packaging
is inspired from Shunga’s packaging.
The further I get into the industry, the more my
network expands and the more we’re able to help
each other. I collaborate closely with my distributors and boutiques and take their comments and
suggestions into real consideration. I also have an
incredible support from them and I’m grateful.
I also adore the Women of Sex Tech group, where
we all fuckin‘ rock and push each other up. I’m just

in love with that group, especially my girl, Bryony
Cole. She’s very influential in the Sex Tech industry
and I’m proud of her. We recently collaborated for
her SexTech Hack-a-thon event in New York.

What’s next for Miss VV’s Mystery?
Véronique: Survive, thrive and fly to the sky! I‘ve
had a lot of road blocks and bumps along the way
running my own business, especially in the sex tech
field as a woman, but I‘m a fighter at heart and never
give up my dreams. I‘m seeking investors right now
so I can take Miss VV‘s Mystery to the next level
and finally create a follow-up product to MOTG. As
I finish this interview, I‘m flying to NYC to exhibit at
the SEX Expo, so with the support of this amazing
industry, you‘ll be seeing a lot more of Miss VV.

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent
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I really intended this to be a business

I did from home out of my garage
10 yea rs o f O x ba lls

e x c l us ive

„

First of all, congratulations on
ten years of Oxballs! What made
you decide to try your luck in the
adult industry a decade ago?
Ox: In my previous career in
men’s apparel, I used to fly a lot
of international flights. It was
boring, and I spent time writing
porn stories for adult magazines. I wanted to get out of New
York City and move to LA and
had come out to help deliver
some magazines to stores for
one of the publications I wrote
for. I’ve always been curious
about all types of design, and
when was visiting adult retailers
I noticed that men’s products
were not as creative or plentiful
as women’s toys. I immediately
went back to New York, started
sketching and learned how to
make moulds. After a few tests
in my NYC loft, I decided to
commit and moved to Silverlake to start
making my first Oxballs products. This was
just over ten years ago.

Steven Lane AKA 'Ox‘,
owner & lead designer of Oxballs

Originally, all Steven Lane
aka ‚Ox‘ wanted to do was
leave his career in the clothing
industry behind and live a
quiet, peaceful life in California. But then, ten years ago,
he began developing products
for his own brand: Oxballs.
What followed was a meteoric
rise to the uppermost echelon
of the industry, and today,
consumers all over the world
know and love the products
and their unique design. In our
interview, Ox looks back at the
early days of the company.

What did you do professionally before setting
foot in the adult industry?
Ox: I was an apparel designer in NYC
and had gone about as far as I could in
my career. I had worked mostly in high-end
men’s apparel and learned so much
about colour and proportion. So much of
this experience applied to the creation of
Oxballs products, and still influences our
designs today. More importantly, I knew
to create a recognisable style and brand
that would always be identifiable and
part of how customers experience
our brand.
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Ten years ago, the adult market was a very
different place. What was the impression you
had coming into the industry with new eyes?
And how did the industry respond to your new
ideas?
Ox: What I learned right away was that design
was and is so important – the shape, the feel,
the fit, the color is the most important thing.
My take was design is more important than
marketing. Research and development were
so important to us - we had 3D printers before
really anyone in this industry, long before we
could afford them really. After creating the
first few designs, I was shocked how quickly
we became known. We had right from the
beginning a cult-like following for our toys with
consumers. Every time we launched a new
design, they became a favourite among
certain crowds.
Comparing the situation in 2008 with the
current state of the adult market, what have
been the biggest changes of the past
decade?
Ox: I would say quality – the industry as a
whole is using higher quality materials and
certainly putting more effort into men’s
designs. Oxballs has proven that men want
more creative and even fetish toys, more so
than just a simple c-ring.
What was your intention, your philosophy, and
your motivation when you started Oxballs ten
years ago? How did you intend to shake up
the market?
Ox: My goal with any product I’ve ever
designed has always been to get a consumer
to pick up my product off the shelf and
immediately say, ‚I want this, I want to put this
on, I want to know what this feels like … I
want to use this.‘ For Oxballs and for me,
there is no such thing as a basic design. Even
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the simplest items we’ve ever created were made to
be better – to have some kind of design element
that made them function and feel more interesting
that what people expect.
Oxballs is known all over the world. What were the
core values of the brand in 2008, and what are they
today?
Ox: I started off creating products for the leather
hardcore gay customer. We quickly had to morph
our understanding of ourselves and our customer as
we’ve come to realise that all men – gay, straight
and anyone in between were using our products.
All types of men wanted to use our snarky unusual
designs, and we’ve grown our thinking along with
this. Something has certainly changed with straight
men and toys – ten years ago my straight friends
would all refer to cockrings as gay products. Over
the last decade, all types of men have really
embraced toys and have become more open about
using them.
What were the biggest hurdles along the way?
Which challenges did you have to overcome to get
Oxballs to where it is today?
Ox: Growing too fast. In ten years, I’ve moved
from a garage business, to a warehouse, to
another larger warehouse next-door, to now
taking over another warehouse in a recent
expansion and building out brand new offices for
our operations and sales team. This is all very
exciting, but its a lot to keep up with in just 10
years.
Ten years ago, did you imagine that Oxballs would
one day become a company with a team of 35,
selling products on a global scale?
Ox: No, I really intended this to be a business I did
from home out of my garage. I wanted a simple life
in sunny California after many years of intense
career in NYC. That being said, I love what we’ve
become. I think it’s amazing, and we keep growing.

L A N E

I’m excited to see what another 10 years can
bring us.

“ W H AT I

Is it correct that you went the one-man army route in
the early days of Oxballs, doing pretty much
everything by yourself?
Ox: Yes, in the beginning I would make product
during the day and then stay up
until 3 in the morning sculpting
and sketching for new designs.
It was gruelling at times, my only
LEARNED RIGHT
escape was heading to
Disneyland whenever I could.

AWAY WA S TH AT D E S I G N
WA S A N D I S S O

How would you sum up the
main pillars of Oxballs’ success?
I M P O R TA N T – TH E S H A P E , For instance, what role do the
employees play?
TH E F E E L , TH E F I T,
Ox: Our customers have played
such a crucial role in our
TH E C O LO U R I S TH E M O S T success – they really are the
core of it. They sought us out
I M P O R TA N T TH I N G . “
long ago when we really weren’t
STEVEN LANE
doing any marketing or even
aiming at being a large wholesale business. Their support and
campaigning paved the path for
our strategy today. We’ve always attracted really
amazing employees as well, and I couldn’t have
positioned Oxballs where it is now without either of
these components.
Looking back at the past decade, what were the
biggest highlights, and what were the low points, the
moments you’d rather forget?
Ox: The highlights have always been exploring
boundaries in the industry – new material, new
colours, new edgy designs … it never feels old or
the same and that’s a great thing as a designer.
Who else would make a platinum silicone urinal
gag with a neoprene strap but Oxballs? – and
there is a market for it! I’ve always loved creating
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The Oxballs crew

designs that are provocative and that people get
excited over, and there is a consumer that wants
these crazy designs. It’s very fulfilling. I have to
say the low is seeing one of our original designs
copied and being sold by another brand. We
spend all of our resources – time, money,
creativity, on creating new and innovative
products. It’s not flattering to be copied. But,
customers know … they can feel and see when
they have Oxballs.

What is your strategy going into the second decade
of Oxballs? What do you have planned for the future
of your company?
Ox: I can’t speak too specifically at this time, but our
goal going forward is to reach beyond Oxballs to
other demographics and customers that want
something else, something new, something they
haven’t seen before. There are some very exciting
things coming in 2019.

If you could go back to 2008 and write the company
history anew, is there anything you would you do
differently knowing what you know today?
Ox: Better packaging – our original packaging didn’t
make the product look good in the store and wasn’t
part of the experience. I was so focused on product
first, the design itself, the packaging was challenging
for retailers … and they let me know very clearly. It
was one of the biggest changes we made to
Oxballs.
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With this sort of sculpture,

form should definitely follow function

Q i m era Fo rge o f f ers h a nd-ma de f a nta sy dildo s

e x cl
clus
si
ive
ive

„

Qi, you are the maker of handmade sex
toys inspired by the fantasy genre. What can
you tell us about the path that led you to this
job?
Qi: I’ve been doing sculpting and mould-making projects for over six years now, and at
one point my partner half-jokingly said that
I could probably make dildos with my skillswhich led to me trying just that mostly for fun.
I posted some photos of my work online and
people seemed to really like my designs, so I
decided to keep doing it a bit more. Over time,
I went from making toys just for fun to starting
my own little shop and expanding on the
models and sizes I offered.

Dragons, unicorns, werewolves – there are tons of fantasy
creatures in literature and film
that tickle the imagination. If
you want to use more than
just your imagination, Qimera
Forge offers an even more
intimate experience in the
form of dildos modelled after
various fantasy creatures. In
our interview, Qimera Forge’s
Qi tells us about the inspiration for, and the qualities of
these fantastically fantastic
sex toys.

Before we talk more about your products,
could you tell us a bit about yourself?
Qi: I’m a non-binary artist from Germany, with
a degree in Art and have been doing sculpting
and illustration artwork for years now. Two
years ago, I started Qimera Forge as more of
a hobby, but I’ve been greatly enjoying making
silicone toys since then and moved on to a
more proper online shop now.
All your products follow a fantasy theme. Why
dragons, werewolves, and similar creatures?
Qi: I’ve always been fascinated by fantasy creatures and have been drawing them for a long
time already. They allow me more freedom
in terms of shape and design and let me fully
use my creativity, which makes the whole
process very enjoyable. It also gives me the
opportunity to challenge myself to see how
far I can push the design limits of the basic
shapes of a dildo.
There’s also a lot of interest in toys based on
fantasy creatures and monsters, which is becoming a bit more- mainstream almost now,
especially with the recent rise in movies that
have monstrous protagonists.
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How do you design the fantasy dildos you‘re
offering? Could you take us through the process, from the idea to the finished product?
Qi: I usually start off with a creature inspiration and from there first figure out the overall

shape of the toy and
and
d what
w
sort of stimulation
sttimu
stimu
imul
mulat
lation
la
ion
it should offer,
offer adjusting
ng
g the
th base
th
b
pe
e
shape
accordingly in my design sketches. The type
of creature or monster does affect the overall
shape, but the function of the toy is what is
more important in that phase. During those
initial sketches I also make sure that the shape
of the dildo is something that works with
silicone and that I don’t have any areas that
could produce problems during the final casting or that could trap air bubbles. Once I am
satisfied with the basic shape I start thinking
about details, and how much texture the toy
should have – for something aquatic I might
go with ripples and waves, while monstrous
dragon might have a bit harsher details and
thick scale textures. The final sketches then
become the reference I use for 3D sculpting
the toy and checking the dimensions and
proportions, and after that it’s printed, finished
and moulded, ready for casting.
Is it more important that the dildo actually works, or do your customers put more
emphasis on the design and the look?
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Qi: I try to balance the two, but in my opinion,
it is still more important that a dildo actually works
and would rather adjust the design to make sure it
fulfils its function than create a toy that doesn’t work
for anyone but looks pretty. With this sort of sculpture, form should definitely follow function.

want to engage in it, fantasy dildos are just another
way to ffulfil the, well, fantasy. Even people that aren’t
interest in fantasy play can be interested in fantainterested
dildo however, be it because of the textures and
sy dildos
shapes they come in or the colours and sizes.
op is society when it comes to sexual fetisHow open
g
hes in general
and toward the ones your products
cater to in particular?
Qi: I’d ssay that society has come to be a bit more
ab
open about
fetishes over the year, but for a lot of
people fantasy toys still are like a taboo, something
h ’ weird and embarrassing. Even at an event that
that’s
is geared towards the fetish community dildos that
are inspired by creatures and dragons are approached with caution by many. And even with people
that do prefer fantasy toys there are differencessome don’t want their toy to have any connection to
some monster and they’d prefer the product to not
come with any illustration or story blurb, while for
others it is almost essential to complete the fantasy
and to have a character attached to the toy.

Many of the dildos you offer are custom-made for
your customers. Could you tell us a bit about the
process?
Qi: Once I open slots for custom offers, customers
can either choose to order a surprise colorationwhich leaves the final look up to me, but the customer can send in inspiration pictures to make sure
the final look matches the look they’re going for, or
they can contact me directly if they’re interested
in something specific. From there on I discuss the
idea with the customer to make sure it can be done
in silicone and on the model they want. I can either
work from a description of the colours and effects
they want, or from a reference image – I have a collection of blank templates on my site that customers
can colour in for a custom order. If there is anything
that can’t be done on a model, or if there are any
technical risks, I will let the customer know and try
to work out an alternative that still matches the look
they want to go for.
fo
Are you also offering products to be sold off
the shelf? Are you working together with
retailers o
or distributors?
Qi: So fa
far, I don’t have any plans for
that, since
sin I prefer doing more unique
colorati
colorations and creating custom colours
for customers.
cust
I’m also working in a
rather small
s
workshop and on my own,
I’d have tto expand first to even think
about d
doing any large volume orders
ffor retail.
re
Why do your customers prefer
a fantasy dildo to a “regular“
one? Which role does fantasy
play when it comes to sex in your
opinion?
Qi: I would say that one of the biggest reasons is
the wide variety of shapes, sizes and firmness that
most fantasy toys come in. There’s a huge variety,
meaning that people who are looking for something
specific they like will most likely find it. I would say
that fantasy play is like any other fetish thoughsome are into it, some are not, and for those who

What are your plans for the future of Qimera Forge?
Qi: I will actually be moving from Germany to the
USA next year to live with my partner, so the shop
will have to be on hold shortly, but after that I will be
able to expand my workshop a bit and really focus
on making toys. There are no plans to seriously
expand however, since my main focus is still on
offering custom toys and finishing up adding more
sizes to my existing models already. I definitely want
to start attending conventions though.

“ E V E N AT A N E V E N T TH AT
I S G E A R E D TO WA R D S TH E

F E TI S H C O M M U N I T Y D I L D O S
TH AT A R E I N S P I R E D BY

C R E AT U R E S A N D D R A G O N S
A R E A P P R O A C H E D W I TH
C A U TI O N BY M A N Y. “
QI
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ACCESSORIES

Mains-powered masturbator with a sleeve. Apply plenty of
water-based lubricant and insert the penis halfway into the soft,
ﬂexible sleeve. Set the speed and intensity. Then relax and enjoy!
Extra powerful suction motor with 5 intensity levels and 5 speeds
Powerful pump and suction impulses
Individually adjustable, interval-controlled stimulation
0587176 0000

1.

2.

1. SUCK-O-MAT
Replacement Sleeve
Smooth inside and
10 cm deep.Inner Ø 3 cm
(ﬂexible). TPE.
0533297 0000

2. Suck-O-Mat Suck-O-Mat
Car Adapter
Adapter for the cigarette
lighter in the car. Output
12V/3A. Adapter 9 cm long,
cable length 115 cm. PC.

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

1810-027

0533300 0000

www.orion-wholesale.com
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Foria is bringing the power of cannabinoids

to people everywhere to improve their lives
D o c Jo h nso n wo rks with ca nna bis co mp a ny Fo ria

e x cl u s ive

„

A partnership between Doc Johnson and
Foria has been announced this summer. Could
you tell us a bit more about the company Foria?
Scott Watkins: Foria is bringing the power of
cannabinoids to people everywhere to improve
their lives. Foria specialises in multi-botanical
products that provide natural cannabinoids,
terpenes, essential oils and herbal extracts —
formulated to heighten sensual pleasure, relieve
menstrual discomfort, and assist in overall
wellness and balance. Every formula starts with a
foundation of broad-spectrum CBD from hemp,
and they offer a variety of formats including their
intimate arousal lube, aromatic vaporizer, menstrual suppositories, and oral wellness elixirs.

In California, it became legal
to buy cannabis as early as
1996, subject to the condition that you had a permit to
prove that you were using it
for medicinal purposes. Then,
at the beginning of 2018, the
sale of cannabis to adults was
fully legalised in the Golden
State, opening up a big, new
market – one whose potential
even attracted the attention of
adult company Doc Johnson.
And so, they recently entered
into a collaboration with Foria,
a company that specialises
in cannabinoid wellness
products. Scott Watkins,
Vice President of Sales and
Marketing at Doc Johnson,
and Mathew Gerson, creator
and co-owner of Foria, tell us
more about this team-up in a
short interview.

What does this new partnership between Doc
Johnson and Foria entail?
Scott Watkins: As the largest adult product
manufacturer in the USA, with over 40 years
of experience and relationships in the sexual
wellness industry, Doc Johnson is well positioned
to shepherd the Foria brand and their all-natural
ethos into the international adult product channel.
As such, Doc Johnson and Foria are collaborating to select retail partners with whom we will
drive education and products focused on sex

positive messages and experiences in sensual
wellness. The plan is to launch with Foria products that are currently available, including Foria
Awaken — a CBD-infused oil that is formulated
with 8 other beneficial organic plants and herbs
known for their unique intimacy enhancing properties. Foria Awaken heightens tactile sensation
and pleasure for women, while decreasing
tension, discomfort and dryness.
Doc Johnson and Foria’s creative teams are
also busy designing new products and product
bundles informed by their combined experience
and playful creativity that will address consumers
demanding sex-positive, all-natural options.
Right now, the sale of cannabis is still restricted
in most parts of the US and the rest of the world.
How do you see the future of this product category on a global scale?
Mathew Gerson: Cannabis has always been one
of the most widely consumed plants in Humanity‘s collective history simply because it has so
much to offer our species. As governments and
the scientific community catch up with the therapeutic potential, markets will continue to open
and more people will have access to a diverse
variety of quality cannabis, both as a medicine
and as a form of personal recreation. Fortunately,
there are many other sources of cannabinoids
— herbs like kava kava, hemp, cardamom, and
more — so we’re able to develop products for
both markets.

Mathew Gerson, creator
and co-CEO of Foria
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Scott Watkins,
Doc Johnson VP
of Sales and Marketing
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Cloud Climax is the flagship
reseller
eller of DS Dolls and
EX Dolls in Europe

Any product that is able to replace

a human is going to be controversial
A c l o ser lo o k a t th e ex p a nding sex do ll ma rket with Pa ul Lumb

e x cl u s ive

You’d be hard-pressed to find a product category that evolves as quickly as the sex doll
segment – the rate at which demand for these products continues to grow is truly impressive. But there’s also no other product category that sparks the same level of controversy.
These two opposing factors are the basis for our interview with Paul Lumb, who is not only
a sex doll expert, but also happens to be the founder and head of Cloud Climax.

„

Looking back at the year 2018 so far,
what are your conclusions regarding the
developments in the dolls segment?
Paul Lumb: During 2018 there has been a
lot of development in the Doll Product Sector.
The introduction of a full-size doll by
Pipedream being one of the high points of
the year. Kitty, Carmen and Bianca, have
helped to bring the consideration of owning a
sex doll to the forefront for more people who
are familiar with the Pipedream brand and
they have therefore assisted in bringing all
doll products increase in popularity. A
company such as Pipedream adding full
sized dolls to their product portfolio shows
exactly how being a doll owner is less of a
taboo than ever before.
We have seen strong development in the
materials and manufacturing methods being
used in doll production and more realism
than ever before. We have decided to add
TPE dolls to our portfolio having taken this

Paul Lumb, founder and
head of Cloud Climax
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decision because the developments in this
material in particular have been incredible.
We have added TPE dolls into the Cloud
Climax Luxury Doll Range for the first time.
The Evolution Doll by DS Dolls, which is a
Platinum Silicone doll has been my personal
main highlight. This doll being introduced into
the doll market has been a revelation. The
exquisite
modelling and moulding and the application
of new texturising processes have made this
doll by far the best new product this year.
The faces with Studio Waxwork make up
have given the rest of the industry something
to aspire to.
The media has shown great interest in this
topic. Hardly any product in our market has
ever caused such a stir ... What is your
explanation for all the hubbub?
Paul Lumb: The media interest is inevitable
with such a previously ‘sordid’ product
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becoming so mainstream and acceptable.
We currently have a lot of media interaction
at Cloud Climax and we have several
reporters from an array of publications
working closely with us to help increase
the understanding and acceptance of
these products. This is an important part
of our business development work in the
previous and coming months.
Apart from the usual sensationalism, the
subject of dolls is often presented as a
philosophical quandary. Will dolls change
the structures of human coexistence as
we know it?
Paul Lumb: I think human coexistence
has been rapidly changing in the last few
decades, which would happen with or
without sex dolls. The relatively recent
acceptance of co-habitation without
marriage, divorce, relationship breakdowns etc has all already changed the
structure of human coexistence. I think
with the addition of mental health issues
that are being more understood and the
additional scope of adding in Social Media
and the ways that people now interact
with one another, sex dolls would naturally
have become more popular as people
who do not have a partner or have issues
in seeking a partner find a way of gaining
companionship and sexual enjoyment.
In childhood, playing with dolls and
stuffed toys is a big part of development
and there is no reason why this cannot
continue in adulthood. People who have
issues with social interaction may be
assisted by having a life-size doll to
interact with and form a relation with upon
their own terms.
Any product that is able to replace a
human is going to be controversial. That
being said, many people who have a sex
doll have it for a reason of struggling with
a human to human relationship, or not
wanting to bring another human into their
relationship. Sex Dolls are not normally
portrayed in this way. Many of our
customers do not have sex with their doll.

Paul Lumb’s highlight
of 2018: the Evolution
Doll by DS Dolls
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In many of the reports about dolls, the
question is asked whether man should have
sex with robots or if this should remain a
taboo. Why does this notion trouble
people so much?
Paul Lumb: I think in order to really
consider this question seriously, you
have to first consider the products
that are going to be available in the
sex robot market. Predominantly, the
first products to be available will be
able to blink, have facial expressions
and perhaps play mp3s. This is not
much of a technological movement
forwards than having a sex doll.
The second wave of products available
to actually purchase will have the ability
to answer questions from a database
and search the internet to provide
answers to questions. They will also
have functionality to operate ‘smart’
gadgets such as turn on lights etc.
This is really no different to what
your smartphone can already do for
you. These sorts of dolls are just
another means of accessing this
technology.
People think that a sex robot is going
to be a nymphomaniac cyborg and
that really is not the intention of the
product. It is inevitable that sex dolls
are going to incorporate technology
to give a better overall experience,
not just sexually, and this is just the
same as other products that have
evolved to include progressions in
technology.
People have been enjoying sexual
experiences in a variety of ways for
centuries. This should not suddenly just
stop now. The products available in all
sectors of the industry are developing all
the time in order to incorporate updates
in technology and the Sex Doll sector
should be no different.
Any sex doll or sex robot is not a human
and should not be considered to be
one, no matter how realistic they are.
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It is interesting that this question has already
moved mankind in the past – there are many
novels, films, and TV delving into this
territory. Has the future caught up with us?
Considering that artificial intelligence is
becoming more and more sophisticated, is
this only just the beginning?
Paul Lumb: I do not think that the future has
quite yet caught up with us. I think that there
are many technologies that are not yet being
considered for use in a sexual nature that
could be.
AI is becoming more sophisticated, but I
think that we are a way off seeing a fully
automated AI Sex Doll in the market that is
available to purchase.
However, there is also resistance, and the
counter-arguments are usually about morality
and decency. How likely is it that access to
dolls will be limited by laws and regulations?
Paul Lumb: There are already restrictions in
place with regards access to dolls and sex
doll importation in the UK and Europe. I think
that there will likely be more legislation put
into place to give a more straightforward
legal stance on importation of sex dolls in the
future at some point as it is becoming such a
hot topic. However, we have our own
guidelines that we stick to when it comes to
our doll products that are in line with the
applicable laws.
People generally have differences of opinion
on morality and decency, so when throwing
the topic of sex dolls in there, people are
going to inevitably have opinions and be
resistant of such products.
Dolls are definitely a trend that has left its
mark on the adult market this year, and that
is also reflected in the growing number of
products and suppliers. Are you worried that
low-quality products will flood the market,
maybe causing a price war?
Paul Lumb: I do not think that low quality
products will be an issue. The majority of the
manufacture of sex dolls is done in Asia and
to compete in the market out there you have

to have a superior product,32 or you will fail.
The manufacturers prefer to create exclusive
products or something revolutionary in order
to succeed in standing out from the crowd,
rather than having a price war. In a price war
nobody wins.
Do you expect that demand for dolls will continue to increase or is the end of the flagpole
already in sight?
Paul Lumb: We are still seeing a steady
increase in the demand for dolls and we
are also seeing customers who have more
than one doll in their collection or want to
get themselves a better second doll.
With new products emerging all the time,
I think that the demand will continue to
increase steadily.
To what extent is the demand influenced by
increasing acceptance of dolls?
Paul Lumb: Acceptance of dolls is definitely
taking part in influencing the demand. Those
who would have previously bought a sex toy
are now considering a sex doll as a serious
alternative to what they would have previously considered acceptable to own. We are
also getting a lot of first time buyers who
need information about doll ownership, care
and maintenance of these products and help
understanding the range of products that is
available and their differences.
What can the manufacturers, distributors and
resellers do to promote education and
acceptance?
Paul Lumb: Continue talking about sex dolls
and sex robots. There are too many retailers
that are happy just to sell and not promote.
Part of being in the sex doll sector of the
market has got to be about bringing the
product into the forefront of the market,
getting people talking about it, hearing about
it and accepting it. It is a must.
Which developments should we expect in
2019 as far as technology, materials, etc. are
concerned?
Paul Lumb: That would be telling! You will
have to wait and see!

https://twitter.com/psion_satori
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eroFame 2018 part 4

The Lovehoney trade sales team: Laura Wood, Jade Bawa,
Kate Hodgson-Egan, Ilona Laboviciute, Sabrina Earnshaw
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Stéphane and Sandrine (Leisure Equipment
Design) with their Loopy Bounce
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Bavarian delicacies, free beer, music, great atmosphere,
wonderful guests – what more could you want?

Marisol Álvarez (Nuei)

Adrian Schneider and Werner Tiburtius (ST Rubber)

XR Brands is the 'Fetish Company of the Year‘

The team of WOW Tech won 'Brand of the Year‘
for the womanizer product line

Sharon (eroFame) and Sophie with the magicians
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Andrey Nikolaenko and Tadas Baliutavicius
(Le Frivole)

The team of pjur group

Uprize: Undoubtedly one of the
most-talked about products of
eroFame 2018

Sham Galoria (Rocks Off) talking with trade members
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More than 1500 guests partied at the eroFame Oktoberfest

The team of WOW Tech at the eroFame Oktoberfest
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…to our customers and to the jury.
ean EROTIX Award 2018
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Valentino Laucoski (Hollywood 2002), Dmitry Gasparian (TOYFA), Jana
Laucoska (Hollywood 2002), and Valeria Dodevska (Hollywood 2002)

Convivial get-together at the eroFame Oktoberfest

Happy faces at Amor Gummiwaren – the company received
an award for their private labelling efforts

Rianne S stands for unique toys and accessories

The Eropartner team posing for a triumphant photo

Fun Factory‘s eroFame stand from an unusual viewpoint
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Special award for We-Vibe: Ellen ten Brink was honoured for
'Outstanding Services to the Industry: For pioneering couples toys‘

Enchanted: Jerome Bensimon (Satisfyer)

Suomi! Suomi!

Rits Douwes (CLS Healthcare)

Product presentation a la
Rubber Shock: the Latex
Vacuum Cube in action

Oliver Redschlag (JOYDIVISION) examining his award
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Wende den Braver presented the YOURGASM
sets for sex toy beginners

Travelled to Hanover from the Netherlands: CLS Healthcare
Hauke Christiansen and Sven Jacobsen (ORION)
with their two EAN Awards
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Randolph Heil (EAN) talking to Tina Carter (Tenga)

April Hoopes and Raymond Houtenbos (Evolved Novelties)
Next year’s eroFame will take place on October 9 to 11
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Satisfyer presented numerous new products, including some very original POS materials

Taking a timeout: Wieland Hofmeister (eroFame)
The Penis Fitness experts from MaleEdge &
Jes-Extender: Klaus and Monika
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Cassie Parker (Wicked Sensual Care)

Jules Jordan and Kimberly Faubel (Clandestine Devices)
presented the new Mimic + Plus to the visitors of eroFame
Shunga received the award for 'Best Massage Products‘
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M A Y H E M

Adventure beckoned, and Mike Ryan heeded the call; he packed his things and left his
native South Africa to go to Europe and sell butt plugs, dildos, and penis pumps for Stark
Distribution. This big change in his personal and professional life plays a big role in our
Monthly Mayhem, of course, be we also get to talk about Margot Robbie, Leigh Dedhar, and
the Babymakernizer 3000.

„

Is it right that you‘ve got South African and
Italian roots?
Mike Ryan: Yes, although the blonde hair and
blue eyes lean me more towards the German
side. I still think that I might be the postman‘s
son ...
What was your childhood ambition?
Mike Ryan: I wanted to be a professional
golfer from a young age, and I came close to
doing that until I discovered women… so here
I am fiddling with butt plugs.
How did you get into the love toy industry?
Mike Ryan: I was offered the job while still
living in South Africa. I had been applying
overseas for months and I finally got my lucky
break at Stark Distribution. I think this industry
was great to get into for a first job overseas as
it wasn’t as demanding as that of a corporate. It’s a great stepping stone for my future
development.
If you weren’t in this industry, what would you
be doing now?
Mike Ryan: I would be in the African bush as
a game ranger fighting for the protection of the
rhinos and elephants. I am the biggest nature
lover.
What was the biggest step in your career?
Mike Ryan: The biggest step has defiantly
been moving my whole life aboard from South
Africa. It was very stressful as I didn’t know
what to expect. The exchange rate was also an
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issue, converting my life saving didn’t add up to
much – I even had to sell my elephants. Haha.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Mike Ryan: I will work towards being a Managing Director of a company or director of Marketing and Sales. I have a massive passion for
marketing. I am a people person, and very much
an extrovert so I find it easy moving anywhere
and making new friends. It’s just the way I am.
How do you envision the future of the love toy
industry?
Mike Ryan: I can see a huge focus on interactive sex toys and sex dolls. There seems
to be a huge amount of focus on interactivity
with pleasure products which is exciting. My
hope is that we can bring these products into
our sex lives to improve them, rather than
replace human interaction completely. I, personally, still want to hear “I want your babies“
not “give me my babymakernizer 3000“.
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Mike Ryan: Arriving at work around 10am to
a well composed email from my customers
about the satisfaction they have experienced
from Stark products. Even though it’s the
adult industry, it takes a lot to please people. It
keeps me on my toes and I like it.
How do you relax after work?
Mike Ryan: I head home around 6pm each
day, throw on my running gear and take a jog
around Wandsworth in South-West London.
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Mike Ryan
Questions & Answers

Sitting behind a desk for 8hrs gets to me, especially
as I’m usually quite restless person (well my colleagues think I am). I just think that I’m positive.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Mike Ryan: Leigh Dedhar from Doxy. Self-proclaimed sexiest man alive.

Who would you consider your role model and why?
Mike Ryan: Nelson Mandela. I know its cliché,
however I’m from South Africa and what he did for
us as a nation; and the impact he had worldwide will
forever be held close to my heart in all decisions I
make. One of my favourite quote is – “A good head
and a good heart are always a formidable combination“ Nelson Mandela.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema and
what film would you watch?
Mike Ryan: Margot Robbie. Wolf of Wall Street.
Ehem.

Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Mike Ryan: My friend Stacey Leigh Patrick in South
Africa. She recently just lost her mother to cancer,
after losing her father 5 years ago to the same
illness. She has been through a lot and deserves a
happy moment.

“ I D O N ’ T H AV E TI M E F O R
LIARS. I’M A BLACK AND

WHITE PERSON. TELL ME
TH E T R U TH A N D D O N ’ T

B E AT A R O U N D TH E B U S H . “
M I K E RYA N

Which personal success are you proud of?
Mike Ryan: I received the Headmasters award in
my final year a school for Managerial Leadership.
This opened doors to scholarships at South Africa’s
best universities.
What do you particularly like about yourself?
Mike Ryan: I’m a people’s person and I will always find
positives in any situation. I believe a pat on the back
can go a long way in the development of an individual.
Which vice could you never forgive?
Mike Ryan: I don’t have time for liars. I’m a black
and white person. Tell me the truth and don’t beat
around the bush.
What song do you sing in the shower?
Mike Ryan: That’s a tough one. It depends on my
plans later on that day. I would say that my rendition
of ‚Impi‘ by Johnny Clegg is my best – as it really
brings out the African in me.

You have a month’s holiday.
Where do you go?
Mike Ryan: Serengeti Desert
for the Masai Mara’s Great
Migration.
Which three things would you
take with you to a deserted
island?
Mike Ryan: Spear for fishing Magnifying glass to make fires Machete to cut down trees and
make as shelter – SORTED

If you could swap lives with
somebody for a day, who would it be?
Mike Ryan: Margot Robbie. I would love to see life
through her eyes. A famous actor and talented in so
many ways. I’m a fan … can you tell?
Is there anything you would never do again?
Mike Ryan: Run after a pride of lions while on a
game walk. I can laugh about it now but it was not
funny when it happened. Trust me.
Do you have some good advice you want to share
with our readers?
Mike Ryan: If you’re not stocking Titus then you are
missing a trick. I would like to tell everyone that to be
free is not merely to ‘cast off one’s chains’ but to live
in a way that respects and enhances the freedom
of others. I’m proud to work in an industry which
encourages this in so many ways.
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power power

Spezielle ausgewogene RohstoffKombination für
mehr Power.
Specially balanced
commodity combinations for more
power.

Art. No. 78600
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Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista ///
Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach
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MASSAGE
WARMING OIL

250 ml / 8.5 ﬂ.oz

Edles Massageöl für gepf legte, seidige Haut.
Mit leichtem und angenehm stimulierendem
wärmendem Effekt.
High quality massage oil for radiant, silky skin.
With a slightly and delightfully stimulating,
warming effect.
250 ml
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SHIATSU MAGIC DREAMS
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Just Glide Original Silicone
Medical silicone-based lubricant: THE high-quality
lubricant that provides long-lasting lubrication!
Dermatologically tested – perfect for sensitive skin.
Vegan, without preservatives. Can be washed off
easily with soap. Latex condom safe.
0611107 0000
0611115 0000
0611123 0000

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

1810-027
1810-027

30 ml
100 ml
200 ml

www.orion-wholesale.com
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